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Abstract
As cities grow, the load on the municipal wastewater treatment plants in-
creases. The Käppala Association predicts that the number of population
equivalents connected to the Käppala Wastewater Treatment Plant will in-
crease by over 160 % in the coming three decades. An increased load leads to
a larger amount of sludge that must be treated. This is done today with sta-
bilization through mesophilic anaerobic digestion and subsequent dewatering
and hygienization. At the same time, there is a need for sustainable energy
sources in society, to which wastewater treatment plants contribute by provid-
ing energy-rich biogas as a by-product from the anaerobic digestion.

The degree of digestion is dependent on the retention time of the sludge in
the digester and the retention time will become shorter as the load increases.
Thermophilic anaerobic digestion has been identified as a possible alterna-
tive to the investment of additional digester volume as the method has been
reported to provide a faster stabilization and thus an equivalent result with
a shorter retention time. In addition, there are indications that thermophilic
anaerobic digestion is able to produce a larger amount of biogas per unit of
organic material in comparison with mesophilic anaerobic digestion. To eval-
uate whether the Käppala Association can enjoy these benefits, a thermophilic
anaerobic digestion experiment has been conducted on a pilot scale.

The pilot plant included a 5 m3 digester which was fed semi-continuou-
sly with 65 %mass primary sludge and 35 %mass waste activated sludge. The
experiment began with a temperature transition from a mesophilic inoculum
to thermophilic conditions, followed by allowing the process to acclimatize.
The process was operated thereafter for three retention times with a length of
18 days each. All process parameters were derived as far as possible from
the full-scale sludge treatment at Käppala Wastewater Treatment Plant. The
experimental results were compared with simulation results based on the math-
ematical model Anaerobic Digestion Model No. 1.

The temperature transition and acclimatization was performed success-
fully. At reference load, the degree of digestion was 54.4 % and specific
methane production was 0.221 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VSin
, which was not enough to over-

come the mesophilic full-scale process. Indications pointed towards proteins
being more easily digested in a thermophilic process. Furthermore, deterio-
rating process stability and dewaterability of the digestate was observed.

Keywords: thermophilic anaerobic digestion, pilot, municipal wastewater,
biogas, adm1
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Sammanfattning
I takt med att städerna växer ökar belastningen på de kommunala avloppsre-
ningsverken. Käppalaförbundet förutspår att antalet anslutna personekviva-
lenter till Käppalaverket kommer att öka med över 160 % under de kommande
tre decennierna. En ökad belastning leder till en större mängd slam som måste
behandlas. Detta görs idag med stabilisering genom mesofil rötning samt ef-
terföljande avvattning och hygienisering. Samtidigt finns ett behov av hållbara
energikällor i samhället, dit avloppsreningsverken bidrar genom tillhandahålla
energirik biogas som biprodukt från rötningen.

Utrötningsgraden är beroende av slammets uppehållstid i rötkammaren
och uppehållstiden kommer att bli kortare i takt med att belastningen ökar. Ter-
mofil rötning har identifierats som ett möjligt alternativ till inköp av ytterligare
rötkammarvolym då metoden har rapporterats ge en snabbare stabilisering och
därmed ett likvärdig resultat med kortare uppehållstid. Dessutom finns indika-
tioner för att termofil rötning kan producera en större mängd biogas per enhet
organiskt material i jämförelse med mesofil rötning. För att utreda huruvida
Käppalaförbundet kan åtnjuta dessa fördelar har ett termofilt rötningsförsök
bedrivits i pilotskala.

Pilotanläggningen bestod av en 5 m3 rötkammare som matades semikon-
tinuerligt med 65 %massa primärslam och 35 %massa överskottsslam. Försöket
inleddes med en temperaturövergång från en mesofil ymp till termofila be-
tingelser, följt av att processen tilläts acklimatisera. Processen drevs därefter
under tre uppehållstider med en längd på 18 dygn vardera. Samtliga driftpa-
rametrar härleddes i den mån det var möjligt från fullskalig slambehandling
på Käppalaverket. De experimentella resultaten jämfördes med simulerings-
resultat baserade på den matematiska modellen Anaerobic Digestion Model
No. 1.

Temperaturövergången och acklimatiseringen utfördes med framgång. Vid
referensbelastningen var utrötningsgraden 54.4 % och den specifika metanpro-
duktionen var 0.221 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VSin
, vilket var otillräckligt för att överträffa den

mesofila, fullskaliga processen. Försöket indikerade att proteiner bryts ned lät-
tare i en termofil process. Vidare observerades avtagande processtabilitet och
försämrade avvattningsegenskaper hos rötresten.

Nyckelord: termofil rötning, pilot, kommunalt avloppsvatten, biogas, adm1
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The industrialization of society has brought prosperity to large parts of the
world, but at the same time also an unprecedented strain on natural ecosys-
tems. Through prolonged extraction and combustion of fossil fuels, a sig-
nificant part of the vast deposits of energy-rich carbon compounds has been
displaced from the fixation in the Earth’s crust to the atmosphere, primarily in
the form of carbon dioxide. Since the Industrial Revolution in the 18th cen-
tury, the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has increased by
approximately 50 % to levels never before experienced by mankind [1].

Being an efficient absorber of thermal infrared radiation, carbon dioxide
is classified as a greenhouse gas and contributes to the anthropogenic global
warming. Within several of the United Nations Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), the General Assembly calls for immediate action against the
ongoing accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere [2]. It is a fact
that fossil fuels have to be replaced by sustainable sources of energy if society
wishes to maintain growth.

Anaerobic digestion (AD) has become increasingly distinguished in the
field of sustainable production of energy. The oxygen-free decomposition of
organic matter in waste produces biogas rich in energy-carrying methane. The
produced biogas can be used to generate heat and power or be upgraded to
biofuel for use in the transport sector. The controlled process also prevents
the spontaneous decomposition of organic matter in nature which ultimately
leads to emission of methane to the atmosphere, which in itself has a global
warming potential (GWP) of 25 over 100 years [3].

Historically, anaerobic digesters have been integrated into municipal waste-
water treatment plants (WWTPs) for their ability to reduce the sludge masses
that have to be disposed of at the end of the treatment process. With the grow-
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

ing awareness of sustainability, WWTPs have also learned to make use of the
energy content in the waste material and maximize the yield by optimizing the
digestion process. In 2019, energy production from WWTPs in Sweden ac-
counted for 738 GWh which corresponds to 35 % of the country’s total biogas
production. The majority of the gas produced by WWTPs was upgraded to
vehicle gas [4]. The byproduct from the AD process is a digestate that is rich
in nutrients. To prevent the growth of pathogens, the digestate can be hygien-
ized by several different methods. It is then considered suitable to spread on
arable land, closing the nutrient transport cycle.

The Käppala WWTP is owned by the Käppala Association, which consist
of eleven member municipalities primarily in the northern Stockholm area.
As of now, the plant receives about 56.6 million cubic meters of wastewater
in a year [5] which corresponds to approximately 559 000 population equiva-
lents (PEs) [6]. The water treatment line involves mechanical, biological and
chemical treatment giving an estimated degree of separation that is 99, 97
and 80 % of organic compounds, phosphorus and nitrogen, respectively. The
sludge streams are then further processed in the sludge treatment line involving
thickening, anaerobic digestion, dewatering and hygienization. Sustainability
measures such as producing biogas and exchanging heat from the outgoing
wastewater streams enables the Käppala WWTP to deliver 3 GWh even after
fulfilling the internal energy demand [5]. The recipient of the treated wastew-
ater is Saltsjön which is the transitional area between lake Mälaren and the
Baltic Sea, meaning that the quality of the effluent has a direct environmen-
tal impact on the Stockholm archipelago. A large part of the treated sludge is
returned to arable land owing to active upstream emission prevention in ac-
cordance with the REVAQ quality certification.

In the coming decades, the number of connected PEs is expected to in-
crease significantly, which will lead to an increased load to Käppala WWTP.
To meet the increased load, Käppala is currently putting in extensive effort
to scale up the dimensioning of the plant from the current 700 000 PEs to
900 000 PEs. A larger volume of incoming wastewater inevitably leads to a
larger amount of produced sludge. Therefore, a capacity investigation needs
to be carried out in the sludge treatment line. The case is further complicated
by the fact that during the same period as the load increase, the emission re-
quirements on the plant are expected to become stricter. Finally, most of the
anaerobic digesters at the plant today are old and need to be able to be tem-
porarily decommissioned for renovation, which places demands on the system
redundancy.

The three anaerobic digesters at Käppala WWTP are today operated in
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mesophilic mode, meaning the temperature is set to 37 °C which promotes
the growth of a mesophilic microbial community. One promising strategy to
increase sludge treatment capacity without the requirement to invest in addi-
tional reactor volume is to convert the operation mode to thermophilic AD, in
which the temperature is set to 55 °C, thus replacing the mesophilic commu-
nity with thermophilic organisms instead. In theory, thermophilic AD should
lead to both higher methane production rate and more complete substrate con-
version. The common drawbacks, however, are increased process sensitivity
to disturbances, increased risk of odors and foaming, as well as increased heat-
ing requirements.

However, by monitoring the process health it is possible to minimize the
impact of the disadvantages and enjoy the benefits of thermophilic operation.
In this project, a real thermophilic AD process is run on substrate that is na-
tive to Käppala. Through laboratory work and simulation, the stable process
conditions of thermophilic AD at Käppala WWTP are to be characterized.

1.1 Scope
The main objective of the study is twofold. It intends to characterize a real
thermophilic AD process operated at Käppala WWTP using both theoretically
and experimentally based methodologies in parallel. The two approaches will
ultimately converge in part, where results from the experimental study will be
used to assess the validity of the results generated by a theoretically derived
model. The experimental work is more in line with common industrial practice
within municipal wastewater treatment, which is based on strategic sampling
and online measurement of diagnostic points of the process. Therefore, the
experimental results have a value in their own right while the validity of the
theoretical model cannot be confirmed without experimental work.

The theoretical part revolves around the implementation of the industrially
recognized mathematical model named Anaerobic Digestion Model No. 1
(ADM1) to simulate the AD process. This includes transcribing the governing
equations of the ADM1 to suitable MATLAB code as well as deriving valid
initial conditions corresponding to the real process from gathered experimental
results. Having the governing equations and consistent initial conditions, a
numerically approximated solution to the problem can be obtained. At this
stage in development, parameter values that characterize thermophilic AD will
be estimated experimentally and be found in the literature.

Alongside the modeling, an experimental study is performed in a semi-
continuous pilot-scale AD plant which is fed a mixed wastewater sludge rep-
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resentative of the full-scale process at Käppala WWTP. Experimental data is
gathered by continuous online measurement and laboratory analysis of sam-
ples. The ultimate aim of the experimental work is to document temperature
transition dynamics and determine characteristic process parameters at steady-
state. The set of parameters that can be determined quantitatively consists of

• Degree of digestion

• Nitrogen mineralization

• Biogas production rate and composition

• Chemical properties of the digestate

• Dewaterability of the digestate

• Reject water composition

Additionally, there are target parameters that are not easily quantifiable but
still of value to discuss qualitatively such as

• Process stability

• Foaming tendencies

• Odors

A secondary purpose of this report is to communicate the mathematics
of ADM1 as explicitly as possible to reduce the risk of misunderstanding.
This hopefully lowers the threshold for other thesis writers or engineers that
would find ADM1 useful. Previously published works often present the model
with elegant notation that require less physical space in the final printed matter
which might be preferred by scientific journals and experienced participants
in the discourse. However, key authors in the field have openly acknowledged
the difficulties of communicating large models such as ADM1 via traditional
means and seek a standardization of model communication [7]. This project
does not propose a standard but attempts to circumvent the problem by only
using the most clear way of notation for treating the involved mathematics. It is
fundamentally a matter of taste to judge what is to be considered as clear, and
the model undeniably loses transparency by fully expanding the mathematical
expressions, thus making it less clear in a pedagogical sense. In this report,
however, clarity is assessed by how readily the mathematical expressions are
transcribed into parsable MATLAB code.
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1.2 Delimitations
The long-term purpose of the project is to investigate whether running the full-
scale production in thermophilic operation mode would increase productivity
without requiring additional reactor volume. Arguably, the direct method of
testing this would be performing the experiment in one of the full-scale di-
gesters at Käppala WWTP. However, due to the complexity of the current
full-scale process, it is not feasible to bypass a reactor volume to make it avail-
able for experimental use, as each digester today is needed in production as a
process step in an over-all process. Therefore, an assumption is made that the
results gathered from the pilot-scale digester are proportional to a full-scale di-
gester in the same configuration. This also somewhat limits the usefulness of
the results as the full-scale process is not carried out in a single-stage anaerobic
digester. Due to time constraints of the projects it is also more reasonable to
work with smaller reaction volumes as this requires less time for temperature
increase and homogenization.

The energy aspect of AD is crucial when considering changing the oper-
ation mode of a digester. A process cannot be considered sustainable if the
improvement of one performance parameter is at the cost of increasing energy
demand so that the process cannot sustain itself. This includes producing a
digestate that puts too high demands on later stages in sludge treatment. The
overarching energy balance is elaborate and needs effort to be performed with
precision. Therefore, this project draws a line at energy considerations to be
able to focus on the material aspect and invites another project to investigate
the energy contributions, positive and negative, within the thermophilic pro-
cess.

When it comes to modeling, ADM1 is highly modular and enables the user
to relatively easily integrate additional sub-processes that are not included in
the original model. A common aim for authors in the field is to integrate non-
standard sub-processes in an effort to make a simulation match the behavior
of a real system more closely. Some examples of these are addition of precip-
itation of calcium carbonate and formation of lactate [8], sulfate reduction [9],
and nitrate/nitrite reduction [10]. In this project, however, the ADM1 model
is implemented according to the original publication by Batstone et al. [11]
together with the improvements proposed by Rosén and Jeppsson [12]. This
combination is more or less considered the default starting point of implement-
ing ADM1 and is available upon request as an executable MATLAB/Simulink
model [13]. However, to gain more insight into the inner workings of ADM1,
the MATLAB implementation will be written from scratch.



Chapter 2

Background

This chapter first intends to provide an overall picture of the processes of a
WWTP that leads to a sludge being produced which must later be treated.
Then the AD process is then described at both macro and molecular level,
which provides the main framework for later analysis. Finally, approaches for
expressing the AD process in the language of mathematics are presented.

2.1 Municipal wastewater treatment
As of 2020, about 8.8 million people are connected to Swedish WWTPs [14].
Through daily use in residential, commercial and industrial contexts, water is
contaminated producing what is known as wastewater [15]. This municipal
mixture is transported to the WWTP through underground tunnels. The main
purpose of the WWTP is to restore the quality of water so that it can safely be
returned to the aquatic environment. There have historically been many local,
small-scale plants situated around the country. Nowadays, small plants are
being replaced with pumping stations that forward wastewater to centralized
large-scale plants [16].

The process separates contaminants in concentrated wastewater fractions
collectively known as raw sludge [17]. One of the secondary goals of the
plant is to process the raw sludge so that it is no longer a hazard to the envi-
ronment. The treatment of sludge is also a key aspect in other sustainability
challenges wastewater treatment is facing today such as resource recovery and
self-sustenance [18].

The wastewater treatment line of large-scale WWTPs are usually designed
as a chain of established process stages: mechanical, biological and chemical
treatment. Each stage involves a number of process units that are configured

6
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to satisfy the needs and prerequisites of each plant.

Mechanical treatment

The mechanical treatment generally comes first and is therefore also referred
to as primary treatment. It has the purpose of removing and fractionating par-
ticulate matter. A schematic of a common mechanical treatment configuration
is shown in figure 2.1.

Influent

Screenings

Screens

Effluent

Primary sludge

Settling basin

Grit

Grit chamber

Figure 2.1: Mechanical treatment flow chart.

The first fraction is large debris that is sieved from the stream by screens
immediately after the inlet. Such debris can consist of rags, rocks and other
coarse material that is not supposed to enter the sewage system in the first
place and needs to be removed not to disturb or damage equipment later in
the treatment process. Usually, the screenings are washed, compressed and
ultimately transported away from the WWTP for incineration.

The screens are followed by a grit chamber that is designed to separate
small but high-density particles like sand from the stream. This also intends
to reduce wear on equipment such as pumps and piping. Meanwhile, it is
undesirable for organic matter to settle in the grit chamber. A common design
addition is to aerate the grit chamber, keeping light particles suspended while
heavy particles sink. The removed grit is usually washed and used as filling
material in landfills or structural material in composts.

The last process unit of mechanical treatment is primary sedimentation.
The remaining particulate matter is allowed to settle in sedimentation basins
where the sediment is scraped into wells and pumped to sludge treatment. As
this sludge is produced in the first treatment stage, it is referred to as primary
sludge (PS).

Biological treatment

In biological treatment microorganisms are conditioned to remove both par-
ticulate and soluble contaminants from the wastewater. The original designs
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were intended to reduce organic carbon compounds but were improved in
the recent decades to cover nitrogen and phosphorus removal as well [19].
Wastewater is inherently rich in microbial diversity and the dominating species
is regulated by the available substrate and living conditions, e.g. the temper-
ature and the pH of the wastewater [20]. The biological diversity contributes
to the robustness of the process since the system responds to changes in in-
fluent composition by switching the dominating species, keeping treatment
efficiency largely constant.

A widely used method of biological treatment is the Activated Sludge Pro-
cess (ASP). Coincidentally, the useful microorganisms in biological treatment
secrete extracellular polymeric substances (EPSs) that bind organisms and
waste material in flocs. The flocs have approximately the same density as
water and are therefore easy to hold in suspension by agitation. The sludge
is regarded as activated in the sense that a significant fraction of its mass is
biologically active. By designing the process so that it promotes the growth
of specific microorganisms, wastewater contaminants are removed as a conse-
quence of cellular respiration and fixation into biomass. However, the growth
rates of the desired microorganisms are slower compared to the hydraulic re-
tention time (HRT) of biological treatment. The solution is to include a sec-
ondary sedimentation basin following the agitated basin to collect the acti-
vated sludge in the sediment. Most of the activated sludge is recycled to the
beginning of biological treatment as return activated sludge (RAS) to further
promote growth. As a result, the solids retention time (SRT) is greater than the
HRT in the ASP. To maintain the setpoint sludge concentration in the agitated
basin, part of the sediment is removed from wastewater treatment as waste ac-
tivated sludge (WAS) and pumped to sludge treatment. This is demonstrated
schematically in figure 2.2.

Biological treatment compartments

Effluent

Return activated sludge

Settling basin

Influent

Waste activated sludge

Figure 2.2: Biological treatment flow chart.

A characteristic nitrogen pollutant in wastewater is ammonium. The bio-
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logic removal of ammonium is carried out serially by nitrifying and denitri-
fying bacteria, respectively. During nitrification, ammonium is oxidized to
nitrite by bacteria of nitroso genera such as Nitrosomonas, Nitrosococcus and
Nitrosospira. The nitrite is then further oxidized to nitrate by nitro bacteria
where the dominating species are of genera Nitrobacter followed by Nitro-
spina, Nitrococcus and Nitrospira [21]. The conceptual transformations reads
as:

2 NH4
+ + 3 O2

nitroso bacteria−−−−−−−→ 2 NO2
− + 4 H+ + 2 H2O (2.1)

2 NO2
− + O2

nitro bacteria−−−−−−→ 2 NO3
− (2.2)

The nitrifying bacteria are autotrophs and use the released energy from
the oxidation reactions to fixate inorganic carbon into its biomass. From the
reaction formulae it is evident that the nitrification rate is dependent on the
availability of dissolved oxygen. To satisfy this demand the wastewater stream
is intensely aerated, which contributes largely to the total energy demand of
the plant.

If the nitrate-rich wastewater transitions into anoxic conditions, denitrifica-
tion is promoted. Heterotrophic denitrifying bacteria will dominate, extracting
energy by oxidizing organic compounds and using nitrate instead of oxygen as
the electron acceptor. One characteristic genus of denitrifiers is Pseudomonas,
however, there are many genera capable of denitrification [22]. A conceptual
reaction formula [20] reads as:

4 NO3
− + 5 C (organic carbon) + 4 H+ −−→ 2 N2 + 5 CO2 + 2 H2O (2.3)

From the formula it is evident that denitrification needs a source of organic
carbon. Generally, there is organic material in the wastewater. However, de-
pending on where in the biological treatment basin the anoxic compartment is
located the organic carbon content in the stream may be more or less depleted.
It may also not be uniform enough to be consumed efficiently by denitrifying
microorganisms. For WWTPs employing post-denitrification, i.e. having the
anoxic compartment downstream to the oxic compartment, it is common to
add a carbon source such as methanol or acetate to enhance the rate of denitri-
fication [21]. To exploit the greater availability of inherent wastewater organic
carbon in the beginning of the basin, pre-denitrification can be used where the
oxic compartment is placed downstream to the anoxic compartment. Then
the nitrate-rich water in the end of the oxic zone is recycled to the beginning
of the anoxic zone for denitrification. In both cases, the reduction product is
molecular nitrogen that leaves the wastewater stream to the atmosphere [22].
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In addition to nitrogen and organic compounds, phosphorus makes up a
significant fraction of nutrient pollutants in wastewater. Phosphorus com-
pounds are present as polymeric polyphosphate and monomeric orthophos-
phate, as well as organic phosphorus compounds [18]. In wastewater, poly-
phosphates are eventually hydrolyzed to orthophosphate, while organic phos-
phorus is biologically transformed to orthophosphate. Orthophosphate can be
biologically removed by bacteria referred to as phosphorus-accumulating or-
ganisms (PAOs) which show a particularly high content of phosphorus in their
biomass.

To promote biological phosphorus removal, an anaerobic compartment
with a short HRT is followed by an aerated compartment. The anaerobic com-
partment is called a selector since it promotes the intracellular production of
storage metabolites in PAO. At the same time, PAO releases orthophosphate,
resulting in a temporary increase of phosphorus in the stream. When entering
the aerated compartment, the accumulated metabolites are oxidized to acquire
energy to form polyphosphate bonds within the biomass, counteracting the
previous increase of phosphorus in the stream. A well-functioning phospho-
rus removal process yields a net-removal of free orthophosphate. A combined
nitrogen and phosphorus removal can be achieved with the University of Cape
Town (UCT) process where biological treatment is composed of anaerobic,
anoxic and aerobic compartments, in that order. Moreover, there is a phos-
phorus return from the anoxic to the anaerobic compartment, while there is
a nitrogen return from the aerobic to the anoxic compartment. This leads to
reduced competition among microorganisms and ultimately to increased phos-
phorus and nitrogen removal efficiencies.

Chemical treatment

In many cases, to achieve tolerable concentration in the effluent the remain-
ing phosphorus is removed through chemical precipitation. Ordinarily, iron
or aluminium salts are added to the stream as flocculant since they readily
form insoluble phosphates. Moreover, they are also able to form gelatinous
hydroxides that collect small particulate phosphates into larger flocs. The sta-
bility of the flocs is dependent on pH. Ferric chloride is an ideal flocculant as
iron(III) forms both insoluble phosphate and hydroxide at common wastew-
ater pH. The cheaper and more common alternative is ferrous sulfate which
contains iron(II). It therefore has to be oxidized before becoming active as a
phosphorus precipitant.

There is no standard point in the total process where the flocculant should
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be added. Hence, a special nomenclature has been developed to describe dif-
ferent inclusions of chemical treatment [23]. Addition of flocculant before pri-
mary sedimentation is known as pre-precipitation. It generally increases the
performance of mechanical treatment since the chemically induced flocs also
gather organic material which settle more efficiently. This leads to a decreased
loading rate on biological treatment, but also brings the risk of reducing phos-
phorus and carbon source availability so much that biological treatment stops
to function properly.

If instead adding the flocculant to biological treatment, it is referred to as
co-precipitation. The immediate advantage is that complete nutrient removal
is combined in a single physical process stage. However, a larger part of the
sludge will be non-bioactive which theoretically requires a greater sludge con-
centration for biological treatment to work efficiently.

The last common alternative is post-precipitation where flocculant is added
after biological treatment. Thus, post-precipitation resembles a tertiary treat-
ment stage within the full treatment process. This is usually the most effective
method of phosphorus removal, but requires significant investments to include
a discrete chemical treatment process unit in the WWTP. To reach even bet-
ter results, post-precipitation can be combined with a filtration unit that sep-
arates even moderately sized flocs from the effluent. In Swedish WWTPs,
post-precipitation is often combined with either pre-precipitation or simulta-
neous precipitation.

Sludge treatment

The two main products of wastewater treatment are treated wastewater and
sludge. In a well-functioning process, the treated wastewater is of acceptable
quality to release directly into the recipient, i.e. the receiving body of water,
without putting critical strain on the environment. The sludge, however, is rich
in organic matter and nutrients, and therefore prone to spontaneous decompo-
sition if deposited directly in nature. Uncontrolled decomposition of sludge
brings several issues which makes it not sustainable. Indeed, in many cases it
is hazardous to return raw sludge directly to the environment.

As mentioned earlier, methane is a decomposition product that is a more
potent greenhouse gas compared to carbon dioxide. Other product gases such
as ammonia and hydrogen sulfide constitute a problem because they are odor-
ous and sometimes corrosive. There is also risk that the sludge is a carrier of
pathogenic organisms that would be directly hazardous if allowed to grow and
spread. This is especially relevant in the case where the sludge is from a do-
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mestic origin. To mitigate these problems, a separate sludge treatment process
is generally integrated into the WWTP.

To prevent spontaneous decomposition the sludge needs to be stabilized.
There are several methods of sludge stabilization. Alkaline stabilization is a
direct way to halt decomposition by mixing lime into the sludge. The resulting
increase in pH makes the lime-treated sludge a non-suitable substrate for the
decomposing microorganisms. However, there is no reduction in sludge mass
from this method which is relevant from an energy and logistics point of view.
Biological treatment can instead be used to reduce sludge mass by converting
organic solids to gaseous compounds. One route is sludge aeration, in which
aerobic microorganisms oxidize organic matter to primarily carbon dioxide,
ammonium and heat. As aeration equipment brings very high operation costs
and diffuse heat is difficult to efficiently convert into useful energy, the more
popular method of biological stabilization is AD which explicitly forbids aer-
ation and produces energy-rich biogas. AD characteristically converts 50 %
of organic matter to biogas, which equates to about 30 % of the total solids.

Because AD produces next to no heat, the process requires external heat-
ing to maintain a suitable environment for the digesting microbes. Sludge is
mostly water which is known to have a very high heat capacity. In an effort
to reduce heating cost, the raw sludge is usually treated in a thickener before
being fed into the digester. The purpose of the thickener is to increase the
concentration of total solids (TS). A doubling of the TS percentage reduces
the water mass by half, meaning less energy is required to heat the sludge. In
addition to reduced heating costs, a more concentrated sludge increases the
HRT in the digester for the same organic loading rate (OLR), possibly giving
a more complete conversion of the biodegradable material.

After stabilization, the sludge is dewatered before being transported from
the WWTP. This operation reduces the fuel needed for transport. Common de-
vices to achieve this result are presses and centrifuges. The operation separates
the stabilized sludge into a concentrated sludge cake and reject water. Gen-
erally polyelectrolytes, i.e. polymers with an ionic repeating unit, are added
to the sludge to enhance flocculation and therefore separation. Sludge with
additives is usually referred to as conditioned sludge. Depending on factors
such as AD operation mode and selected polyelectrolyte, a varying amount of
suspended solids (SS) will remain in the reject water. Since the reject water
is returned to the inlet of the WWTP, significant SS content is a serious issue
because the suspended particles either enter a closed loop in the process or
leave the plant via the effluent, increasing the plant load without any benefit
and ultimately deteriorating the treatment results. Therefore, great effort is put
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into optimizing sludge dewatering.
The final dewatered sludge product is commonly used in the production

of fertile soil, as landfill cover material or as fertilizer in agriculture [14]. The
industry, fronted by the trade association Swedish Water, has committed to
returning nutrients and organic material to arable lands. The composition of
wastewater reflects the use of chemicals in society and therefore hazardous and
persistent compounds inevitably end up together with the benign substances
in the sludge. Swedish law currently regulates limiting values for a number of
heavy metals [24]. Swedish Water took the initiative to the so called REVAQ
certification to encourage continuous work on improving the sludge quality of
its members. REVAQ includes even stricter limiting values than Swedish law
and requires the certificate holder to actively work towards minimizing pollu-
tion at the source [25]. The quality guarantee has caught the attention of agri-
cultural trade associations to such an extent that they recommend their mem-
bers to only use REVAQ certified sludge [26, 27]. However, the topic remains
controversial, with prominent environmental groups such as the Swedish So-
ciety for Nature Conservation calling for the cessation of using wastewater
sludge as fertilizer [28], while at the same time the Swedish Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) concludes that using sludge as fertilizer is a neces-
sity to reach a sustainable food production [14].

An aspect which is becoming increasingly significant due to proposals for
stricter legislation is the content of pathogenic and parasitic organisms in the
treated sludge. Currently, there are no legal requirements in Sweden to sani-
tize the sludge for use in growing crops and the present incentive comes from
requirements specified in the REVAQ certification [29]. REVAQ requires the
sludge to be hygienized, which means a significant decrease but not necessar-
ily a complete reduction of infectious organisms as in sterilization. The desired
effect is a greatly reduced probability of infection. There are several methods
to achieve a hygienization of sludge. A common choice for WWTPs in Swe-
den is long-time storage [30]. The method is approved for REVAQ certification
under some conditions. The residence time must be at least 6 months, a num-
ber of defined recontamination prevention measures must be taken, and proof
of the absence of Salmonella must be produced before returning the sludge to
arable land [25]. However, a case study by Leander et al. [31] did not yield un-
ambiguous results since the abundance of selected indicator organisms varied
greatly among four tested WWTPs. The authors ultimately concluded that the
reduction of indicator organisms was generally greater after 6 months com-
pared to 3 months of storage.

Long-term storage in also problematic from other perspectives. WWTPs
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in large cities produce large amounts of sludge which requires large areas of
land to be stored. The sludge masses are usually left without stirring, which
introduces the risk of poor oxygenation inside the sludge volume. Remaining
organic matter in the poorly aerated space may be prone to further AD, even-
tually producing methane and carbon dioxide. The storage areas are rarely
sealed to the atmosphere. Therefore, long-time storage may be a source of
greenhouse gas emissions and cause local distress from the spread of odorous
gases. If the sludge is properly aerated and stirred, composting dominates over
AD [17]. Organic matter is converted to carbon dioxide and water under the
release of heat. A composting reactor naturally reaches temperatures between
45 to 65 °C, resulting in a spontaneous thermal hygienization. However, it is
difficult for composting to compete with long-time storage because the latter
does not require advanced buildings and needs less intervention.

Legislation is expected to become stricter regarding hygienization require-
ments. Because of this, the WWTPs are examining other processes for hygi-
enization and in particular processes that combine hygienization with stabi-
lization. One such combination is thermophilic AD at 55 °C, which has been
documented to reduce pathogens well enough to be considered as a hygien-
ization. The Swedish EPA proposes a guaranteed retention time of 8 hours
in a 55 °C environment as an acceptable method of hygienization of munici-
pal wastewater sludge [32]. However, since each sludge particle is required to
have a specific retention time in the thermophilic environment, it makes purely
continuous operation impossible because retention time is only a mean value
for all sludge particles that make up the liquid volume in the digester.

To close this section, if hygienization is the sole purpose of a sludge treat-
ment process unit, the most reliable method is to pasteurize the sludge, i.e.
heat it to at least 70 °C for 30 minutes. This can be done separately or as a
result of a thermal pre-treatment.

2.1.1 Käppala wastewater treatment plant
The Käppala WWTP is the third largest WWTP in Sweden with respect to con-
nected PE. Built in the 1960s, the plant originally accommodated six wastew-
ater treatment lines and complementary sludge treatment including two anaer-
obic digesters. The plant has been upgraded continuously but the largest ex-
pansion project by far went underway during the 1990s, where five additional
treatment lines were constructed. Recently, a third digester was built and put
into operation increasing sludge treatment capacity significantly. Overall, the
plant is conventional in its design but once again on the verge of transfor-
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mation to meet increased wastewater load and stricter emission requirements.
The current configuration is described schematically in figure 2.3. It employs
mechanical, biological and chemical treatment methods dimensionalized to
treat wastewater from 700 000 PE. The effluent is ultimately discharged into
bay Saltsjön.

Mechanical treatment consists of inlet screens, aerated grit chambers and
sedimentation basins. Screenings and grit is collected and prepared to be dis-
posed externally, while PS is pumped to sludge treatment. Biological treat-
ment uses the ASP with nitrogen removal, as well as biological phospho-
rus removal in the six older treatment lines. However, main phosphorus re-
moval is achieved by chemical treatment using a combination of co- and post-
precipitation with ferrous sulfate. The latter is complemented by dual-media
sand filters which performs the final polishing before discharging the effluent
to the recipient via an underground outlet tunnel.

In the near future, the ASP in the newer part of the plant will be converted
into a moving bed biofilm reactor (MBBR), which uses suspended carriers
instead of flocs to promote microbial growth. Furthermore, an external car-
bon source will be connected to each wastewater treatment line to increase
the denitrification rate and capacity [33]. The current emission requirements
are 8 mgBOD7 L−1 for organic compounds, 0.3 mgP L−1 for phosphorus and
10 mgN L−1 for nitrogen where only 3 mgN L−1 may be ammonium nitrogen.
In June 2026, the respective requirements will be decreased to 6 mgBOD7 L−1,
0.2 mgP L−1 and 6 mgN L−1 for organic compounds, phosphorus and nitrogen,
respectively [33].

Sludge treatment initially has two pathways for PS and WAS, respectively.
PS is thickened in gravitational thickeners. Five of the treatment lines have
integrated thickeners installed in the well of the sedimentation basin, while
PS from the older treatment lines is pumped to an external gravitational thick-
ener. WAS, on the other hand, is thickened in three centrifuges and a twin
wire press. Both PS and WAS are thickened to around 5.5 %TS but the value
varies along a yearly cycle. The thickened sludge streams meet in the stabi-
lization stage which uses mesophilic AD. Käppala WWTP has three anaerobic
digesters of volume 8000 m3, however, only two are currently in operation due
to renovation work. The operating digesters are running continuously in a se-
rial configuration where PS is used as the sole substrate in the first digester
with a characteristic retention time of 14 days, whereas WAS is mixed with
pre-digested primary sludge in the latter AD process unit with a retention time
of 9 days.

The TS of the digestate is usually around 3 %TS. Before final dewatering,
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Figure 2.3: Simplified schematic of the Käppala WWTP process.
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digestate is temporarily stored in silos to act as a buffer volume. Solid powder
polyelectrolyte is dissolved in separate mixing tanks and the solution is then
added to the digestate stream to improve dewaterability, producing a condi-
tioned sludge. The final dewatering of the conditioned sludge is done in five
parallel centrifuges resulting in a TS content of around 25 %TS. It is then trans-
ported by trucks to the hygienizing long-term storage at an external location.
After hygienization, the vast majority of the end sludge product is returned to
agriculture.

The Käppala Association is committed to resource recovery. For exam-
ple in the year 2019, 34 900 tonnes of dewatered sludge was produced [5] and
all of it was returned to arable land [6]. This means for example that about
200 tonnes of phosphorus, which is considered a finite resource, is returned to
the food chain. The biogas that is produced in the sludge stabilization is used
for its energy content. It is processed to produce vehicle fuel by removing
the carbon dioxide content of the biogas, leaving behind almost pure methane.
Currently, the Käppala Association has an agreement with Stockholm Public
Transport to deliver biofuel that is enough to power about 100 buses. The bio-
gas is also used to supply the own and domestic heat demand by the combus-
tion of raw biogas in gas boilers. Additional heat is recovered by exchanging
heat with the digestate and the plant effluent.

Previous studies at Käppala

Research projects have been conducted to determine the current AD capacity
and its conditions in future scenarios. The governing document that motivates
ongoing and future trials is the Käppala WWTP Sludge Strategy [34] that was
published in 2020 and is valid for the following five years. The Sludge Strat-
egy is centered around the ambition to recover as much resources as possible
from incoming wastewater. The Strategy assumes that spreading on arable
land is the best way because it returns nitrogen, phosphorus, trace elements
and organic material, while other methods usually involve a loss of resources.
The authors judge that future legislation [26] will either prohibit the spread-
ing of wastewater sludge on arable land or allow an exemption for hygienized
sludge. In the latter case, the requirements for hygienization are also expected
to be more extensive than they are today. With these conditions in mind, a
number of technological solutions have been evaluated in theory as potential
implementations of future sludge treatment.

If the law is introduced with the exception for hygienized sludge, the Sludge
Strategy concludes that the most probable solution is to convert today’s meso-
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philic AD to thermophilic AD. There are several arguments for this conclusion.
First, it brings little spacial demands on the plant since the current digesters
and heating system are already capable of maintaining thermophilic condi-
tions. Moreover, thermophilic AD allows for shorter HRT which postpones
the need for additional reactor volume when considering the projected future
load. Thermophilic temperature is also considered enough to hygienize the
sludge, given that the sludge has a certain residence time. However, the au-
thors brings forward that thermophilic AD will deteriorate the quality of the
reject water with respect to solids and nitrogen content. Finally, it has been
reported from full-scale operation that thermophilic digestate is more odorous
than mesophilic digestate and may become a problem in the work environment
and neighborhood of the site.

The Sludge Strategy points out that thermophilic AD may be able to in-
crease the biogas production rate but that this has to be verified experimen-
tally. If so, it would compensate for the increased heating demand. Ther-
mophilic AD as a capacity increasing method has already been studied at Käp-
pala WWTP in 2007. At that time, only the two older digesters existed and the
plant had to decide on how to the meet increasing load similar to the situation
today. The study [35] mapped other industrial sites in Sweden, Norway and
Denmark having an active thermophilic process, and in particular processes
that had transitioned from mesophilic to thermophilic conditions. Some char-
acteristic performance numbers among the surveyed plants were as follows:
degree of digestion (DD) of 50 to 60 % and specific gas production (SGP) of
0.4 to 0.5 Nm3 kg−1

VSin
at a HRT between 12 to 15 days. However, the substrate

varied among the individual processes. Most common was varying mixtures
of wastewater sludge, while some plant co-digested sludge with other sub-
strates such as grease trap sludge or food waste. Thus, it is non-trivial to use
the results for comparison because all substrates are not equally biodegradable.
The study concluded that thermophilic AD does increase capacity in the sense
that the HRT can be decreased while maintaining the same reduction of or-
ganic material. Because this implies an overall increased rate of digestion, the
process needs more careful monitoring to perceive faster changes from distur-
bances. It also pointed out that thermophilic digestate has a larger fraction of
colloidal particles which means that it is unlikely that the polyelectrolyte used
for dewatering mesophilic digestate can be used for the thermophilic counter-
part.

Thermophilic AD of Käppala sludge was studied experimentally in 2015.
It was part of a broad lab-scale study [36] investigating the AD performance
at different operating temperatures. PS was digested at 37, 45 and 55 °C in
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2 L reactors of an Automatic Methane Potential Test System (AMPTS). The
target OLR was first 3 kgVS m−3 d−1 then 3.75 kgVS m−3 d−1 and the digesters
were fed manually once every work day with an uneven daily dose distribution
to compensate for the lack of feeding during the weekends. Key results were
a specific methane production (SMP) of 0.3 to 0.35 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VSin
and overall

process stability observed in all reactors except during the temperature tran-
sition of the hotter reactors. Ultimately, the study concluded that the current
mesophilic mode is optimal at Käppala WWTP since the mesophilic reactors
produced similar or even slightly better results compared to the thermophilic
reactors. However, due to the semi-batch nature of the setup, it is not certain
that the results are comparable to a fully continuous process, i.e. due to non-
productive time because of unfavored kinetics when substrate availability is
low between feeds.

To assess maximum capacity of the current mesophilic process at Käppala,
two stress tests have been conducted first on lab-scale and then on pilot-scale.
The lab-scale study [37] used a 2 L AMPTS for digesting PS produced in the
Käppala wastewater treatment lines. From this trial, a HRT of 12 days days
corresponding to an OLR of 4.5 to 4.9 kgVS m−3 d−1 was reported as the criti-
cal value for process overload during mesophilic AD. The experimental cam-
paign involved parallel reactors operated with a HRT as low as 9.5 days and
OLR as high as 5.6 to 6.2 kgVS m−3 d−1. This meant that the trial included
several failing processes, providing an opportunity to investigate which pro-
cess parameters were most useful for predicting an impending process failure.
It was reported that changes in biogas methane content and digestate pH had
a much shorter response time to deteriorating process stability compared to
traditional measurements such as digestate volatile fatty acid (VFA) content
and the ratio between VFA content and total alkalinity (TA) content. Digestate
free ammonia nitrogen (FAN) content was deemed not useful as an assessment
variable of process stability.

The pilot-scale stress test [38, 39] was intended to repeat the lab-scale
counterpart but in a larger scale and with automatic feeding of substrate to
better mimic the full-scale process at the plant. The pilot plant included a
5000 L digester that was fed every second hour and the produced biogas was
automatically quantified and analyzed for methane. Due to time constraints the
pilot-scale stress test was unsuccessful in determining critical values for pro-
cess failure but could confirm that the process was stable at a HRT of 10 days
and an OLR of around 4.4 kgVS m−3 d−1. At these conditions the SMP was
about 0.31 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VS and did not deviate much from the results at shorter
HRT.
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2.1.2 Sludge characteristics
The term sludge is used somewhat arbitrarily to address the removed volumes
of wastewater that to some degree are enriched in SS. To be more precise it
is preferable to discuss various sludges, with unique characteristics depending
on the conditions under which the sludge was produced [15]. It is also often
differentiated from other removed solids such as grit, screenings and scum.
Common to all types of sludge is that the major constituent is water and there-
fore the sludge is behaving like a liquid or a slurry. The density is very close
to water between 1 to 1.03 kg L−1 [40] and the TS content generally varies
between 0.25 to 12 %TS [15] depending on processing. The upper half of this
range is reserved for very thickened sludges and might become problematic
in a process because of the increased resistance to pumping. Processing the
sludge to achieve even higher TS content converts its physical properties to
have more solid-like qualities similar to soil.

Sludges are by far the most generated byproducts in the wastewater treat-
ment process and contain much of the material that makes raw wastewater be
perceived as foul. For example, sludge may be fecal matter, fibers, food waste,
biological flocs and inorganic salts, as well as highly problematic substances
such as persistent organic pollutants (POPs) and heavy metals. As each loca-
tion has a unique combination of domestic, commercial and industrial users
connected to the municipal WWTP, no two influents are composed exactly the
same [40]. Usually, sludges are rich in organic matter which may be problem-
atic own its own or may become problematic when it starts to decompose [15].
Organic content is usually expressed as the fraction of volatile solids (VS) in
the TS. Sludges also have significant nitrogen and phosphorus content, most
abundant as heteroatoms in complex organic compounds such as proteins and
nucleic acids [41].

The water content of sludge is divided into four categories depending on
how strongly it is bound to the sludge particles. In increasing order, these are
free water, interstitial water, vicinal water and chemically bound water. Free
water is not associated with the sludge solids and can be separated by gravity.
This is the water that is removed in a thickener. Interstitial water is fixed to the
sludge by capillary forces while vicinal water are water molecules physically
adsorbed to the sludge particle surfaces. These two water categories need
mechanical forces to be separated. Centrifuges and screw presses are popular
choices to provide this force. Finally, chemically bound water is part of the
molecular structure of the sludge solids, e.g. water of crystallization, and may
only be removed by the application of heat [17, 42].
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Primary sludge

The particulate material that settles in the settling basins of mechanical treat-
ment forms PS. Because this type of sludge is produced in mechanical treat-
ment, it is sometimes also referred to as mechanical sludge [17]. Visually,
PS often appears dark grey and muculent, and is clearly heterogeneous with
lumps due to its particulate origins. The TS content of raw primary sludge is
in the range from 1 to 6 %TS and the VS fraction of the TS is generally 0.6
to 0.85 kgVS kg−1

TS [15]. These numbers may vary if significant return streams
are connected to mechanical treatment. The large fraction of organic content
makes it prone to putrefaction which contributes to its displeasing odor. pH is
generally in the range 5 to 8 [40].

Compared to other types of sludge the TS content of PS varies the most
since it is directly sourced from the influent wastewater. It is generally straight-
forward to stabilize through AD and has a high energy content in terms of
methane yield. Furthermore, it is the most critical type of sludge to hygienize
as it is the most extensive carrier of pathogenic content [42]. Finally, because
PS is composed of discrete particulate matter it is relatively easy to reduce its
water content [40].

Waste activated sludge

The flocs that are not recycled in the ASP are removed from biological treat-
ment as WAS. This is a type of biological sludge that is also generally re-
ferred to as secondary sludge or excess sludge. In a WWTP with mechanical
treatment preceding biological treatment, WAS is to a high degree made up
of living or dead biomass [42]. However, there is always a fraction of non-
biodegradable waste material incorporated in the sludge. pH is usually be-
tween 6.5 to 8 [40]. High quality flocs are brown to the appearance and settle
rapidly when not agitated. Fresh, it has a fairly neutral odor but if allowed to
decay it will increasingly reek of putrefaction [15]. Because the flocs are held
together by a network of EPS, which also binds water, the TS content is gen-
erally low for raw WAS, ranging from to 0.4 to 1.4 %TS. For the same reason,
water is more tightly bound to the solids and therefore WAS is more difficult
to dewater [40].

Compared to PS it contains less fat but more protein, nitrogen and phos-
phorus. The difference in composition gives it a comparatively lower energy
content in terms of methane per unit mass VS. It is also more difficult to stabi-
lize through AD because the simple organic fragments that entered biological
treatment have been assimilated into structurally more complex biomass.
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Chemical sludge

The precipitate formed in the chemically induced removal of phosphorus can
be considered a chemical sludge. It has been proposed by Carliell-Marquet et
al. [23] that chemical sludge from iron dosed phosphorus removal is a mixture
with three main constituents: iron(III)-hydroxy-phosphate complexes show
reactivity towards additional phosphate ions, forming crystalline aggregates.
The phosphate content of the unit cell increases with decreasing pH and iron-
phosphate concentration ratio. Furthermore, there are amorphous iron(III) hy-
droxides to which phosphate is physically adsorbed. Finally, some organic ma-
terial also precipitates upon iron dosage making the chemical sludge contain
a fraction of organic content.

The chemical sludge is enriched in metal-phosphorus content and largely
inorganic. This makes it unsuitable for ordinary sludge treatment [42]. Be-
cause the iron flocculant is commonly added or returned upstream to eventu-
ally exit the wastewater treatment line with other sediment in the primary or
secondary settler, it changes the character of the sludge to which it is being
added. This includes decreasing VS content, changing the bioavailability of
trace metals and changing the morphology of the activated sludge flocs [23].

2.2 Anaerobic digestion
The biological degradation of organic matter in the absence of molecular oxy-
gen is referred to as AD. It is a multi-stage biochemical process in which
a complex substrate is consecutively broken down into increasingly smaller
fragments. Each stage is carried out by its own specialized group of degrad-
ing microorganisms that converts intermediate compounds to new biomass,
energy and waste products. The waste products from one stage act as sub-
strate for the next group of degraders [43]. Degradation continues until very
simple compounds remain, with methane and carbon dioxide making up the
major products. This product gas mixture is known commercially as biogas.

Since the chemical transformations are performed by living organisms,
suitable conditions are required for them to grow and multiply. Many organ-
isms are highly specialized and need time to multiply sufficiently to have an
influence on the process. Therefore, the dominant species are selected based
on the process conditions, and the redundancy of the process is related to how
well the conditions can be kept constant over time. Most microorganisms as-
sociated with AD are neutrophiles, meaning they perform optimally close to
neutral pH. Depending on the species, the width of the non-lethal pH range
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can vary greatly. In addition to appropriate pH, access to secondary substrates
such as nitrogen, phosphorus and trace metals are required for a stable process.
A typical bacterial cell is 50 % carbon and the rest is other atoms. Growth
therefore requires a multifaceted substrate to supply all the necessary building
blocks. However, there is a limit to how diffuse the substrate can be and at the
same time obtain an efficient degradation. Organisms are favored if they have
the ability to efficiently break chemical bonds that are characteristic of the
substrate. Thus to cultivate a highly specialized microbial community it has
been considered optimal to run processes with a substrate from a single source.
However, much of recent research has been devoted to studying co-digestion
in advanced AD processes as there are indications that the right combination
of substrates can have synergistic effect and improve digestion performance
[44].

It is known that AD is capable of degrading various types of organic sub-
strates. Some examples are wastewater sludge, manure, food waste and energy
crops. However, a large part of the process behavior stems from the choice of
substrate as a substrate may be more or less resistant to degradation. Since
the energy value of methane is one of the primary interests for many process
owners, much effort has been put into trying to predict the methane yield from
a particular substrate. Historically, AD has been a well-proven method of sta-
bilization but it is only recently that a deeper understanding of the underlying
mechanisms has been available. A classic substrate-methane relationship was
proposed by Buswell and Mueller [45] in the 1950s. The idea is based on an
atomic balance between an empirical formula representing the substrate and
the main products methane and carbon dioxide. Atoms remaining to satisfy
the balance are supplemented by water molecules on the substrate side. Stoi-
chiometrically, this reads as:

Ca Hb Oc +

(
a− b

4
− c

2

)
H2O −−→(
a

2
+

b

8
− c

4

)
CH4 +

(
a

2
− b

8
+

c

4

)
CO2 (2.4)

The formula has since been expanded to account for other atomic con-
stituents such as nitrogen and sulfur which are ultimately converted to end
products NH3 and H2S, respectively [46]. Further development of this ap-
proach has been to impose representative molecular formulas for the macronu-
trients, i.e. carbohydrates, proteins and fats, and determine their individual
theoretical yields using (2.4) resulting in computed values that are conve-
niently tabulated. An example is given in table 2.1. Yield prediction can then
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be easily made by analyzing the distribution of macronutrients in a substrate
and then summing each contribution to acquire the total theoretical yield.

Table 2.1: Theoretical biogas yield and composition [47].

Substrate Biogas yield
[Nm3 kg−1]

CH4 fraction
[Nm3

CH4
Nm−3]

CO2 fraction
[Nm3

CO2
Nm−3]

Carbohydrates 0.75 0.50 0.50
Fats 1.39 0.72 0.28
Proteins 0.793 0.50 0.50

The original method assumes the substrate to be sufficiently homogeneous
to be represented by a single empirical formula, while the latter accounts for
some heterogeneity by fractionating the substrate into macronutrients. It must
be noted, however, that the set of parameters presented in table 2.1 is one of
many and there is no consensus on which empirical formula best represents the
macronutrients. Different authors use different empirical formulas and thus get
different theoretical gas yields, which can be seen in, for example, Schnürer
and Jarvis [43] and Neczaj and Grosser [48]. Methods based on equation (2.4)
neglect that the organic matter may not be completely biodegradable and that
a fraction of the substrate is assimilated to biomass rather than converted to
biogas. The mentioned and related methods do not focus on biochemical ex-
changes of materials and instead aim to develop an explicit mathematical rela-
tionship between input and outputs over a process unit. Despite the theoretical
shortcomings, the methods can successfully estimate reasonable upper bounds
for biogas and methane yield with relatively little information.

2.2.1 Biochemistry
The AD process is a diverse collaboration between all three domains of taxon-
omy: bacteria, archaea and eukaryotes. It is commonly described in terms of
four main stages denoted hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methano-
genesis, respectively. Figure 2.4 depicts the interconnecting pathways between
the digestion stages as a modified waterfall model.

Hydrolysis

Much of the organic material is not available in a form that the microbes are
able to metabolize directly. It might be insoluble or simply too large to en-
ter the cells. Therefore, digestion begins with larger, polymeric compounds
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Figure 2.4: Main stages and pathways of AD [43].

being cleaved into smaller oligomers and monomers. This is an extracellular
process that is made possible by enzymes that are present on the surfaces of
the microorganisms or that are secreted into the free liquid phase [11]. Be-
cause these cleaving reactions are characterized by the catalytic addition of a
water molecule they are referred as hydrolysis and the enzymes that catalyzes
the hydrolytic reactions are called hydrolases. A schematic reaction formula
reads as:

A−B + H2O
hydrolase−−−−→ A−OH + B−H (2.5)

where A–B represents a molecule with an electrophilic site on the terminal
atom of A. This is typically, but not limited to, a carboxylic acid derivative. For
instance, the respective hydrolysis products of carbohydrates, proteins and fats
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are monosaccharides, amino acids and long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs) along
with alcohols. Different microorganisms produce different hydrolases with
specific target compounds and therefore the microorganisms that are capable of
hydrolyzing the substrate in question are favored. The rate of hydrolysis varies
greatly with the substrate and for very intricate substrates, the hydrolysis can
be the rate-determining step in the whole AD process. This has been observed
especially when the substrate is largely in particulate form [49].

Acidogenesis

The common name for acidogenesis is fermentation and therefore the acido-
gens are also called fermenters. This stage is in reality a wide collection of
reactions that can be summarized as anaerobic acid formation. The soluble,
hydrolyzed material is in a form that can be transported into and metabolized in
the cells of the acidogens. As a matter of fact, the acidogens are often the same
organisms that produce the hydrolases in the previous stage which makes the
hydrolysis products readily available for fermentation. Many of the acidogens
are facultative anaerobes meaning they prefer aerobic respiration but are able
to switch to fermentation in anaerobic conditions. This property constitutes a
protective barrier for minor oxygen leakages to the system as the acidogens are
able to consume the oxygen and protect other organisms that are more sensi-
tive to it [43]. The acidogens are also generally more resistant to pH changes
and can grow at relatively low pH.

Biochemically, acidogenesis is characterized by electron transfer without
the need of an external electron acceptor. Sugars and amino acids are com-
pliant substrates while some LCFAs require external electron acceptors and
are thus subject to later transformations [11]. Fermentation products are usu-
ally reduced compounds such as various VFAs, carbon dioxide, hydrogen and
ammonia. It is challenging to state a generalized reaction formula that is repre-
sentative of all fermentations. Instead, the fermentation of a monosaccharide
by the bacteria Clostridium butyricum [50] may act as a typical example:

Hexose C. butyricum−−−−−−→ butyrate− + 2 H2 + 2 CO2 + H+ (2.6)

The exact product mixture is determined by the available substrate and
microbial community. As VFA is a valuable raw material in the production
of other chemicals, investigative work is underway to evaluate the possibility
of using AD for the production of VFA instead of biogas [43, 51]. Because
acidogenesis is the last degradation stage that is not dependent on particularly
sensitive microorganisms, accumulation of VFAs in the system is a common
symptom that a process is failing regardless of the cause.
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Acetogenesis

The majority of fermentation products and some hydrolysis products are fur-
ther degraded in the acetogenesis. This is a collection of anaerobic oxidation
reactions that take place in close interaction with the methane-forming mi-
croorganisms. The main result of the acetogenesis is the conversion of higher
VFAs to acetate but also degradation of some LCFAs and aromatics. These
oxidative transformations proceed with protons as electron acceptors leading
to evolution of hydrogen as a by-product, and in larger quantities compared to
acidogenesis. Following the butyrate obtained from acidogenesis, the oxida-
tion carried out by Syntrophomonas wolfei may act as a type example:

Butyrate− + 2 H2O
S. wolfei−−−−→ 2 acetate− + H+ + 2 H2 (2.7)

The problem is that the oxidations are not thermodynamically favored in
the presence of too much hydrogen. For reference, the standard Gibbs free
energy for reaction (2.7) is 48.2 kJ [50]. Because of this, the acetogens are
dependent on developing a co-culture with another organism that will con-
sume hydrogen syntrophically. Put simply, this physically intimate interac-
tion shifts the actual conditions from the standard state so much that the Gibbs
free energy of the reaction becomes negative and therefore a source of energy
for the acetogen. In the AD process, this syntrophy takes place with certain
methanogens, which gives the final free energy value −18 kJ. Note that the
referenced authors do not declare whether the energies are given on a molar
or molecular basis. The values are thus only useful for describing the states
relative to each other.

Methanogenesis

The last digestion stage is methane formation performed by anaerobic archaea
[50]. Different genera of methanogens use different substrates to produce
methane. The most common route is hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis where
carbon dioxide is reduced with hydrogen, given by the over-all formula:

CO2 + 4 H2
hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ CH4 + 2 H2O (2.8)

The secondary route is acetoclastic methanogenesis in which acetate is
cleaved into carbon dioxide and methane. This metabolic pathway is unique
to a few genera and reads as:

Acetate− + H+ acetoclastic methanogenesis−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ CO2 + CH4 (2.9)
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Most methanogens are strict anaerobes, which means that they are not ca-
pable of producing enzymes that can remedy harmful oxygen reduction prod-
ucts such as superoxide and hydrogen peroxide [50]. Without the reducing
power of oxygen, the microorganisms must use other compounds as electron
acceptors to release energy. Although the energy yield is relatively low from
using carbon dioxide as electron acceptor, the reaction is favored because
the system naturally accumulates carbonate content. The low energy yield
contributes to the methanogens’ long doubling time, which can last up to 12
days. Ultimately, it often leads to methanogenesis being the rate-determining
step in certain processes. Should other electron acceptors such as sulfate be
present in decisive amounts, other organisms that specialize in reducing sul-
phate would grow rapidly as the energy release is larger compared to car-
bon dioxide. This is problematic for the process as it develops corrosive and
foul-smelling hydrogen sulfide but also scavenges substrate that could have
been used for methanogen growth. A chemical oxygen demand (COD)-to-
sulfate ratio of 0.66 has been reported [52] as theoretical critical point for
when sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) could digest all organic material on its
own.

There is an alternative way to convert acetate to methane called syntrophic
acetate oxidation (SAO). It is reminiscent of acetogenesis as the acetate oxidiz-
ing microorganisms exert a syntrophy with the hydrogenotrophic methanogens.
Findings point towards SAO being increasingly important for methane forma-
tion in some advanced digestion processes. For example, Dyksma et al. [53]
have reported that SAO in conjunction with hydrogenotrophic methanogen-
esis replaces ordinary acetoclastic methanogenesis for acetate conversion in
thermophilic systems. Furthermore, Westerholm et al. [54] found that SAO
significantly contributes to methane formation in systems that has adapted to
high ammonia content such as processes fed with protein-rich substrate.

2.2.2 Process designs
The material flows across system boundaries give rise to a fundamental con-
servation law that must underlie all subsequent analysis. Depending on the
purpose and needs of control, different process designs are appropriate. The
general balance equation [55] on a system reads as:

In − Out + Generation = Accumulation (2.10)

Applying this conservation law on a chemical reactor at an arbitrary point
in time yields an ordinary differential equation (ODE) that describes the rate
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of change with respect to a chemical species i during that point in time:

Fi,in − Fi +

∫
V

ri dV =
dNi

dt
(2.11)

where Fi,in inlet flow rate of species i [moli d−1]
Fi outlet flow rate of species i [moli d−1]
V system domain [m3]
ri reaction rate with respect to species i [moli m−3 d−1]
Ni moles of species i [moli]
t time [d]

From this general balance equation, so-called design equations can be de-
rived for specific process designs. For AD, continuous or batch reactors are
usually used. Within the field, the reactor vessel is often called a digester but
does not normally differ from general chemical reactors.

Batch reactor

An ideal batch reactor is modeled as a thermodynamically closed system with
perfect mixing. There is complete control over how long the material is re-
tained in the system and consequently the extent of conversion [15]. In a bio-
gas process, it is relevant to know how much methane can be extracted from
the substrate and the kinetics that control the rate. Since batch operation al-
lows the retention time to be as long as it needs to be to practically obtain the
maximum yield of methane from a substrate, this type of design is preferably
used to evaluate the energy value and digestion dynamics of a substrate [56].

Assuming the batch reactor is perfectly mixed such that there is no spa-
cial dependency for the reaction rate ri, the integral in equation (2.11) can
be evaluated as riVR, where VR is the volume of the reaction mixture. Dur-
ing operation there is no material flow over the system boundaries, rendering
Fi,in and Fi equal to zero. Finally, dividing the equation by VR and noticing
Ci = Ni/VR gives the differential material balance for a batch reactor in terms
of concentration:

dCi

dt
= ri (2.12)

where Ci concentration of species i [moli m−3]

It is possible that batch reactors will become more relevant in full-scale
operation as governing authorities in Sweden seem to propose hygienization
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requirements in terms of a guaranteed SRT [32]. By design, it is practically
impossible to guarantee that each sludge particle has been kept long enough
in a continuous digester and therefore a batch hygienizing process unit must
be introduced to meet such a requirement [35].

Continuous stirred tank reactor

In contrast to batch reactors, the continuous stirred tank reactor (CSTR) is
modeled as a thermodynamically open system, allowing material to enter and
exit the system during operation. The process liquid is perfectly mixed, which
means that it has the same properties throughout the volume. Here, the im-
portant realization is that the outgoing stream has the same properties as the
entire reactor volume. At volumetric steady-state, the same amount of liquid is
introduced into the system as is taken out. Thus, it is theoretically impossible
to achieve complete conversion because new substrate is constantly mixed into
the process liquid. The achievable yield is limited by the reaction rate which is
always minimized because the reactor substrate concentration is the same as in
the outgoing product stream. To enhance the yield, either the reactor volume
must become larger to increase the retention time or the temperature needs to
be raised to increase the reaction rate constants [55].

Similarly to the batch reactor, if the CSTR is regarded as perfectly mixed
the integral in equation (2.11) is equal to riVR. Moreover, assuming that the
reaction mixture is held at a constant volume VR, the volumetric flow rate Q

must be equal at the inlet and outlet. Noticing that Fi = QCi and dividing the
equation by VR yields the differential material balance for a CSTR in terms of
concentration:

dCi

dt
=

Q

VR

(Ci,in − Ci) + ri (2.13)

where Q steady-state volumetric flow rate [m3 d−1]
VR reactor volume [m3]
Ci,in inlet stream concentration of i [moli m−3]

Continuous operation requires that the substrate has a high water content
for it to be easy to pump. Thickened wastewater sludge has a relatively high TS
content and it is common for the operation to take place semi-continuously in-
stead. This means that the substrate is pumped into the digester intermittently
on a number of occasions per day. It usually does not lead to excessive fluctu-
ations as the feed cycle is on a much shorter time scale compared to digestion
rate and retention time.
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Multi-stage configurations

Large-scale operation of AD is usually done in a configuration of multiple
digesters rather than using a single reactor. The straightforward way to signif-
icantly increase reactor volume without needing to construct and maintain a
reactor of colossal dimensions is to run several moderately sized digesters in
parallel. Theoretically, a parallel configuration is equal to one large digester
with the same volume as the sum of the volumes of the parallel units. Since
concentration is the determining factor for the conversion, the rate of conver-
sion is the same as long as no unit in the parallel setup is more diluted or
concentrated than the others.

The parallel configuration also brings flexibility to over-all operation of
the AD process. Having only one digester implies no system redundancy and
the full production is at risk of halting completely during a digester failure
[17]. Should instead one unit in a parallel configuration fail, the loss in reac-
tor volume can be distributed over the remaining digesters assuming they are
not operated at maximum capacity. Furthermore, the substrate from a WWTP
is directly correlated to the wastewater influent and how well the sludge pro-
ducing wastewater treatment stages are performing. This results in a dynamic
input to the digesters [57] that sometimes changes dramatically due to, for ex-
ample, intense weather or pollution events. Having the possibility to distribute
the feed strategically over the parallel units can at best minimize the efficiency
loss during that type of process strain.

In a serial setup a co-dependency of the involved stages is introduced. This
can be exploited to optimize the characteristic drawbacks of a single-stage
AD process. For a substrate that is known to be composed of complex mate-
rial such as highly crosslinked polymeric substances, a strategy is to run two
same-temperature reactors in series but with different conditions to promote
different stages of AD mechanism in each reactor. The first reactor is used to
promote the hydrolytic stage by having a relatively short HRT (1 to 3 days) and
tuning the pH to below 6. The hydrolyzed material is then pumped to a larger
digester where the HRT is longer (above 10 days) and pH is held between 7
to 8 to promote methanogenic growth [19]. By using this strategy, the DD,
and consequently biogas yield, potentially increases due to making substrate
for the intracellular transformations more available.

With the growing interest for thermophilic AD, another serial solution to
minimize drawbacks of thermophilic operation is temperature-phased anaero-
bic digestion (TPAD). In this configuration, a high-rate thermophilic digester
is followed by a conventional mesophilic digester. It is known that single-stage
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thermophilic AD results in a digestate that is much more difficult to dewater
compared to mesophilic digestate, both with regard to TS content of the sludge
cake as well as SS and nutrients content of the reject water. By feeding the
thermophilic digestate to a mesophilic digester the SS generating material is
destroyed before entering dewatering, giving the digestate similar dewater-
ability properties to mesophilic sludge. By decreasing the temperature, part
of the nutrients content will precipitate to solids due to changed thermody-
namic equilibria, effectively reducing internal nitrogen and phosphorus load
on the WWTP. Furthermore, TPAD shows a decrease in fecal coliforms com-
pared to mesophilic AD [58] which is a common benchmark of the degree of
hygienization. On the contrary, however, the short HRT in the thermophilic
stage of TPAD reduces the hygienic performance that is usually observed in a
single-stage thermophilic process [59].

2.2.3 Process variables
Since AD is a process involving several genera of microorganisms, each with
unique conditions for optimal growth, the digester environment must be care-
fully tuned to accommodate as many participating organisms as possible.

In a continuous process, authors agree on retention time, temperature,
alkalinity, uniform feeding, pH, inhibition control and nutrient availability,
among others, as important parameters for stable digestion [22, 15, 43].

Retention time

In continuous operation there is more than one way to express the retention
time of material. For a perfectly mixed system, the HRT quantifies the time
mean value that each sludge particle spends in the reactor. A concrete inter-
pretation is HRT being the time needed to pass a full reactor volume of fluid
through the digester. It is calculated readily as:

HRT =
VR

Q
(2.14)

where HRT hydraulic retention time [d]
VR reactor volume [m3]
Q volumetric flow rate [m3 d−1]

As can be seen, HRT is defined on a bulk volumetric basis. Since the bulk
is for the most part water while the digestable part of the substrate mainly
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resides within the TS content, HRT can be insufficient as a process variable.
The retention time may alternatively be defined on a solids content basis as
SRT. However, in the case where there is no recycling of solids, SRT is equal
to HRT.

The retention time being a mean value implies that there is an underlying
probability density function governing the real retention time of each parti-
cle. This needs to be taken into account in a AD process where the growth of
digestive organisms takes place in situ to prevent washout of living biomass.
Batstone et al. [11] provide an empirical relation to estimate the temperature
dependent minimum retention time without suffering from washout. It reads
as:

SRTmin =
1

0.267 · 10(1−0.015(308−T )) − 0.015
(2.15)

where SRTmin minimum solids retention time [unspecified time unit]
T temperature [K]

Though the valid time unit is not clearly stated (it is most likely days) in the
literature, the relation, being of empirical origin, demonstrates the trend that
minimum SRT decreases with increasing temperature, which reflects the pre-
viously discussed connection that the growth rate increases with temperature.
Moreover, Tchobanoglous et al. [15] give another empirical relation that re-
lates retention time to DD, which reads as:

DD = 13.7 ln SRT + 18.9 (2.16)

where DD degree of digestion [kgVSdigested kg−1
VSin

]
SRT solids retention time, 15 ≤ SRT ≤ 20 [d]

The function is growing monotonically and thus reflects that the DD is higher
with a longer retention time. This relation, however, does not take into account
other important process conditions.

Loading rate

The rate at which the process is supplied with fresh material is referred to
as the loading rate. The simplest load measure is arguably the volumetric
flow rate which in the case of sludge stabilization specifies how much sludge
is introduced into the digester per unit time. In a constant volume system,
the volumetric flow rate is inversely proportional to HRT and thus the reactor
volume is the limiting factor for how well these two parameters can be balanced
against each other. However, only a minority of the volume constitutes the
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organic material that is substrate and thus it is necessary to use a measure
that more specifically indicates the load on the digestive microorganisms. A
common quantity for this is OLR. The amount of organic material in the OLR
is expressed in terms of VS which is the volatile fraction of the TS. OLR is also
normalized with the reactor volume, which simplifies comparisons between
systems on different scales. From ordinary process variables, OLR can be
derived with the following formula:

OLR =
QρTS VS

VR

(2.17)

where OLR organic loading rate [kgVSin m−3
digester d−1]

Q substrate flow rate [m3 d−1]
ρ substrate density [kg m−3]
TS total solids content of substrate [kgTS kg−1]
VS volatile solids content of TS [kgVS kg−1

TS ]

An ordinary OLR for a well mixed CSTR is considered to be between 2
to 3 kgVS m−3

digester d−1 [17]. There is an upper and lower limit which OLR the
process can handle before it becomes unstable. If the organic load is too high,
more substrate is added to the system than the microorganisms have time to
break down. VFAs usually accumulate in the system as acetogenesis is much
faster than methanogenesis. In the worst case, this can lead to a drop in pH
which inhibits the methanogens and closes a negative feedback loop leading
to the ultimate failure of the process. If the load is too low, there is simply not
enough substrate for the microorganisms to be able to grow further and this
can lead to a decrease or cessation of biogas production [43]. Furthermore,
it is also important to have uniform feeding, with 30 minutes to 2 hours be-
tween intermittent feeding events to keep the process as close to steady-state
as possible. During a feeding event, it may be important to pull digestate from
the reactor before feeding fresh substrate to prevent recontamination of the, at
least, partially hygienized digestate [15].

Another important quantity for expressing the amount of organic material
is COD. COD may be interpreted as the mass of molecular oxygen needed to
completely oxidize an organic compound consisting of carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen to carbon dioxide and water. The theoretical COD is related stoichio-
metrically to the organic compound via the atomic balance:

Ca Hb Oc +

(
a+

b

4
− c

2

)
O2 −−→ aCO2 +

b

2
H2O (2.18)
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Of course, this relationship can be extended to take into account other het-
eroatoms. Real COD determined experimentally is always smaller than the
calculated theoretical COD because of yield losses.

In the context of loading rate, the OLR can be given in either VS or COD.
COD is preferred when setting up material balances over a digester. As both
quantities are used throughout the literature, it can be difficult to compare val-
ues. For sludge, Balmér [60] recommends determining the ratio between VS
and COD in the main streams to obtain a conversion factor.

Temperature

Because AD releases very little heat, the temperature is completely under the
control of the process operator and is limited only by the available heating
power. The selected temperature has profound influence on the process as it
can practically be used to select which class of microorganisms that can live in
the system. Classification is made according to what temperature is optimal
with respect to growth rate. On an industrial scale, the most common tem-
perature classes are mesophiles and thermophiles [61]. Mesophiles originate
from close-to-body environments and therefore grow optimally around 37 °C.
Thermophiles, on the other hand, are often archaea found naturally in unusu-
ally warm environments and thus have their respective temperature optima
positioned somewhere between 50 to 80 °C [62].

A schematic diagram showing the dependency between growth rate and
temperature is shown in figure 2.5. Two important observations can be made
in this figure. The first is that the maximum temperature for survival is quite
close to the optimum temperature. For all processes it is recommended to de-
viate no more than 0.5 °C from the optimum [43]. A common interpretation is
that the proteins in the organisms denature above this limit [50]. The distance
from the optimum to the lower limit is considerably longer, which results in
the mesophilic interval partially overlapping with the thermophilic one. This
means that in a mesophilic digestion process, thermophilic microorganisms
also contribute to biogas production even though they are partially inhibited.
The greater biodiversity in the system leads to that the mesophilic can be per-
ceived as less sensitive to disturbance. It also indicates that it is easier to tran-
sition from mesophilic operation to thermophilic than vice versa [43]. The
second observation is that the relative growth rate and thus the biogas produc-
tion rate is higher for thermophiles. This is usually attributed to the so-called
Arrhenius effect [62], which means that the reaction rates generally increase
with increasing temperature in accordance with Arrhenius’ equation. The con-
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clusion is that an investment in thermophilic operation can lead to increased
biogas production and greater reduction of organic material at the expense of
process stability.
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Figure 2.5: Typical temperature influence on growth rate [43, 48].

A purely chemical effect of increased temperature is the shifting of various
thermodynamic equilibria. In an AD context, this is important for phenomena
such as proton dissociation, dissolution of solids and gas-liquid transfer [15].
In particular, the dissociation of ammonium into ammonia is considered to
be an aggravating effect of raising the temperature in a process. Ammonium
is the dominating species in typical AD conditions and is not harmful to the
microorganisms. However, an increase in temperature shifts the equilibrium
towards ammonia, which is directly inhibitory for several classes of microor-
ganisms but also acts as a base, potentially increasing the pH [43].

As described in the earlier section on sludge treatment, high temperature
pre-treatment of sludge is a straightforward method of sludge hygienization.
Provided that the retention time is sufficiently long, there are strong findings
that indicate that digestion at higher temperatures than mesophilic results in
a satisfactory reduction of infectious agents. Kjerstadius et al. [63] compared
the hygienizing effects of AD at 35, 55 and 60 °C and various retention times
with pasteurization at 70 °C for one hour. Using a mixed sludge of 75 % PS and
25 % WAS, they concluded that a two hour exposure to both thermophilic tem-
peratures was enough to reduce the abundance of Salmonella and Escherichia
coli to levels below limiting values proposed by Swedish EPA. However, the
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reduction of Enterococcus could only be indicated but not confirmed due to
weaknesses in the method.

Acid-base equilibria

Similar to temperature, each microorganism has a preferred pH where it grows
the fastest. AD is usually carried out at neutral or slightly alkaline conditions
which means that most participating organisms are favored by a pH slightly
above 7. What differs significantly between species is the width of the pH
range that is crucial for survival.

The methanogens are considered the most sensitive to pH deviations while
acidogens are more durable and may even thrive better in a slightly acidic en-
vironment. Without active methanogens capable of consuming intermediate
acetate and hydrogen, the AD process halts after acidogenesis and is trans-
formed to a fermentation process instead. Fermentation is characterized by
declining pH and accumulation of VFAs. In fact, many types of disturbances
in addition easily lead to the methanogens being inhibited. Therefore, the VFA
content is often monitored as a type of measure of the general stability of the
process.

Healthy digestate naturally contains chemical species that provide resis-
tance to changes in pH. It is all proton accepting compounds such as the con-
jugate bases of carbonic acid, phosphoric acid, VFAs and ammonium ion [64].
These compounds are lumped together and referred to as alkalinity. The ma-
jor part of alkalinity in an AD process consists of bicarbonates and carbonates
[15]. It is also this part of the alkalinity that is first consumed during the ac-
cumulation of VFA. Because of this it has proved useful to define bicarbonate
alkalinity (BA), which is a subset of TA. Both quantities are often reported as
mass equivalents of calcium carbonate.

Various interrelationships between VFAs and alkalinities are used as heu-
ristic quantifiers of process stability. For example, the ratio VFA/TA can be
interpreted as how well the alkalinity is able to buffer against pH change due
to the presence of VFAs. By inspection, the system is supposedly stable when
the ratio is low. If VFAs and TA are reported as mass equivalents acetic acid
and calcium carbonate, respectively, the process is predicted to be stable up
until the ratio is 0.3. Above this value, the process should be closely monitored
as it is at risk of becoming acidic. If 0.5 is passed, an instability has definitely
occurred and if the ratio increases further, there is a risk that gas production
will stop [43].

There are also other stability ratios based on the dynamics of alkalinity or
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VFAs by themselves [42]. As mentioned, BA is consumed first during a de-
veloping instability and therefore it is interesting to follow the ratio BA/TA.
If this ratio is close to 1 it indicates that the process is going smoothly while
if it approaches 0, the process is becoming increasingly unstable due to con-
sumption of alkalinity. The ratio propionate/acetate is a useful stability indi-
cator as the VFA content of a healthy process is dominated by acetate. When
this ratio deviates from 0 it can be interpreted as acetogenesis not functioning
properly. If several of the mentioned stability ratios are used together, a fairly
well-resolved picture of the health status and its causes can be obtained.

In the end, it is important to remember that both VFAs and TA are collec-
tive names for simpler organic acids and proton acceptors, respectively. There-
fore it is unclear exactly what should be included in an analysis. Common tests
quantify total VFAs as a unit while other methods are based on isolating the
acids and quantifying each one separately. Alkalinity is often determined titri-
metrically and BA and TA are indirectly defined by target pH values that can
be different depending on how many acid-base systems are accounted for in
the derivation.

Degree of digestion

The DD quantifies the proportion of VS that has been removed during the
process. Usually, it is determined by comparing the respective VS content
in the substrate and digestate. Neglecting the volume change from VS being
stripped as gas, it can be estimated using the formula:

DD = 1 − TSoutVSout

TSinVSin

(2.19)

where DD degree of digestion [kgVSdigested kg−1
VSin

]
TSin substrate total solids [kgTS kg−1]
TSout digestate total solids [kgTS kg−1]
VSin volatile fraction of substrate total solids [kgVS kg−1

TS ]
VSout volatile fraction of digestate total solids [kgVS kg−1

TS ]

There are many reasons to strive for a high DD. First of all, it can be ar-
gued that the primary motive for pursuing a stabilization process is to handle
the decomposition of organic material in a controlled manner without potent
greenhouse gases and offensive substances being released freely into the at-
mosphere. Thus, it is desirable that as much of the organic material as possible
is digested in the digester and not somewhere else in the extracted digestate.
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Secondly, it is reasonable to expect that a higher DD yields a greater amount
of biogas.

Counteracting factors to a high DD may be inherent to the substrate. High-
ly complex substrates can be very time consuming or virtually impossible to
degrade in a digestion process. Here, the extreme case is lignin from wood
products. Regarding sludge stabilization, WAS is comparatively more difficult
to degrade than PS due to the abundance of complex biomass and EPS. Since
many substrates are composites of several macromolecules, it is reasonable to
assume that each component has its own rate-determining sub-process. Some
components may be inert to digestion and thus a proportion of the substrate is
not biodegradable. In the end, it is not possible to achieve complete conversion
in a continuous process with finite retention time. Even at infinite retention
time it is not possible to achieve 100 % VS reduction because the substrate
is used in part to generate new biomass and biomass itself is part of the VS
content in the digestate [38].

Furthermore, it may be interesting to evaluate to which degree specific
fractions of the VS content is digested. Nitrogen naturally attracts interest
since it is abundant in proteins as organically bound nitrogen. The degree to
which organic nitrogen has been converted to inorganic nitrogen is denoted as
nitrogen mineralization (NM) and estimated as follows:

NM =
NH+

4 -Nout − NH+
4 -Nin

TONin

(2.20)

where NM nitrogen mineralization [kgN kg−1
N ]

NH+
4 -Nin substrate ammonium nitrogen [kgN m−3]

NH+
4 -Nout digestate ammonium nitrogen [kgN m−3]

TONin substrate total organic nitrogen [kgN m−3]

Biogas production

In addition to the digestate, the biogas composition and production rate pro-
vide indications of the process stability and efficiency. The involved groups of
microorganisms all have characteristic product gases and depending on how
the different groups thrive, the biogas composition will vary. For wastewater
sludge, a rule of thumb for biogas composition is 60 to 70 % methane and 30
to 40 % carbon dioxide [17]. Thermophilic processes have been reported to
be in the upper part of the range [61]. Common to all processes with constant
substrate is that the composition reaches a steady-state fairly quickly. A devia-
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tion from the steady-state, in particular an increase in the proportion of carbon
dioxide, indicates that something in the system inhibits the methanogens [43].

In addition to the main constituents methane and carbon dioxide, there are
also trace contents of other gases. The ones most often mentioned are hy-
drogen sulfide and ammonia because they are both corrosive and malodorous.
The presence of these gases is partly characteristic of the substrate but can also
be a sign of disturbances in the process. Because carbon dioxide as an elec-
tron acceptor has a low energy yield, relatively small disturbances are required
for other reducing organisms to become competitive and produce measurable
levels of their product gases instead of methane. Typically methanogens in
systems digesting protein-rich substrate may be prone to competition because
the substrate has relatively high abundance of nitrogen and sulfur [43].

There are several ways to evaluate biogas production in a process. The
straightforward quantity is arguably the rate of gas production, i.e. volume of
gas produced per time unit. However, the gas flow rate alone does not tell how
efficiently it performs with regard to the given conditions. The volumetric gas
production (VGP) rate reports the biogas flow rate normalized with respect to
the volume of the digester. Thus, it is a measure of how well the process utilizes
its reactor volume [43]. The volumetric methane production (VMP) rate is
obtained by simply multiplying VGP rate by the methane volume fraction of
the biogas. Since the reactor volume is normally not dynamic in a process, the
VGP rate is only a scaled version of the gas flow rate but it can be useful for
comparing results to other processes with differently sized digesters.

To get a better insight into the performance of the underlying biochemical
processes, SGP is used instead of VGP rate. This quantity gives a measure of
the volume of biogas obtained per mass of VS fed to the reactor and may be
interpreted as how well the microorganisms metabolize the substrate. Mathe-
matically, SGP is defined as the ratio between VGP rate and OLR. Since both
VGP rate and OLR are rates evaluated at the same point in time, the time unit is
canceled and an instantaneous measure of the biogas yield from the substrate
is obtained. Similar to VMP rate, SMP is determined by multiplying SGP with
the methane volume fraction of the biogas. If continuous AD has been pre-
ceded by a batchwise determination of biochemical methane potential (BMP)
in the substrate, the ultimate BMP is the theoretical maximum SMP that can
be obtained at infinite retention time.

Yet more depth can be achieved in the analysis of substrate conversion by
switching the normalization basis of SGP from mass unit fed VS to mass unit
actually digested VS. Since this quantity only takes into account biodegradable
VS, it can be compared with theoretically determined BMP from, for exam-
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ple, equation (2.4) that also does not account for non-biodegradable fractions
of the substrate. Mathematically, the transformation is done by determining
the ratio between SGP and DD. Thus, it can be used as a control of the ma-
terial balance between the observed digestion of VS content and the observed
formation of biogas. If the observed SGP/DD is less than the theoretically de-
rived value it indicates that material from the digested VS content has ended
up somewhere else than in the biogas. For wastewater sludge, Tchobanoglous
et al. [15] report a value of 0.75 to 1.12 m3 kg−1

VSdigested
as common values of SG-

P/DD, however, it should be noted that these values are not explicitly stated at
standard temperature and pressure (STP).

Inhibition

The activity of the microbial community may be inhibited if harmful sub-
stances are introduced to the system. At conditions that are normal for AD,
ammonium dominates the ammonia-ammonium equilibrium. Ammonium is
relatively harmless to anaerobic microorganisms while ammonia can cause
significant inhibition of methanogens [43]. It has been reported to be related
to the fact that ammonia is an uncharged species that can pass through the
particularly weak membranes of the methanogens and cause internal proton
imbalances [65]. The amount of ammonium that undergoes dissociation in-
creases with temperature and if a protein-rich substrate is mineralized to in-
organic nitrogen, the system will inherently have high ammonium content at
steady-state. Severe ammonia inhibition may decrease gas production to such
a degree that intervention, such as manual pH adjustment or dilution, is re-
quired to recover the process [66]. However, findings indicate that gradual
accustomization of increased ammonia concentrations nurture an ammonia
resistant culture to such an extent that the process can be run stable with very
high ammonia levels [54].

Despite being problematic, the microorganisms require secondary sub-
strates where nitrogen compounds make up an important fraction. The optimal
carbon-to-nitrogen (C/N) ratio of the substrate is discussed in the literature.
Too low C/N indicates that the substrate is overabundant in nitrogen and there
is risk of excessive ammonia accumulation. Too high C/N, on the other hand,
means that there might be a risk of nitrogen deficiency that makes it impossi-
ble for the process to proceed optimally. Authors seem to agree that optimal
C/N vary with substrate, but is has been reported to be within the range 16 to
33 [44].

There is a plethora of other substances that can have a toxic effect on
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processes. They can be of organic nature such as pesticides, pharmaceutical
residues or industrial solvents. On the other hand, excessive mineral content
may lead to salt imbalance which in turn can cause osmotic stress in the cells
of the mircroorganisms. Several heavy metals are necessary for enzymatic
function but can have toxic effects in excessive concentrations. In the event
of a transient load of toxic material, a mesophilic community has a greater
chance of dampening the shock compared to its thermophilic counterpart due
to its greater biodiversity.

Dewaterability

The digestate should be dewatered to reduce the mass of the final sludge to be
transported from the wastewater treatment plant, reducing fuel costs. Dewa-
tering is usually carried out with centrifuges and produces a dewatered sludge
with approximately 25 %TS. To further increase the TS content, the centrifuged
sludge can be dried, but it requires a considerable amount of energy. This is
particularly relevant in situations where the sludge is to be incinerated for re-
source recovery, while sludge spreading in agriculture is satisfied with cen-
trifugation [67].

A popular method among authors is capillary suction time (CST) analysis
[44, 58, 59, 68, 69], which is a qualitative way to compare the tendency of
different digestates to release their water content to an applied capillary force.
Short CST implies the digestate is readily dewatered. Jin et al. [69] compare
their results against the CST of distilled water that is evaluated to 2 s. How-
ever they argue that CST does not resolve the divisioning of water content in
digestate as loosely bound water may be sufficient to generate the signal that
stops the timer while there may still be a significant amount of water retained
by stronger forces. In particular, digestate from WAS are characterized by
this behavior, which makes it difficult to draw any deeper conclusions from
CST [68]. The CST analysis also depends on the surrounding conditions. If a
CST analysis is performed on a sample far from room temperature, correction
of the result is recommended to take into account the difference in viscosity
[70]. Pérez-Elvira et al. [59] reports the CST/TS ratio to account for varying
particulate surface area available for water-particle interactions.

There does not seem to be a definite method for characterizing the digestate
dewaterability as different dewatering processes are based on different physical
phenomena that utilize chemical and physical properties of the digestate in
different ways. Prasad et al. [42] presents several frameworks to test different
aspects of dewaterability. These include specific resistance to filtration (SRF)
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and compressibility that are specific for filtration processes, drainability that is
specific for draining processes, and centrifugability, penetrability, settleability
and scrollability that are specific to centrifugation processes.

2.2.4 Temperature transition
A new AD process is ordinarily started through inoculation. The inoculum
is preferably received from an external ongoing process digesting the same or
a similar substrate as planned for the new one [17]. This provides a thriving
mibrobial constortium immediately from the start of operation. However, the
availability of thermophilic inocula is considerably lower than the mesophilic
equivalent [61]. Therefore, a strategy is to inoculate mesophilic digestate into
the new reactor and then carry out a controlled temperature transition to pro-
mote thermophilic microorganisms.

It takes time before the necessary cooperation between the newly culti-
vated thermophilic microorganisms interlocks. The temperature transition is
initially perceived as a powerful disturbance of the system and entails an immi-
nent risk that the methanogens will not be able to digest acetate and hydrogen.
This leads to accumulation of VFA and the risk of the process going acidic due
to insufficient alkalinity. Concentrated VFAs are known to cause bad odors
and can thus pose a work environment problem during temperature transition,
as evidenced by Bramstedt [36] and Guo [71]. In the middle of the transi-
tion, e.g. around 45 °C, most mesophilic organisms have been killed, while
the thermophilic organisms are strongly inhibited as there is still a long way
to go before the temperature optimum. From these premises, two currents
of opinion have emerged [72]. One advocates a slow temperature transition,
sometimes over several months, to reduce rapid changes in process conditions
to let microorganisms adapt [17]. The other believes that a fast, one-step ma-
neuver is best to quickly reach the optimal temperature and allow the desired
culture to grow in a well-adapted environment as soon as possible. In an in-
dustrial context, loss of production capacity is a serious issue and there is a
strong interest in minimizing the transition period.

Tian et al. [61] demonstrated on laboratory scale that it is possible to tran-
sition to a thermophilic culture with a one-step increase of the temperature.
The experiment was done in a 8 L CSTR inoculated with mesophilic sludge
digestate and fed with a mixture of PS and WAS from the same WWTP. The di-
gester was fed once daily with a SRT of 20 days and was operated at mesophilic
temperature for over 100 days before the temperature increase. Alkalinity in
the form of sodium bicarbonate was added to the feed during the first retention
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time at thermophilic temperature. Immediately after the one-step transition,
there was a transient increase in gas production that quickly decreased to the
observed minimum. However, after 40 days steady-state set in and the process
had a VGP rate of about 0.31 m3 m−3

digester d with a methane volume fraction
of 74 % which was an increase of 12 percentage points. VFA content briefly
accumulated to 450 mg L−1 directly after temperature escalation and then de-
creased steadily to initial concentrations while pH jumped from 7.2 to 7.6 and
stayed at that value. The authors concluded that the one-step temperature tran-
sition required 7 days for the process to stabilize.

Boušková et al. [72] compared the step-wise approach parallel to the one-
step strategy, also on laboratory scale. Two 2.6 L liquid volume CSTRs were
inoculated with mesophilic sludge digestate and fed with a mix of PS and WAS
from the same WWTP. The digesters were fed intermittently every fourth hour
with a retention time of 20 days and OLR of 1.38 kgVSin m−3

digester d−1. Before
the temperature transition a mesophilic process was run for about 2 months to
secure stable initial values. When the transition commenced, one reactor (re-
actor A) had its temperature increased to 55 °C while the other (reactor B) was
increased step-wise to 42, 47, 51 and 55 °C on day 1, 11, 35 and 42, respec-
tively. The gas production in reactor A promptly dropped to zero but began
to recover after a week and reached extreme values after two weeks until it fi-
nally settled for a SGP of 0.51 m3 kg−1

VSin
. In reactor B gas production decreased

gently until 47 °C was reached and gas production began to fluctuate wildly be-
tween large and small extreme values, however, the rate was never zero. When
the temperature transition was completed and dynamic behavior had ceased,
the steady-state SGP was 0.48 m3 kg−1

VSin
. In both reactors, VFAs accumulated

significantly parallel to gas production instabilities but settled after about two
weeks. Interestingly, the steady-state VFA content in reactor B was 5 times the
steady-state level in reactor A. Performance quantifiers such as DD, SGP and
methane volume fraction were all somewhat worse in thermophilic operation
compared to the initial values. pH was unchanged.

Understandably, there are few examples of full-scale attempts at transi-
tion to thermophilic operation. A one-of-a-kind publication by Iranpour et
al. [73] describes a full-scale temperature transition at Terminal Island Wa-
ter Reclamation Plant. The operative temperature of a 4500 m3 digester fed
with 70 % secondary sludge and 30 % PS was to be increased to 55 °C using
a 3 °C d−1 strategy. The authors considered a total VFA concentration below
1000 mg L−1 as satisfactory and used it as an indicator for a stable microbial
community. Compared with the previously described laboratory studies, it
was not trivial to run the experiment on a full-scale digester, which ultimately
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resulted in several changes in the feeding strategy. Most importantly, in the
beginning the feeding rate was flexible in response to VFA content to give
the process a change to adapt. Similar to other systems, VFAs accumulated
as a response to the temperature change. When levels had settled after two
weeks in thermophilic temperature, the load was escalated to investigate the
stated goal of whether the new thermophilic digester could handle the entire
treatment plant’s production of thickened sludge on its own. Interestingly,
there were portions of time where propionate content was larger than acetate
content. The authors observed an an increase in DD from 49 % to 55 % but
point out that the difference is not statistically significant. The process was
slightly alkaline both before and after the temperature transition. Methane
volume fraction initially rose to above 70 % but then gently declined contin-
uously over the whole trial to about 60 %. VFA/TA ratio was between 0.1 to
0.25 since after the initial disturbances.

2.3 Modeling of anaerobic digestion
Historically, there have been several AD models that resolve the biochemical
processes to varying degrees [74]. In an effort to condense the accumulated
knowledge into a general model, a research group at the International Water
Association (IWA) was appointed to develop ADM1 which was ultimately
published in Batstone et al. [11]. This publication also forms the basis of this
section unless stated otherwise.

Fundamentally, ADM1 is a kinetic model that seeks to describe the dynam-
ics of the process mathematically. It is focused on resolving the four stages of
AD – hydrolysis, acidogenesis, acetogenesis and methanogenesis – which is
illustrated schematically in figure 2.6. The model distinguishes between par-
ticulate and soluble substrates which define extra- and intracellular reactions,
respectively. Additional extracellular processes are introduced. These are dis-
integration of composite material and decay of biomass.

Although the model forms a loop, it formally begins with a disintegration
process where particulate composite matter is separated into still particulate
macronutrients. Composites are, for example, biological tissues that can be
thought of as aggregates of carbohydrates, proteins and fats. Disintegration is
not motivated by any biological activity but instead of surrounding forces from
temperature, turbulence, and similar factors. Parts of the composites are not
biodegradable and are sorted as inert fractions separated from the macronutri-
ents. The biodegradable disintegration products are then solubilized through
enzymatic hydrolysis, generating monosaccharides, amino acids and LCFAs.
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Figure 2.6: Modified waterfall model of ADM1 biochemical processes [11].
The numbered nodes represent distinct groups of microorganisms carrying out
the following processes:

1) Acidogenesis from monosaccharides
2) Acidogenesis from amino acids
3) Acetogenesis from valerate and butyrate
4) Acetogenesis from propionate
5) Acetogenesis from LCFAs
6) Acetoclastic methanogenesis
7) Hydrogenotrophic methanogenesis
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This action makes the biodegradable organic material available to be inter-
nally metabolized by digesting microorganisms. All hydrolytic processes are
inhibited by lack of nitrogen and unfavorable pH. In addition, the hydrolysis
of LCFAs is inhibited by too much hydrogen in the system.

Separate groups of acidogens break down monosaccharides and amino
acids into VFAs, hydrogen and carbon dioxide while LCFAs are passed along
to acetogenesis. The VFAs that are accounted for in the model are acetate up
to valerate. The higher VFAs, i.e. valerate, butyrate and propionate, as well as
LCFAs are metabolized by separate groups of acetogenic microorganisms to
produce more acetate, carbon dioxide and hydrogen. Butyrate and valerate are
modeled to be consumed by the same group of organisms and thus a compet-
itive dynamic arises around which substrate gets metabolized. A secondary
pathway for butyrate and valerate digestion goes via propionate. However,
valerate does not degrade via butyrate. All acetogenic groups are inhibited by
lack of nitrogen, unfavorable pH and too high concentration of hydrogen.

Methanogenesis is carried out by two groups of organisms correspond-
ing to hydrogenotrophic methanogens and acetoclastic methanogens. The for-
mer consume hydrogen and carbon dioxide while the latter consume acetate to
produce methane. Similar to all other groups, both methanogenic groups are
inhibited by lack of nitrogen and unfavorable pH. In addition, the acetoclas-
tic methanogens are inhibited in the presence of free ammonia. All involved
groups of organisms eventually die and decay. The decaying biomass is recy-
cled to the pool of composite material, becoming available in part as substrate
for living organisms.

In kinetic modeling, a defining characteristic of a process is the driving
force that causes the process. The rates of disintegration, hydrolysis, and decay
of biomass in ADM1 are modeled by first-order kinetics. This means that
the driving force of the processes is simply the concentration of the process
substrate. The elementary rate law of first-order reactions reads as:

ρf = kfX (2.21)

where ρf reaction rate [kgCOD m−3 d−1]
kf first-order rate constant [d−1]
X substrate concentration [kgCOD m−3]

In reality, it may be too bold to claim that the processes considered take place
independently of other substances. Therefore, the assumption is needed that
the processes are not rate-limited by the availability of other substrates. For
example, it is assumed that the concentration of hydrolases is high enough in
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the system for the rate of hydrolysis to only depend on the concentration of
hydrolyzable material.

To model the dynamics of living biomass, Monod-type kinetics are used.
In the case of ADM1, the developers decided to take a slightly different route
by replacing the rate of biomass growth with the rate of substrate uptake. These
two quantities are closely related. The decision can be thought of as choos-
ing between to monitor the growth of biomass (by consuming substrate) or
to monitor the consumption of substrate (to grow biomass). The growth rate
is directly proportional to the rate of substrate uptake, and the proportional-
ity constant is the yield of biomass on substrate uptake, denoted Yi, where i

indexes each group of microorganisms [15].
The Monod rate law is stated as:

ρm =
kmS

Ks + S
X (2.22)

where ρm substrate uptake rate [kgCOD m−3 d−1]
km maximum substrate uptake rate [d−1]
S substrate concentration [kgCOD m−3]
Ks half-rate constant [kgCOD m−3]
X biomass concentration [kgCOD m−3]

It can be seen that when substrate available is in excess, the rate law moves
towards first-order kinetics and only depends on the concentration of biomass.
Thus, the Monod rate law attributes a certain original capacity of substrate
uptake to the biomass, which is then scaled depending on the availability of a
limiting substrate. The scaling of the rate has been expanded upon in ADM1
to also reflect inhibition from other substances such as unfavorable pH and
excess ammonia.

The modeling of association-dissociation dynamics of acids and bases re-
flects the tendency to satisfy the law of mass action:

Ka =
SH+Sa−

Sha

(2.23)

where Ka equilibrium constant [M]
SH+ proton concentration [M]
Sa− conjugating base concentration [M]
Sha conjugating acid concentration [M]

This relation implies that SH+Sa− − KaSha = 0 is satisfied at equilibrium.
When equilibrium has not been reached, the right-hand side is no longer zero.
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ADM1 assumes the left-hand side as the driving force of the reaction and gen-
erates a rate law on the form:

ρa = ka(SH+Sa− −KaSha) (2.24)

where ρa acid-base reaction rate [M d−1]
ka acid-base rate constant [d−1]

With this design, no association-dissociation occurs at equilibrium. Other-
wise, the rate is directly proportional to the deviation from the law of mass
action.

Liquid-gas transfer is modeled with a similar approach to association-disso-
ciation. The digestate is assumed to be sufficiently dilute for the Henry law to
be valid. The Henry law reads as:

S = KHp (2.25)

where S liquid-phase concentration [M]
KH Henry constant [M bar−1]
p gas-phase partial pressure [bar]

Thus, it is implied that S−KHp = 0 at equilibrium. When not at equilibrium,
ADM1 assumes the left-hand side to be the driving force of transfer. The
rate of liquid-gas transfer is assumed to be directly proportional to the driving
force:

ρt = kLa(S −KHp) (2.26)
where ρt liquid-gas transfer rate [M d−1]

kLa overall liquid-gas transfer rate constant [d−1]

For equilibria, temperature dependencies of the parameters are sometimes
described by the integrated van ’t Hoff equation:

lnK2 = K1 exp
[
∆rH

◦

R

(
1

T1

− 1

T2

)]
(2.27)

where Ki equilibrium constant at state i [process dependent]
∆rH

◦ enthalpy of reaction [J mol−1]
Ti temperature at state i [K]

However, in most cases temperature influence is encoded directly in the con-
stant parameter value. Therefore, to model a process at an operating temper-
ature different to that of a reference parameter set, several of the parameters
must be calibrated so that they reflect the new temperature. Batstone et al.
[11] offers tabulated parameter values for both mesophilic and thermophilic
temperatures.
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2.3.1 Substrate characterization
Depending on the target implementation of ADM1 it results in an ODE system
with about 30 time dependent state variables that all need initial value for the
problem to be well-posed. If the set of rate equations are implemented into
a CSTR model the inflow of each type of material must be determined at the
same resolution as well. Nordlander et al. [75] remarks that it is difficult to
describe the substrate in terms of the quantities that are needed as input data
to ADM1 because they differ significantly from the ordinary analyzes that are
performed industrially.

To remedy this, authors have tried to develop so-called transformers that in
an algorithmic manner translate values gathered through ordinary analysis to
the input dataset necessary to describe the sample in ADM1. One such trans-
former is proposed by Zaher et al. [76]. It offers a way to characterize organic
waste through typical quantities available by laboratory analysis, namely:

• total and soluble COD

• VFA content

• total organic carbon (TOC)

• total inorganic carbon

• total Kjeldahl nitrogen (TKN)

• total ammonia nitrogen (TAN)

• total phosphorus

• orthophosphate

• TA

• TS

• VS

Evidently, the procedure to characterize substrates is still comprehensive. A
simpler approach was tried by Nordlander et al. [75] in a full-scale biogas plant
using only:

• inorganic nitrogen

• carbohydrates
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• proteins

• lipids

• particulate inerts

as characterizing quantities of the substrate. ADM1 has been proven to be
robust and self-regulating as long as the initial and influent values are reason-
able.

Several authors argue that not only does the substrate determine initial and
influent values but it also effects the rate of hydrolysis [75, 76, 77]. In the
original publication of ADM1 a dataset of default parameters was offered,
but since then many authors, including those of the original report, agree that
the default hydrolysis rate constants are at least a magnitude too high [12]
and preferably should be calibrated for each application. A transformer that
offers combined calibration of hydrolysis rate constants and characterization
of substrate was published by Arnell et al. [78]. It involves using a BMP test to
determine the fraction of biodegradable organic material in a substrate. Under
the assumption that hydrolysis is rate limiting, the BMP dataset can be fitted
to a first-order integrated rate law to determine the hydrolysis rate constant.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the same hydrolysis rate constant is applicable
for all hydrolyzable material. Remaining information that has to be gathered
is:

• TS

• VS

• total and soluble COD

• fractionated VFAs

• proteins

• lipids

• TAN



Chapter 3

Methods

This chapter first describes the experimental campaign that was run in a phys-
ical pilot plant and the associated methods of analysis and the processing of
raw data. The second part covers the concrete implementation of ADM1 as
MATLAB code.

3.1 Experimental campaign
The experimental campaign was planned for spring and summer of 2021. Prior
to the start of the pilot trial, time frames were decided that the project needed
to adhere to in order to be completed on time. These are summarized in table
3.1.

Table 3.1: Preliminary operation time plan for the campaign.

Dates Event HRT [d] OLR [kgVS m−3
digester d−1]

30/3 – 5/4 Temperature transition 30 1 to 1.5
6/4 – 9/5 Acclimatization 30 1 to 1.5
10/5 – 16/5 Load escalation 30 → 18 1 to 1.5 → 2 to 2.5
17/5 – 3/6 Retention time 1 18 2 to 2.5
7/6 – 24/6 Retention time 2 18 2 to 2.5
28/6 – 15/7 Retention time 3 18 2 to 2.5
16/7 – 30/7 Time reserve 18 2 to 2.5

The stable thermophilic process was to be allowed to proceed for three
retention times at reference load to be able to analyze the repeatability of the
experiment. Between the retention times there was three intermediate days to

52
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account for weekends. Even though the conditions of each retention time was
expected to be slightly different because of the ever changing characteristics
on influent wastewater, repetition was considered valuable to be able to discern
what are temporary and what are permanent characteristics of the process.

Feeding strategy

The digester substrate was a mixture consisting of 65 %mass thickened PS and
35 %mass thickened WAS. The target HRT of the digester was 18 days which
was predicted to correspond to an OLR of 2 to 2.5 kgVS m−3

digester d−1 based on
historical data of VS content in the sludge streams. Both HRT and PS/WAS
proportions were derived from characteristics of the feed to full-scale digester
R200 at the time of the beginning of the campaign. Digester R200 was chosen
because it currently digests both PS and WAS which was also desired in the
pilot digester. However, an important difference was that PS in R200 had been
pre-digested in R300, while the PS that was fed to the pilot plant was thickened
raw PS.

At day zero, 5 m3 mesophilic digestate was inoculated to the pilot digester
from digester R200 via tank truck. Before sealing the digester, the headspace
was evacuated with nitrogen gas. Immediately after, the temperature transition
was started which was strategized to raise the temperature from 37 to 55 °C in
7 days.

Control strategy

To realize the temperature transition, the setpoint temperature of the pilot pro-
grammable logic controller (PLC) was raised manually by 1 °C every 8 hours
on weekdays and every 12 hours during the weekend. After one week, when
the transition was complete, the setpoint was left at a constant 55 °C. An elec-
trical 26 kW boiler built in to the pilot plant supplied heat through a heated
jacket around the digester. A thermostat kept the temperature at its setpoint.

Initially, the plan was to begin from a modest load on the digester corre-
sponding to 30 days HRT through the temperature transition and then carefully
de-escalate the HRT towards the target 18 days in parallel with the acclimati-
zation of the system to the new temperature. However, due to the previously
mentioned communication error between PLC and substrate supply pumps,
the load was interrupted on day 10, 3 days after 55 °C had been reached. The
process was without feed for 12 days until a manual pumping solution could be
found. This was seen at the time as a possible good thing as surprisingly dra-
matic development had been observed in the process. Afterwards, HRT was
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de-escalated with large steps over three weeks from the extreme 60 days until
18 days of HRT had been achieved. Between day 39 and day 41 the feeding
emergency stopped when an electrical fault led to the valves releasing biogas
not being able to open. To conclude, the implemented method differed signif-
icantly from the planned one during the acclimatization period. However, the
campaign went according to plan thereafter.

Analytical programme

To help characterization, an analytical programme was arranged. Each analy-
sis is listed in table 3.2 along with the desired frequency. The frequencies were
decided upon industrial customs and whether it was justifiable economically,
as well as necessities to be able to derive input data for the simulation. Analy-
sis was either integrated as online instruments in the pilot plant, performed by
Käppala WWTP laboratory personnel, or performed by external laboratories.

Table 3.2: List of planned analyzes.

Target Sample Frequency

BA and TA Digestate Weekly
Total and soluble COD Substrate and digestate Weekly
CST Digestate Once
VS Substrate and digestate Twice a week
Fractionated VFAs Substrate and digestate Once per HRT
TKN Substrate Weekly
NH+

4 –N Substrate and digestate Weekly
Total and soluble TOC Substrate and digestate Weekly
Total VFAs Digestate Four times a week
Fats Substrate and digestate Once per HRT
pH Digestate Daily
Gas composition Biogas Continuous
Gas production Biogas Continuous
Temperature Digestate Continuous
Conditionability† Digestate Once
†Determining optimal polyelectrolyte additive and dosage.
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3.1.1 Pilot plant
The pilot plant was leased from and designed by Research Institutes of Swe-
den (RISE) as a mobile biogas plant able to digest various substrates including
wastewater sludge. It was housed in a cabinet trailer with sockets to con-
nect into a host plant. During the experimental campaign, it was located
on the grounds of Käppala WWTP in Lidingö municipality, Sweden (DMS
59°21’19.8”N 18°13’46.4”E). Figure 3.1 shows an overall plan of material
flows through the plant and what feeds went to and from Käppala WWTP.

PS

WAS

WWTP

Gas holder

Biogas

Digestate

Digester

Exhaust 
gases

Gas 
flare

Buffer tank

Excess substrate

Weighing tank

Pilot plant

Figure 3.1: Pilot plant flow chart.

The pilot plant was equipped with a 1.2 m3 buffer tank, a 0.4 m3 weighing
tank and an air-tight digester with 5 m3 liquid volume and a headspace of 1 m3

connected to a gas holder with a variable volume of 0 to 0.4 m3. The operation
of the AD process was fully automated and controlled via a PLC with the
possibility of remote connection. Three important automation sequences were
defined: supplying substrate to the plant, feeding the digester and releasing
produced biogas. Each sequence was triggered by different conditions.

Substrate supply sequence

Substrate was collected from the full-scale sludge treatment line and was pump-
ed to the pilot plant by two progressive cavity pumps, one for each type of
sludge. The buffer tank received and stored the local supply of substrate. It
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was able to stir its contents with a propeller and by pumping it through a cir-
culation loop. The supply sequence was programmed for maintaining a HRT
of 1 day in the buffer tank. It was programmed so that fresh substrate was
pumped to the buffer tank twice a day. The motivation behind this frequency
was a trade-off. Sludge was replaced frequently with short retention time for
self-decomposition of the substrate to be minimized. At the same time, suf-
ficiently large quantities were resupplied so that the imprecision of the two
pumps could be ignored. This was important in order to obtain the desired ra-
tio between PS and WAS. In the beginning of the experiment, fresh substrate
was pumped to the buffer tank manually due to communication problems be-
tween the pumps and the PLC. This led to the retention time being between 3
to 5 days and the mode of operation with respect to the buffer tank being closer
to batch than continuous.

Digester feeding sequence

Feeding of the digester involved transfer of substrate through several tanks in
the pilot plant. The feeding sequence was triggered each hour and began by
stirring the buffer tank contents and running it through the circulation loop for
4 minutes. This was made for preventing feeding of stratified substrate. Then
a certain amount of sludge was pumped to the weighing tank. The transferred
mass was always a surplus in relation to the planned load on the digester. Be-
fore substrate was fed into the digester, a portion of digestate was emptied from
the digester to the drain of the pilot plant. The mass to be removed was de-
termined from how much the digester mass needed to decrease for it to come
to target mass 5000 kg after the impending feeding. However, if the digester
mass was already below what could be compensated with a new load, no di-
gestate was removed. A measured amount of substrate was pumped from the
weighing tank to the digester, then the excess substrate in the weighing tank
was discarded to the pilot plant drain. The material that left the pilot plant
through the drain was led into full-scale digester R300.

Biogas analysis sequence

When the expansion of the gas holder exceeded a upper threshold value set to
0.3 m3, the gas flare was ignited with liquefied petroleum gas. After ignition,
the gas holder content was released through piping leading to the gas flare.
On the way to the gas flare, the biogas passed through a gas flow meter which
registered cumulative biogas production to the PLC database. The biogas was
ultimately burned to convert methane to combustion products (carbon dioxide
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and water vapor) before release to the atmosphere. Upon reaching a lower
threshold value set to 0.1 m3, the gas holder was closed to the atmosphere
again.

3.1.2 Online measurements
Temperature

A thermometer was integrated on the inside of the digester to monitor the pro-
cess temperature. There was also a second thermometer integrated to the gas
flow meter. During the experimental campaign it turned out that the gas flow
thermometer was not reliable and therefore temperature data from Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) was used to estimate the
temperature of the biogas when it passed the gas flow meter. This was consid-
ered reasonable because the gas holder was located outdoors and the biogas
was usually collected for about two hours before it was released to the gas
flare. However, the closest SMHI site is Stockholm A (DMS 59°20’30.1”N
18°03’17.6”E) located approximately 10 km from the pilot plant, which in the
end must be considered a shortcoming.

The digester thermometer was confirmed to give the correct readings on a
work day basis by manually measuring the temperature of a digestate sample
using a combined pH-temperature sensor (WTW ProfiLine pH 3110). When
collecting a digestate sample, 2 to 3 L of initial liquid was discarded as it had
been observed that the outlet pipes at ambient temperature cooled the sample
by a couple of degrees Celsius.

Biogas production

A gas flow meter measured the flow rate of biogas as it was released to the
gas flare. Thus, only a discrete form of gas production rate was available. The
flow rate was integrated by the PLC to keep track of cumulative gas production.
The state of the cumulative gas production counter was logged to a database
once an hour. In a situation where the produced gas could not get out of the
digester as intended, there was a safety valve that bypassed the gas flow meter,
meaning loss of results.

An important detail was that the interval time for logging could be in or out
of phase with the time of the flaring of gas. Flaring events were unevenly dis-
tributed during the day, while the hourly database timestamps were perfectly
even. This led to the data sometimes showing exceptionally high gas produc-
tion during one hour, while other hours showed very modest accumulation. To
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smooth out this type of error it was decided to only work with daily mean val-
ues rather than trying to resolve gas production on a hour time scale. Finally,
the continuous gas production rate was approximated by calculating the slope
of the line drawn between the cumulative gas production at the beginning and
end of each day.

The biogas in the headspace of the digester was assumed to behave ideally,
i.e. it satisfies the ideal gas law:

PgasVgas = ngasRTgas (3.1)

where Pgas gas pressure [bar]
Vgas gas volume [m3]
ngas amount of substance in gas [mol]
R gas constant, ≈ 8.3145 · 10−5 [m3 bar mol−1 K−1]
Tgas gas temperature [K]

Overpressure in the headspace was measured continuously by an online
instrument (GE Druck PTX1400). The gas pressure was assumed to be the
sum of atmospheric pressure and the overpressure:

Pgas = patm + pgas (3.2)

where patm atmospheric pressure, = 1.013 25 [bar]
pgas headspace overpressure [bar]

As recommended by a Verein Deutscher Ingenieure (VDI) standard [47],
gas volume was normalized to STP to be comparable to results gathered at
other thermodynamic state. The normalization factor was derived from equa-
tion (3.1) by noticing that the amount of substance is equal for both states:

V ◦
gas = Vgas

Pgas

P ◦
T ◦

Tgas

(3.3)

where V ◦
gas gas production rate at STP [Nm3 d−1]

Vgas gas production rate [m3 d−1]
P ◦ standard pressure, = 1.013 25 [bar]
T ◦ standard temperature, = 273.15 [K]

The VDI standard also advocates presenting gas production results on a dry
basis by subtracting water vapor from the total pressure. However, because the
instruments in the full-scale sludge treatment at Käppala WWTP does not do
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this type of correction, it was decided that the recommendation would be ne-
glected for the performance parameters that were to be compared to full-scale.
Biogas composition was measured online every sixth hour by a gas analyzer
(AFRISO Gas analyzer BIOLYZER) capable of measuring volume fractions
of methane, carbon dioxide, oxygen and hydrogen hydrogen sulfide. The an-
alyzer was controlled sporadically by analyzing the biogas with a handheld
analyzer. Process VGP and VMP rate was calculated as follows:

VGP =
V ◦
gas

VR

, VMP = xch4 VGP (3.4)

where VGP volumetric gas production rate [Nm3 m−3
digester d−1]

VMP volumetric methane production rate [Nm3
CH4

m−3
digester d−1]

VR process liquid volume [m3]
xch4 methane volume fraction [m3

CH4
m−3]

Similarly, the SGP and SMP of the process were calculated using:

SGP =
VGP
OLR

, SMP = xch4 SGP (3.5)

where SGP specific gas production [Nm3 kg−1
VSin

]
SMP specific methane production [Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VSin
]

OLR organic loading rate [kgVSin m−3
digester d−1]

The definition of OLR is given in equation (2.17). The SGP and SMP with
respect to actually digested VS rather than the VS content of the organic load
was determined by:

SGPdigested =
SGP
DD

, SMPdigested =
SMP
DD

(3.6)

where SGPdigested specific gas production [Nm3 kg−1
VSdigested

]
DD degree of digestion [kgVSdigested kg−1

VSin
]

SMPdigested specific methane production [Nm3
CH4

kg−1
VSdigested

]

DD is defined mathematically in equation (2.19).
Theoretical gas production per mass unit VS was determined from tab-

ulated yields from macronutrients shown in table 2.1. Summation of each
macronutrient contribution went according to:

SGPtheoretical =
∑

carbohydrates,
proteins, fats

yizi, SMPtheoretical =
∑

carbohydrates,
proteins, fats

xiyizi (3.7)
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where xi theoretical methane volume fraction [m3
CH4

m−3]
yi theoretical biogas yield [Nm3 kg−1

VSi
]

zi digested VS fraction [kgVSi kg−1
VSdigested

]

and i is an index iterating over each macronutrient.
This time, the theoretical result was compared to the experimental results

on a dry gas basis as a water vapor fraction is not recognized in the theoretical
gas composition. Dry biogas production rate is slightly lower because the con-
tribution from water vapor is removed from the biogas. Methane production
is not affected because a dry or wet basis has no relevance to it. Mathemati-
cally, the moisture correction is applied by subtracting the water vapor partial
pressure from the total gas pressure:

Pgas,dry = Pgas − pw (3.8)

where Pgas,dry dry gas pressure [bar]
pw water vapor partial pressure [bar]

Tchobanoglous et al. [15] pointed out that biogas in full-scale processes
is at least partially dehumidified by simply passing it through ordinary piping
at room temperature. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the gas phase
in the digester is saturated with water vapor so that the partial pressure is ap-
proximately equal to the vapor pressure. The vapor pressure is defined by the
gas temperature. Since the gas holder is located outdoors over two seasons
a function relating vapor pressure to gas temperature is needed. The Antoine
equation was selected with empirical constants and unit conversion factor from
mmHg to bar from Felder and Rousseau [79]. Solved for the vapor pressure
of water, the function reads as:

pw =
1.013 25

760
· 10A+ B

C+Tgas (3.9)

where A empirical constant, = 8.107 65 [1]
B empirical constant, = 1750.286 [°C]
C empirical constant, = 235.000 [°C]
Tgas gas temperature, 0 ≤ Tgas ≤ 60 [°C]

The dry gas pressure is used in equation (3.6) to produce a dry SMP curve.
However, no more than 90 % of theoretical yield is reasonable to expect be-
cause a fraction of the atomic inventory is assimilated to biomass during con-
version, which is not accounted for in the theoretical equation. Due to other
mechanistic nuances, the observed yield may be even lower for complex sub-
strates [47].
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3.1.3 Analytical methods
Sampling points were available to access substrate, digestate and biogas sam-
ples from the pilot plant. When collecting liquid samples, the first couple
of liters coming from the respective sampling point was discarded to prevent
accidental collection of an unrepresentative sample. Digestate was collected
from the digester while substrate was collected from the buffer tank. The di-
gestate was continuously stirred in the digester, while the buffer tank mixing
sequence was activated manually right before sampling.

pH

The digestate pH was measured every workday using a portable combined
pH/temperature meter (WTW ProfiLine pH 3110). Before every measure-
ment, the pH electrode was one-point calibrated with a commercial pH 7.00
disodium phosphate/monopotassium phosphate buffer solution (Merck Buffer
solution pH 7.00 CertiPUR 1.09439.1000). The electrode was washed with
deionized water before and after measurement and stored in a potassium chlo-
ride solution to keep it in good condition.

Solids content

Determining TS and fixed solids (FS) content of the substrate enables the VS
content and subsequently OLR to be derived. If TS and FS content is also
determined for the digestate, the DD of the process can be evaluated. TS and
FS are determined thermogravimetrically. The method for determining TS is a
drying process and uses the fact that water has a lower evaporation temperature
than most particulate organic matter. Analysis of FS content, on the other
hand, is an annealing process and is based on the fact that inorganic matter
usually has a significantly higher point of vaporization compared to organic
matter. In this project, substrate and digestate were initially analyzed for solids
content once a week. The frequency was later increased to twice a week to
improve the resolution of changes in solids content over time.

A disposable, pre-annealed aluminium tray was weighed first and then
filled with sludge sample. The total mass was noted and then the tray was
put inside a drying oven (Binder Model FD 115) set to 105 °C for at least 20 h.
Afterwards, the total mass of the tray and the residue was weighed and noted.
At this point, the residue is assumed to be completely dry. The TS was deter-
mined as follows:

TS =
mdry −mtray

mwet −mtray

(3.10)
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where TS total solids fraction [kgTS kg−1]
mdry mass of tray and dry residue [kg]
mwet mass of tray and wet sample [kg]
mtray mass of tray [kg]

After weighing, the aluminium tray was moved into a muffle furnace (Naber-
therm B180) set to 550 °C and allowed to anneal for at least 2 h. The tray con-
taining the remnant ash was weighed and noted. FS content was determined
according to:

FS =
mash −mtray

mdry −mtray

(3.11)

where FS fixed fraction of total solids [kgFS kg−1
TS ]

mash mass of tray and annealing residue [kg]

All TS content that is not FS is assumed to be VS. Thus, the VS content of
the sample is simply calculated using relation:

VS = 1 − FS (3.12)

where VS volatile fraction of total solids [kgVS kg−1
TS ]

It is known that this method underestimates VS content because some or-
ganic substances such as VFAs and ammonia are volatile enough to evaporate
at the temperature of the TS analysis. Vahlberg et al. [80] offers methods to
compensate for losses of VS on drying, however, this was not used in this
project.

Volatile fatty acids

VFAs are short-chain carboxylic acids that are intermediary products in the
AD process. If VFAs are accumulating in the digestate it is a sign that there is
a problem in the methanogenesis. Therefore it is important to determine the
VFA concentration in the digestate continuously during operation.

Sample was filtered through a coarse paper filter (Munktell Ahlstrom Fold-
ed Filters V 150) to separate large particulate matter from the sample. The
filtrate was then transferred to a syringe to which a 0.45 µm membrane filter
(Sartorius Minisart Syringe Filter) was attached on the tip. The content of the
syringe was filtered through the membrane and the filtrate was collected in a
100 mL beaker. For some samples, dilution was necessary to fall within de-
tection limits. In those cases, an appropriate amount of filtrate was transferred
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from the beaker by micropipette into a 10 mL volumetric flask. The volumetric
flask was filled to the mark with deionized water and then shaken. The diluted
sample was then poured into a clean 100 mL beaker. The prepared sample was
analyzed using a cuvette test (Hach Lange LCK 365).

During start-up, VFA concentration was analyzed almost daily to follow
expected process upset. Later, the frequency was lowered to four times a week.
In parallel, the analysis of individual VFAs by high-performance liquid chro-
matography (HPLC) was performed externally at laboratory under the direc-
tion of RISE once every retention time.

Borglund [81] have stated that VFAs concentration is difficult to measure
absolutely since the result has been shown to vary depending on the chosen
analytical method. It is therefore more meaningful to interpret trends rather
than absolute values.

Alkalinity

Alkalinity is a measure of the samples resistance to pH drop upon the addition
of acid. It was determined titrimetrically.

Sample sludge was placed in a centrifuge (Thermo Scientific Heraeus Mega-
fuge 40) and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 20 minutes. The supernatant was
collected and titrated by a tiration robot (Metrohm Robotic Titrosampler 855).
The titrant was 0.5 M hydrochloric acid. BA was determined by titrating to pH
5.4 while TA was determined by titrating to pH 4.5 during stripping of carbon
dioxide with nitrogen. The results was reported in terms of mgCaCO3 L−1.

An earlier report by Borglund [81] claims that other laboratories follow
the standard VAVP54 and titrate BA to pH 5.75 instead. This complicates
comparison to other AD processes.

Chemical oxygen demand

The COD analysis quantifies the abundance of organic material in a sample
by determining how much oxygen is needed to completely oxidize the organic
material to carbon dioxide and water. It accounts for many of the substances
that constitute an environmental load and has become a common analysis in
wastewater treatment.

In this project, both substrate and digestate were analyzed weekly for total
and soluble COD using a cuvette test (Hach Lange LCK 114). For total COD,
the samples were homogenized for 5 minutes and then diluted with deionized
water to a hundredth of the original concentration. For soluble COD, the sam-
ples were filtered with a 1.6 µm glass microfiber filter (Cytiva Whatman, grade
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GF/A). The filtrate was diluted to a tenth or twentieth of the original analyte
concentration. For both cases, the dilution was made to shift the analyte con-
centration to the measuring range of the cuvette test. The final results were
corrected for dilution and reported in terms of mass of molecular oxygen (or
simply mass of COD).

Total organic carbon

Analysis of TOC also quantifies the abundance of organic compounds. It is
not as established as the COD analysis but arguably less time consuming and
more environmentally benign [82].

Substrate and digestate samples were analyzed weekly for total and soluble
TOC using a cuvette test (Hach Lange LCK 386). Both total and soluble TOC
was determined and the preparation of the samples were the same as in the
COD analysis. The final results were presented in terms of mass of (organic)
carbon.

Ammonium nitrogen

Ammonium nitrogen, often denoted NH4
+–N, is of interest to determine the

NM of the process. To be able to do this, a concentration has to be determined
for both substrate and digestate. Furthermore, by knowing the ammonium
concentration of the digestate together with pH it is possible to assess the free-
ammonia inhibition in the system. The analyzes of ammonium nitrogen was
performed weekly.

Both substrate and digestate was filtered through coarse paper filters to sep-
arate large particulate matter from the samples. The filtrates was then trans-
ferred into syringes to which membrane filters of pore size 1.6 µm were at-
tached on the tips. The content of the syringes were filtered through the mem-
branes and the filtrates was collected in 100 mL beakers. 1 mL of substrate
sample and 0.2 mL of digestate sample were transferred from the beakers by
micropipette into 10 mL volumetric flasks for dilution. The volumetric flasks
were filled to the marks with deionized water and shaken. The diluted sam-
ples were then poured into clean 100 mL beakers. The prepared samples were
analyzed using cuvette tests (Hach Lange LCK 303).

Having access to the experimentally measured ammonium nitrogen, the
ammonia nitrogen (NH3–N) can be calculated from its equilibrium. Because
the equilibrium constant depends of both pH and temperature, an approximat-
ing formula has been derived [83]. It reads as:
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NH3-N =
NH+

4 -N · 10pH

exp 6344
273+T

+ 10pH
(3.13)

where NH3-N digestate ammonia nitrogen [mgN L−1]
NH+

4 -N digestate ammonium nitrogen [mgN L−1]
pH digestate pH [1]
T digestate temperature [°C]

Total Kjeldahl nitrogen

TKN is the sum of the total organic nitrogen (TON) and ammonium nitrogen
of a sample, stated as:

TKN = TON + NH4
+-N (3.14)

where TKN total Kjeldahl nitrogen [mgN L−1]
TON total organic nitrogen [mgN L−1]

The name refers to the fact that the nitrogen content has been determined
by the Kjeldahl method where the organically bound nitrogen is digested by
treating the sample with boiling sulfuric acid in the presence of a metal cat-
alyst. Eventually, all organic nitrogen is released as ammonium in the acidic
environment. By adding strong base, such as sodium hydroxide, the ammo-
nium is interconverted to ammonia which is then stripped from solution and
condensed into a secondary flask containing hydrochloric acid of known con-
centration. Part of the hydrochloric acid is neutralized by the ammonia and
the remaining quantity of acid is determined titrimetrically. The amount of
consumed acid is stoichiometrically equivalent to the TKN.

Substrate samples were analysed weekly for TKN by external personnel
at Eurofins. To be able to determine TON, the samples were collected at the
same time as samples were collected for the ammonium nitrogen analysis.

Macronutrients

Lipid content was determined externally by Agrilab, employing the Schmid-
Bondzynski-Ratslaff (SBR) method. The analysis was performed on both sub-
strate and digestate once every retention time.

Protein content was approximated via TON, which in turn was determined
from the foregoing TKN and ammonium nitrogen analyzes in conjunction with
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equation (3.14). According to standard VDI 2016 [47], protein mass is directly
proportional to the TON, expressed as:

Proteins = xTON, 5.5 < x < 6.25 (3.15)

where Proteins protein concentration [mg L−1]
x proportionality constant [mg mg−1

N ]

Jimenez et al. [84] and Nordell et al. [85] agree on the use of x = 6.25 as a
standard conversion factor for acquiring a crude protein concentration estima-
tion. It is based on the historical result that protein on average contain 16 %
nitrogen, so the conversion factor would be the inverse of this result. Lerch
et al. [86] pointed out, however, that there is no outspoken agreement on using
it as a standard conversion factor for proteins in wastewater sludges.

Finally, carbohydrates are assumed to make up the remaining amount of
VS. This renders the following relation:

Carbohydrates = VS − Lipids − Proteins (3.16)

where Carbohydrates carbohydrate concentration [mg L−1]
VS volatile solids concentration [mg L−1]
Lipids lipids concentration [mg L−1]

Capillary suction time

A CST analysis was made on one occasion during reference conditions. The
aim of the analysis was to confirm or disprove deteriorating dewaterability
compared to a mesophilic process. Therefore, one sample from the pilot di-
gester and one sample from digester R200 was analyzed.

The test procedure was carried out according to SIS standard SS-EN 14701-
1:2006 [70]. Filter papers (Triton Electronics CST filter papers, size 7× 9 cm)
were placed in the five parallel control units of the CST apparatus (Triton Elec-
tronics Type 219 Multipurpose CST). A 18 mm stainless steel reservoir was
placed in the fixture of each control unit so that the lower end of the cylinder
was in contact with the filter paper. Pilot digestate was conditioned to 40 °C
while R200 digestate was conditioned to 25 °C to simulate the temperature at
which each digestate enters the centrifuges in sludge treatment. The digestate
sample was poured back and forth between two beakers before immediately
being poured up to the brim of the stainless steel reservoirs. The digestate was
allowed to be drained of water by capillary forces in the filter paper. Time
needed for water to travel from one integrated electrode to another was de-
tected automatically by the apparatus.
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3.1.4 Inspection routine
During workdays within the experimental campaign a daily control and sample
collection routine was done. The control included to check the PLC for alerts
and to look for signs of impending mechanical failure. In addition, qualitative
data was obtained that was important for the characterization of the operation.

Foaming tendencies

The digester was equipped with a viewing window which made it possible
to inspect the process liquid surface. Upon disturbance, the system may show
increased foaming due to excessive activity from organisms such as Microthrix
parvicella. The amount of foam in the reaction vessel was assessed daily by
ocular inspection using an ordinal scale designed on-site for the experiment.
The scale included six levels:

0: No foam.

1: Foam but surface still visible.

2: Surface completely covered with thin layer of foam.

3: Surface completely covered with moderate layer of foam.

4: Surface completely covered with thick layer of foam.

5: Foam pushing against the window.

Odors

The smells around the pilot plant was assessed daily and valued according to
an ordinal scale designed on-site. The scale included three levels:

0: No unusual odor.

1: Noticeable odor.

2: Problematic odor.

The measurement is subjective and designed to identify the worst-case sce-
nario in which the neighborhood close to the plant experiences odors that
spread with the wind.
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3.2 Anaerobic Digestion Model No. 1
The kinetic foundation of ADM1 was originally published in Batstone et al.
[11] and has been state-of-the-art for advanced modeling of AD ever since.
Rosén and Jeppsson [12] significantly improved the model and gave a clear
proposal on how to apply it in the context of a CSTR. This section is retrieved
almost entirely from the work of these authors. A small modification was made
to account for the biogas being at another temperature than the digester when
it was measured in the experimental campaign.

ADM1 defines a set of time dependent variables that represent substances
participating in the AD process. Depending on implementation, the number of
variables can be reduced to lessen computational cost. In this project, however,
the fully explicit implementation will be used that involves 35 substances. The
list of all substance variables are listed in table 3.3. All organic substances
are expressed as kgCOD while inorganic matter is given as kmol. Particulate
substances are signified by the symbolX while soluble substances are denoted
with symbol S. An exception are gas-phase substances that are designated
Sgas.

Table 3.3: List of substance variables.

Index Component Symbol Unit

1 Monosaccharides Ssu kgCOD m−3

2 Amino acids Saa kgCOD m−3

3 LCFAs Sfa kgCOD m−3

4 Total valerate Sva kgCOD m−3

5 Total butyrate Sbu kgCOD m−3

6 Total propionate Spro kgCOD m−3

7 Total acetate Sac kgCOD m−3

8 Hydrogen Sh2 kgCOD m−3

9 Methane Sch4 kgCOD m−3

10 Inorganic carbon SIC kmolC m−3

11 Inorganic nitrogen SIN kmolN m−3

12 Soluble inerts SI kgCOD m−3

13 Composites Xc kgCOD m−3

14 Carbohydrates Xch kgCOD m−3

15 Proteins Xpr kgCOD m−3

16 Lipids Xli kgCOD m−3

17 Sugar degraders Xsu kgCOD m−3
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Table 3.3 continued.

Index Component Symbol Unit

18 Amino acid degraders Xaa kgCOD m−3

19 LCFA degraders Xfa kgCOD m−3

20 Valerate and butyrate degraders Xc4 kgCOD m−3

21 Propionate degraders Xpro kgCOD m−3

22 Acetate degraders Xac kgCOD m−3

23 Hydrogen degraders Xh2 kgCOD m−3

24 Particulate inerts XI kgCOD m−3

25 Inorganic cations Scat+ kmol m−3

26 Inorganic anions San− kmol m−3

27 Valerate Sva− kgCOD m−3

28 Butyrate Sbu− kgCOD m−3

29 Propionate Spro− kgCOD m−3

30 Acetate Sac− kgCOD m−3

31 Bicarbonate Shco3− kmolC m−3

32 Ammonia Snh3 kmolN m−3

33 Gas-phase hydrogen Sgas,h2 kgCOD m−3

34 Gas-phase methane Sgas,ch4 kgCOD m−3

35 Gas-phase carbon dioxide Sgas,co2 kmolC m−3

The second cornerstone of ADM1 is the biochemical processes that the
substances take part in. There are 19 processes that collectively try to capture
the dynamics of an AD process. These are all listed together with their asso-
ciated mathematics in table 3.4. It can be seen that the biochemical processes
consist of elementary kinetic expressions with respect to the substances. For
uptake processes there are also inhibition factors denoted by Ii.

Table 3.4: List of biochemical processes.

Index Process Symbol Expression

1 Disintegration ρ1 kdisXc

2 Hydrolysis of
carbohydrates ρ2 khyd,chXch

3 Hydrolysis of
proteins ρ3 khyd,prXpr
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Table 3.4 continued.

Index Process Symbol Expression

4 Hydrolysis of lipids ρ4 khyd,liXli

5 Uptake of sugars ρ5 km,su
Ssu

KS,su+Ssu
XsuI5

6 Uptake of amino
acids

ρ6 km,aa
Saa

KS,aa+Saa
XaaI6

7 Uptake of LCFAs ρ7 km,fa
Sfa

KS,fa+Sfa
XfaI7

8 Uptake of valerate ρ8 km,c4
Sva

KS,c4+Sva
Xc4

Sva

Sbu+Sva+10−6 I8

9 Uptake of butyrate ρ9 km,c4
Sbu

KS,c4+Sbu
Xc4

Sbu

Sva+Sbu+10−6 I9

10 Uptake of
propionate ρ10 km,pro

Spro

KS,pro+Spro
XproI10

11 Uptake of acetate ρ11 km,ac
Sac

KS,ac+Sac
XacI11

12 Uptake of hydrogen ρ12 km,h2
Sh2

KS,h2+Sh2
Xh2I12

13 Decay of sugar
degraders ρ13 kdec,XsuXsu

14 Decay of amino acid
degraders

ρ14 kdec,XaaXaa

15 Decay of LCFA
degraders

ρ15 kdec,Xfa
Xfa

16
Decay of
butyrate and valerate
degraders

ρ16 kdec,Xc4Xc4

17 Decay of propionate
degraders

ρ17 kdec,XproXpro

18 Decay of acetate
degraders

ρ18 kdec,XacXac

19 Decay of hydrogen
degraders

ρ19 kdec,Xh2
Xh2

The inhibition factors seen in the biochemical processes are actually prod-
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ucts of inhibition sub-factors. Table 3.5 lists the associated products. Via
various combinations of sub-factors, different microorganisms are inhibited
by different substances.

Table 3.5: List of inhibition factors.

Index Inhibited species Symbol Expression

5, 6 Acidogens I5, I6 IpH,aaIIN,lim

7 Acetogens I7 IpH,aaIIN,limIh2,fa

8, 9 Acetogens I8, I9 IpH,aaIIN,limIh2,c4

10 Acetogens I10 IpH,aaIIN,limIh2,pro

11 Methanogens I11 IpH,acIIN,limInh3

12 Methanogens I12 IpH,h2IIN,lim

All organisms are inhibited from nitrogen depletion in system. This could
possibly be interpreted as a too high C/N ratio. The inhibition expression reads
as:

IIN,lim =
1

1 +
KS,IN

SIN

(3.17)

All organisms share the same inhibition saturation constantKS,IN for this type
of inhibition.

Acetogenic microorganisms are inhibited by the presence of hydrogen.
This reflects the syntrophy between acetogens and hydrogenotrophic methano-
gens. Each group of acetogens are inhibited to different degrees, which renders
individual expressions regulating the inhibition:

Ih2,fa =
1

1 + Sh2

KI,h2,fa

, Ih2,c4 =
1

1 + Sh2

KI,h2,c4

, Ih2,pro =
1

1 + Sh2

KI,h2,pro

(3.18)

Acetoclastic methanogens are inhibited by excess ammonia. The inhibi-
tion expression is defined as:

Inh3 =
1

1 + Snh3

KI,nh3

(3.19)

All microorganisms are inhibited by unfavorable pH. In total, there are
three modes of pH inhibition, indexed by aa, ac and h2, respectively. Each
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mode has an associated inhibition Hill function, defined as:

IpH,i =
(10−

pHLL,i+pHUL,i
2 )ni

Sni

H+ + (10−
pHLL,i+pHUL,i

2 )ni

, ni =
3

pHUL,i − pHLL,i

(3.20)

where i = aa, ac or h2. Thus, the equation is applicable for all three modes.
Continuing, there are chemical processes that are used for accounting acid-

base equilibria. There are 6 acid-base systems defined within the model. All
of these are listed in table 3.6. The chemical processes are coupled with the
biochemical process due to the fact that acid-base equilibria implicitly define
pH and, as seen, pH controls inhibition of all microorganisms included in the
model. Acid-base reactions are assumed to take place considerably faster than
all other reactions which is encoded in their large valued rate constants.

Table 3.6: List of acid-base processes.

Index Process Symbol Expression

A4 Valerate ρA,4 kA,Bva(Sva−(Ka,va + SH+)−Ka,vaSva)

A5 Butyrate ρA,5 kA,Bbu
(Sbu−(Ka,bu + SH+)−Ka,buSbu)

A6 Propionate ρA,6 kA,Bpro(Spro−(Ka,pro+SH+)−Ka,proSpro)

A7 Acetate ρA,7 kA,Bac(Sac−(Ka,ac + SH+)−Ka,acSac)

A10 Bicarbonate ρA,10 kA,Bco2(Shco3−(Ka,co2+SH+)−Ka,co2SIC)

A11 Ammonia ρA,11 kA,BIN
(Snh3(Ka,IN + SH+)−Ka,INSIN)

Finally, there are the physical processes. These processes describe the ex-
change of gas between the liquid and gas phases of the reactor. The Henry
law is used to control the equilibria between solute concentration and partial
pressure of 3 substances. The gas-phase processes are listed in table 3.7.

Table 3.7: List of liquid-gas transfer processes.

Index Process Symbol Expression

T8 Hydrogen ρT,8 kLa(Sh2 − 16KH,h2pgas,h2)
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Table 3.7 continued.

Index Process Symbol Expression

T9 Methane ρT,9 kLa(Sch4 − 64KH,ch4pgas,ch4)

T10 Carbon dioxide ρT,10 kLa(Sco2 −KH,co2pgas,co2)

Linear combinations of mentioned processes and stoichiometric coeffi-
cients define the rate of change for each substance. The stoichiometric coef-
ficients are derived from yields and atomic balances that are designed to pre-
vent unmotivated material creation or disappearance during transformations.
To implement the model in a CSTR context, the reaction rates for most of
the substance variables are substituted into the design equation (2.13) for the
ideal CSTR. Dissociated species 27–32 are only bookkeeping variables to keep
track of how much of corresponding totals 4–7 and 10-11 that are dissociated.
Therefore they are already accounted for and do not need the in and outflow
terms from the design equation. Gas-phase substances are not used with the
design equation as headspace content is not entering and exiting with liquid-
phase substrate and digestate. With this, the final set of governing equations
for a continuous AD is complete and listed in 3.8.

Table 3.8: List of governing equations.

Index Derivative Expression

1 dSsu

dt
qin
Vliq

(Ssu,in − Ssu) + ρ2 + (1− ffa,li)ρ4 − ρ5

2 dSaa

dt
qin
Vliq

(Saa,in − Saa) + ρ3 − ρ6

3 dSfa

dt
qin
Vliq

(Sfa,in − Sfa) + ffa,liρ4 − ρ7

4 dSva

dt
qin
Vliq

(Sva,in − Sva) + (1− Yaa)fva,aaρ6 − ρ8

5 dSbu

dt
qin
Vliq

(Sbu,in − Sbu) + (1 − Ysu)fbu,suρ5 + (1 −
Yaa)fbu,aaρ6 − ρ9

6 dSpro

dt
qin
Vliq

(Spro,in − Spro) + (1 − Ysu)fpro,suρ5 + (1 −
Yaa)fpro,aaρ6 + (1− Yc4)0.54ρ8 − ρ10
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Table 3.8 continued.

Index Derivative Expression

7 dSac

dt
qin
Vliq

(Sac,in − Sac) + (1 − Ysu)fac,suρ5 + (1 −
Yaa)fac,aaρ6 + (1 − Yfa)0.7ρ7 + (1 − Yc4)0.31ρ8 +

(1− Yc4)0.8ρ9 + (1− Ypro)0.57ρ10 − ρ11

8 dSh2

dt
qin
Vliq

(Sh2,in − Sh2) + (1 − Ysu)fh2,suρ5 + (1 −
Yaa)fh2,aaρ6 + (1 − Yfa)0.3ρ7 + (1 − Yc4)0.15ρ8 +

(1− Yc4)0.2ρ9 + (1− Ypro)0.43ρ10 − ρ12 − ρT,8

9 dSch4

dt
qin
Vliq

(Sch4,in − Sch4)(1− Yac)ρ11 + (1− Yh2)ρ12 − ρT,9

10 dSIC

dt
qin
Vliq

(SIC,in−SIC)−
∑12

i=1 siρi− s13
∑19

j=13 ρj − ρT,10

11 dSIN

dt
qin
Vliq

(SIN,in−SIN)−YsuNbacρ5+(Naa−YaaNbac)ρ6−
YfaNbacρ7 − Yc4Nbacρ8 − Yc4Nbacρ9 − YproNbacρ10 −
YacNbacρ11 − Yh2Nbacρ12 + (Nbac −Nxc)

∑19
k=13 ρk +

(Nxc − fxI,xcNI − fsI,xcNI − fpr,xcNaa)ρ1

12 dSI

dt
qin
Vliq

(SI,in − SI) + fsI,xcρ1

13 dXc

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xc,in −Xc)− ρ1 +
∑19

ℓ=13 ρℓ

14 dXch

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xch,in −Xch) + fch,xcρ1 − ρ2

15 dXpr

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xpr,in −Xpr) + fpr,xcρ1 − ρ3

16 dXli

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xli,in −Xli) + fli,xcρ1 − ρ4

17 dXsu

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xsu,in −Xsu) + Ysuρ5 − ρ13

18 dXaa

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xaa,in −Xaa) + Yaaρ6 − ρ14

19 dXfa

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xfa,in −Xfa) + Yfaρ7 − ρ15

20 dXc4

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xc4,in −Xc4) + Yc4ρ8 + Yc4ρ9 − ρ16

21 dXpro

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xpro,in −Xpro) + Yproρ10 − ρ17

22 dXac

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xac,in −Xac) + Yacρ11 − ρ18

23 dXh2

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xh2,in −Xh2) + Yh2ρ12 − ρ19
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Table 3.8 continued.

Index Derivative Expression

24 dXI

dt
qin
Vliq

(XI,in −XI) + fxI,xcρ1

25 dScat+

dt
qin
Vliq

(Xcat+,in −Xcat+)

26 dSan−
dt

qin
Vliq

(Xan−,in −Xan−)

27 dSva−
dt

−ρA,4

28 dSbu−
dt

−ρA,5

29 dSpro−

dt
−ρA,6

30 dSac−
dt

−ρA,7

31 dShco3−
dt

−ρA,10

32 dSnh3

dt
−ρA,11

33 dSgas,h2

dt
−Sgas,h2qgas

Vgas
+ ρT,8

Vliq

Vgas

34 dSgas,ch4

dt
−Sgas,ch4qgas

Vgas
+ ρT,9

Vliq

Vgas

35 dSgas,co2

dt
−Sgas,co2qgas

Vgas
+ ρT,10

Vliq

Vgas

Species 10–11 are associated with particularly long expressions represent-
ing atomic balances of carbon and nitrogen. For ease of reading, the stoichio-
metric coefficients for carbon, denoted by si in expression 10 in table 3.8, are
listed in the separate table 3.9.

Table 3.9: List of inorganic carbon stoichiometric coefficients.

Index Symbol Expression

1 s1 −Cxc + fsI,xcCsI + fch,xcCch + fpr,xcCch + fpr,xcCpr +

fli,xcCli + fxI,xcCxI

2 s2 −Cch + Csu

3 s3 −Cpr + Caa

4 s4 −Cli + (1− ffa,li)Csu + ffa,liCfa
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Table 3.9 continued.

Index Symbol Expression

5 s5 −Csu + (1− Ysu)(fbu,suCbu + fpro,suCpro + fac,suCac) +

YsuCbac

6 s6 −Caa + (1− Yaa)(fva,aaCva + fbu,aaCbu + fpro,aaCpro +

fac,aaCac) + YaaCbac

7 s7 −Cfa + (1− Yfa)0.7Cac + YfaCbac

8 s8 −Cva+(1−Yc4)0.54Cpro+(1−Yc4)0.31Cac+Yc4Cbac

9 s9 −Cbu + (1− Yc4)0.8Cac + Yc4Cbac

10 s10 −Cpro + (1− Ypro)0.57Cac + YproCbac

11 s11 −Cac + (1− Yac)Cch4 + YacCbac

12 s12 (1− Yh2)Cch4 + Yh2Cbac

13 s13 −Cbac + Cxc

Process pH is defined implicitly from ion concentrations. The hydrogen
ion concentration satisfies that the charge balance of present ions sums to zero.
The charge balance generates a quadratic equation with respect to hydrogen ion
concentration that has the solution:

SH+ = −Θ

2
+

1

2

√
Θ2 + 4Kw (3.21)

where Θ = Scat+ + Snh4+ − Shco3− − Sac−
64

− Spro−

112
− Sbu−

160
− Sva−

208
− San− .

The pH is defined in the common form:

pH = − log10 SH+ (3.22)

The amount of ammonia nitrogen is calculated by subtracting ammonia
nitrogen content from total inorganic nitrogen content:

Snh4+ = SIN − Snh3 (3.23)

Similarly, the amount of soluble carbon dioxide, formally carbonic acid, is de-
termined by subtracting bicarbonate carbon content from total inorganic car-
bon content:

Sco2 = SIC − Shco3− (3.24)
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To have gaseous substances available as partial pressures instead of molar
concentrations, they are converted with the ideal gas law. The numerical factor
seen in two of the equations transforms kgCOD to moles before converting to
partial pressure:

pgas,h2 = Sgas,h2
RTop

16
(3.25)

pgas,ch4 = Sgas,ch4
RTop

64
(3.26)

Carbon dioxide is already in kilomoles per m3, hence:

pgas,co2 = Sgas,co2RTop (3.27)

Total gas pressure in the headspace is the sum of the three product gases and
saturated water vapor:

Pgas = pgas,h2 + pgas,ch4 + pgas,co2 + pgas,h2o (3.28)

The gas flow rate driven by the headspace overpressure is calculated from:

qgas = kp(Pgas − Patm)
Pgas

Patm

(3.29)

This concludes the walkthrough on how a continuous ADM1 model is im-
plemented as a system of ODEs. The implementation for this project was done
as MATLAB code using stiff solver ode15s. The solver was set with relative
tolerance 10−10, absolute tolerance 10−12 and and a nonnegativity constraint
on all variables. The time steps was selected internally by the default adaptive
method of the solver. Used scripts and functions are available in appendix B.

Rosén and Jeppsson [12] included a steady-state simulation result dataset
with the associated initial conditions and parameters. With this information it
is possible to verify whether a new implementation was correctly done. After
the implementation has been verified it is available for simulating the own
process. The parameters used in the simulation of the pilot plant are given in
appendix A.

3.2.1 Influent characterization
The transformer model developed by Arnell et al. [78] was used to characterize
the substrate used in this project in terms of the 35 substances that characterize
the substrate in ADM1.
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The ultimate BMP is used together with the theoretical yield of methane
[87] to estimate the biodegradable fraction of organic material:

fd =
B0CV S

αCODt

(3.30)

where fd biodegradable fraction [kgCOD kg−1
COD]

B0 ultimate BMP [Nm3
CH4

kg−1
VS]

CV S volatile solids [kgVS m−3]
α theoretical methane yield, = 0.35 [Nm3

CH4
kg−1

COD]
CODt total COD [kgCOD m−3]

Soluble inerts are the non-biodegradable part of soluble COD:

SI = CODs(1− fd) (3.31)

where SI soluble inerts [kgCOD m−3]
CODs soluble COD [kgCOD m−3]

Particulate COD is the difference between total and soluble COD, i.e.
CODp = CODt − CODs. Particulate inerts are the non-biodegradable part
of particulate COD:

XI = CODp(1− fd) (3.32)

where XI particulate inerts [kgCOD m−3]
CODp particulate COD [kgCOD m−3]

Biodegradable lipids and proteins are converted to a COD basis:

Xli = Cliγlifd (3.33)

Xpr = Cprγprfd (3.34)

where Xli lipids COD [kgCOD m−3]
Cli lipids concentration [kgli m−3]
γli lipids conversion factor, = 2.878 [kgCOD kg−1

li ]
Xpr proteins COD [kgCOD m−3]
Cpr proteins concentration [kgpr m−3]
γpr proteins conversion factor, = 1.53 [kgCOD kg−1

pr ]
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The concentration of lipids and proteins, Cli and Cpr, are inputs to the
transformer model. In contrast, carbohydrates are assumed to make up the
remaining part of biodegradable particulate COD:

Xch = CODpfd −Xpr −Xli (3.35)

where Xch carbohydrates COD [kgCOD m−3]

Each individual VFA is converted to a COD basis assuming all available
VFAs are biodegradable:

Sac = Cacγac (3.36)

Spro = Cproγpro (3.37)

Sbu = Cbuγbu (3.38)

Sva = Cvaγva (3.39)

where Sac acetate COD [kgCOD m−3]
Cac acetate concentration [kgac m−3]
γac acetate conversion factor, = 1.066 667 [kgCOD kg−1

ac ]
Spro propionate COD [kgCOD m−3]
Cpro propionate concentration [kgpro m−3]
γpro propionate conversion factor, = 1.513 514 [kgCOD kg−1

pro]
Sbu butyrate COD [kgCOD m−3]
Cbu butyrate concentration [kgbu m−3]
γbu butyrate conversion factor, = 1.818 182 [kgCOD kg−1

bu ]
Sva valerate COD [kgCOD m−3]
Cva valerate concentration [kgva m−3]
γva valerate conversion factor, = 2.039 216 [kgCOD kg−1

va ]

Total VFAs is calculated by summing the individual VFAs, i.e. VFAt =

Sac+Spro+Sbu+Sva. Sugars, amino acids and LCFAs are assumed to make
up the remaining biodegradable soluble COD. The distribution of hydrolysis
products is assumed to be the same as for their precursor compounds with
respect to biodegradable particulate COD:

Ssu = (CODsfd − VFAt)
Xch

CODpfd
(3.40)

Saa = (CODsfd − VFAt)
Xpr

CODpfd
(3.41)
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Sfa = (CODsfd − VFAt)
Xli

CODpfd
(3.42)

where Ssu sugars COD [kgCOD m−3]
VFAt total VFAs COD [kgCOD m−3]
Saa amino acids COD [kgCOD m−3]
Sfa LCFA COD [kgCOD m−3]

Finally, inorganic nitrogen is assumed to be made up of ammonium and
ammonia nitrogen, commonly called total ammonia nitrogen:

SIN =
TAN
MN

(3.43)

where SIN inorganic nitrogen [kmolN m−3]
TAN total ammonia nitrogen [kgN m−3]
MN nitrogen molar mass [kmolN kg−1

N ]

13 of the 35 influent parameters used in ADM1 were provided by the trans-
former model. The remaining influent parameters were set to zero.

The transformer model could not be used directly to provide initial con-
ditions since it does not contain a source of microorganisms. By trial and
error, it was observed that the continuous inflow of substrate quickly defined
the process steady-state within a couple of HRTs almost regardless of the ini-
tial conditions. Therefore, the initial state was defined pragmatically as 1 for
all variables to at least make sure that all the processes in ADM1 were active
during the simulations.

3.2.2 Biochemical methane potential test
The selected transformer model requires a BMP test of the substrate to be able
to determine its biodegradability. However, there was not enough time to com-
plete a new BMP test within this project. Instead, an already published ther-
mophilic BMP dataset from Olsson et al. [88] was used with permission. The
tested substrate was a PS/WAS mixture from Kungsängen WWTP in Västerås,
Sweden, similarly composed to the substrate used in this project. Aware that
this was a compromise, it was considered the best available option to move
forward in the project.

The BMP test is an experimental protocol to determine how much methane
that is practically possible to obtain from a substrate. This practical maximum
is referred to as the ultimate BMP of the substrate. The test follows a very
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precisely defined experimental setup that has been described by Angelidaki
et al. [89] and Carlsson and Schnürer [56], among other sources. This project
did not conduct any BMPs tests but exploits the theoretical framework for the
modeling part.

Broadly speaking, a material containing a known amount of VS is batch
digested in several parallel digesters and the amount of methane obtained is
recorded cumulatively over time. The cumulative methane yield follows an
exponential relaxation curve and the ultimate BMP is read as the growth flat-
tens out. Necessary time to complete the test depends on substrate and can
take 1 to 2 months for wastewater sludge. Prasad et al. [42] commented that a
short-term BMP test also can be useful for estimating kinetic information, as
will be seen.

Wastewater sludge and WAS in particular is believed to have its rate-deter-
mining step in hydrolysis [90]. Assuming that the rate of hydrolysis is gov-
erned by first-order kinetics, a first order rate law with respect to the product
can be stated. Substituting the rate law into the batch reactor design equation,
equation (2.12), generates an ODE that has a known analytical solution. The
solution is an exponential relaxation function which reads:

B(t) = B0(1− e−khydt) (3.44)

where B(t) cumulative BMP [Nm3
CH4

kg−1
VS]

B0 ultimate BMP [Nm3
CH4

kg−1
VS]

khyd hydrolysis rate constant [d−1]
t time [d]

This function is linearized by taking the logarithm such that it can be regressed
to a substrate BMP curve. The authors acknowledge that the model equation
cannot be fitted properly to a BMP tests that does not activate directly at time
zero. Wang [91] expands on this by adding an additional lag time λ model
parameter and substitutes the time variable for t = τ − λ, giving B(τ). The
lag time parameter translates the zero-crossing of the original model function
(3.44) to time coordinate λ.

Regressing the model with respect to a BMP test curve makes it possible
to estimate the hydrolysis rate constant, as well as the lag time and the ultimate
BMP. This is useful for determining substrate specific parameters for ADM1
experimentally instead of numerically. For ADM1, Arnell et al. [78] recom-
mended making the assumption that khyd = khyd,ch = khyd,pr = khyd,li, i.e.
the hydrolysis rate of carbohydrates, proteins and lipids are governed by the
same hydrolysis rate constant.
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Results and discussion

4.1 Experimental results
The experimental results are presented in two ways: first, a summarizing eval-
uation of process performance is done numerically on an overall time basis,
neglecting the periods of temperature transition and process acclimatization.
After that, a more in-depth discussion is offered in the latter section where
the time-dependent dynamics are analyzed on a momentary basis through the
complete experimental campaign.

4.1.1 Performance parameters
To offer an easily accessible way of comparing digester performances, selected
performance parameters of the pilot digester are summarized in table 4.1 and
compared to digester R200 as well as to the full two-stage AD process at Käp-
pala WWTP whenever it is possible.

With a long-term perspective it is clear that the pilot digester performance
is generally inferior in comparison to the full-scale process but superior com-
pared to digester R200. The difference in the state of the PS between the pilot
and the full-scale process is crucial for these observations. R200 digests PS
that has been pre-digested in R300. R300, digesting fresh PS with high BMP,
contributes to the full-scale performance. However, a difficult-to-degrade por-
tion of VS remains in the digestate of R300 which together with fresh WAS
then becomes substrate to R200. Combined with the fact that WAS is inher-
ently difficult to digest, it leads to poor conditions for a high DD and gas pro-
duction in R200. The pilot digester digesting fresh PS and WAS reasonably
places the process performance in-between R200 and the full-scale process.

82
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Table 4.1: Performance parameters over three retention times.

Pilot R200 Full-scale

Temperature [°C] 55.1 ± 0.1 37† 37†

HRT [d] 18† 8.53 ± 0.9 19.32 ± 1.7
OLR [kgVS m−3

digester d−1] 2.30 ± 0.11 2.72 ± 0.39 2.16 ± 0.24
DD [%] 54.5 ± 3.4 21.7 ± 3.1 57.0 ± 1.5
VGP [Nm3 m−3

digester d−1] 0.821 ± 0.090 0.688 ± 0.098 1.295 ± 0.117
VMP [Nm3

CH4
m−3

digester d−1] 0.508 ± 0.057 0.427 ± 0.061 0.790 ± 0.071
SGP [Nm3 kg−1

VS] 0.357 ± 0.037 0.228 ± 0.025 0.520 ± 0.030
SMP [Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VS] 0.221 ± 0.023 0.141 ± 0.015 0.317 ± 0.018
CH4 [%] 61.9 ± 1.2 62‡ –
VFA [mgHAc L−1] 982 ± 187 119 ± 9 –
TA [mgCaCO3 L−1] 6097 ± 346 5014 ± 198 –
BA [mgCaCO3 L−1] 5679 ± 382 4952 ± 187 –
pH 7.28 ± 0.07 7.27 ± 0.05 –
VFA/TA 0.17 ± 0.04 0.02 ± 0.002 –
NH+

4 -N [mgN L−1] 1513 ± 107 1068 ± 136 –
CST [s] 942 ± 31 372 ± 13 –
Results given as mean value ± standard deviation.
†Setpoint value. ‡Assumed value in production.

4.1.2 Process dynamics
This subsection presents and interprets the observed dynamics of the ther-
mophilic AD process that was operated in the pilot digester. The time course
is divided into the temperature transition, the acclimatization period and three
retention times with reference conditions. Where possible, results from the
pilot experiment are presented next to full-scale performance data from the
same time period. Full-scale data usually comes from digester R200 but in
some cases from the full two-stage digestion process.

During the acclimatization period, a number of events occurred that caused
the experiment to temporarily deviate from the plan. These events are consid-
ered to have such a large impact on the acclimatization dynamics that they
must be taken into account during analysis of virtually all results. A color
scheme has been developed to signal at which parts of the time interval there
are underlying circumstances. These are listed in table 4.2 next to their repre-
sentative colors. The retention times are also colored to facilitate references
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in the upcoming discussion.

Table 4.2: Extraordinary events and color legend.

Days Event Color

0–7 Temperature transition blue
10–22 Interrupted feeding red
39–41 Loss of biogas and interrupted feeding yellow
48–66 Retention time 1 violet
69–87 Retention time 2 green
90–108 Retention time 3 cyan

Plot markers in the figures signify points in time where actual measure-
ments were made, while the interpolation between markers only offer a sim-
ple model for the dynamics when no observation was made. Justification for
the type of interpolation used is presented in connection to each case. Curves
without markers are either sufficiently resolved to be approximated as contin-
uous or represent variables controlled by the operator.

Temperature

Figure 4.1 shows how well the temperature could be kept to the setpoints dur-
ing the experiment. The electric boiler in the pilot plant proved to be able to
regulate the temperature rapidly after a new setting. The small transient right
after t = 0 was a consequence of initial underestimation of the heating power
delivery from the electric boiler to the digester. The digestate had time to cool
down again before the escalation of the temperature began a couple of hours
later. The escalation of the setpoint was completed successfully with 1 °C at
a time, giving the temperature response its stair shape.

On the time interval t ≥ 7 d, i.e. after the temperature transition, the
mean value temperature was 55.062 °C and the maximum deviation from the
target temperature 55 °C was 0.532 °C. The proportion of entries in the col-
lected temperature dataset that exceeded 0.5, 0.25 and 0.1 °C deviation from
the target temperature was 0.08, 4.05 and 59.69 %, respectively. Temperature
control was satisfactory in reference to the target 55±0.5 °C. The mean value
temperature being somewhat above the target entails a slightly higher risk of
process instability compared to if the deviation was on the other side of the
target. However, the deviation is so small that it has similar likelihood to have
been caused by random error in the thermometer.
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Figure 4.1: Temperature control.

It is not confirmed in any way that 55 °C is the optimal temperature for
thermophilic AD of the particular sludge produced at Käppala WWTP. It was
selected because it is more or less treated as standard in the literature [43] and
because hygienization law proposals [32] has specified retention times with
respect to 55 °C. Nuances in the composition of the substrate that are unique
to the influent to the WWTP might promote specific microorganisms that grow
faster at a slightly different temperature.

The transition profile was linear according to plan and did not show con-
sideration for deteriorating gas production rate and composition. It was seen
in other studies that the transition has been implemented non-linearly to mit-
igate negative methanogen response [72]. Implementing a non-linear profile
may be more favorable against methanogenic upset. However, the experimen-
tal campaign was locked to a set schedule and could not be flexible as it risked
not having enough time to complete the main experiment.

Retention time and organic loading rate

Figure 4.2 shows the HRT setpoint and the organic load it caused. The ex-
periment began with a load corresponding to a HRT of 30 days as planned,
which gave an OLR in the expected range 1 to 1.5 kgVS m−3

digester d−1. The de-
sired proportions of PS to WAS was followed but it was difficult to get very
high feeding precision of each sludge type dosage due to inertial flow in the
pipes pushing forward a little more than the setpoint mass. Shortly after the
temperature transition, the PLC lost the ability to communicate with the pump
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that delivered WAS to the buffer tank, so it was no longer possible to access
substrates with the desired composition. There was no immediate solution
available and therefore the feeding to the process had to be stopped between
day 10 to 22.
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Figure 4.2: HRT and OLR.

The problem would be solved by manually activating the faulty pump and
storing large batches of substrate in the buffer tank from which the process
could be fed continuously. Batch storage jeopardized the comparability with
full-scale operation as it increased the sludge age before digestion more than
what is normal. At this point in time, the process was very stained and there-
fore the load was changed corresponding to a HRT of 60 days. The HRT
was shortened by 15 days stepwise weekly until the desired 30 days had been
reached again.

On day 39 another process error occurred. Due to an electronic fault, the
gas flare control unit could not signal to the PLC to open a valve to release
biogas to the flare. As a safety feature, the pilot plant automatically shut off the
feeding of substrate. The load could return two days later when the electronic
fault had been rectified. To have a chance to return to schedule, HRT was
decreased daily until the desired reference HRT of 18 days had been reached.
From there, no further obstacles were encountered and the process was run at
a constant flow until the experiment was completed. When the first retention
time begun, about one reactor volume had passed through the process.

Because VS content changes continuously in wastewater sludge produc-
tion, it was not possible to control it with precision. However, during the pe-
riod when the buffer tank needed to be filled manually, the substrate resupply
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occurred at much larger time intervals. The stepwise interpolation in between
OLR plot markers in the first half of the experimental campaign represents
that substrate was fed from a large batch and therefore the VS content of the
substrate was constant until the next batch was retrieved. The problem with
the pumping remained until the middle of the first retention time. On day 57
in figure 4.2, the stepwise interpolation is switched for linear interpolation to
show that the continuous change of the VS content affects the pilot digester
again.

The HRT in the pilot process was equal to the full-scale during the first
two retention times but deviated slightly during the third retention time where
the full-scale HRT approached 22 days instead of the predicted 18 days. As
the pilot and full-scale digesters collect sludge continuously from the same
source, it is reasonable that OLR was equal among the digesters as long as the
HRT was equivalent. This justifies why the full-scale OLR declined with the
increase in HRT, as can be seen on the markers in figure 4.2.

Figure 4.3 shows the distribution of macronutrients in the substrate pro-
vided that they constitute 100 % of the VS content. Carbohydrates dominate
the composition while fats occupy a smaller proportion. The composition is
relatively constant over the measurement period apart from a small shift in the
proportions of proteins and fats. From the data listed in table 2.1, it is known
that fats contribute the most to the BMP, and therefore it cannot be expected
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Figure 4.3: Distribution of substrate macronutrients.
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that it is possible to extract as much biogas from the used substrate compared
to higher fat substrates such as pure PS.

Degree of digestion

Figure 4.4 presents the pilot scale DD together with the DD of the full-scale
two-stage process. Just after the temperature transition, the observed DD was
comparable to full-scale production. This was perceived as contradictory as
the process at the time was most unstable. Since the digestate from R200,
which comes last in the two-stage digestion, had been inoculated into the pilot
only 7 days earlier, it is likely that the measured values were characteristic of
the process in R200 rather than the pilot process. Since the retention time was
very high or infinite during the acclimatization period, there was a very slow
exchange of material in the digester and the characteristics from the inoculum
would probably remain for some time. Generally for all substrates, longer
retention times symptomatically result in a higher DD.
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Figure 4.4: DD and NM.

As previously mentioned, a reactor volume had been replaced at the be-
ginning of the first residence time. This does not mean that all the inoculum
has been flushed out of the digester, but it is probable that a majority part had
passed on. In any case, this may be part of the reason why pilot DD begins
to deviate from the otherwise very consistent DD in the full-scale. However,
this is not an explanation for why the DD is developing negatively. According
to the literature, thermophilic AD is considered to be able to achieve a higher
DD for an equivalent retention time [43]. The observations from the pilot di-
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gester contradict this. It is conceivable that disturbances in the process may
temporarily lower the DD. In the pilot experiment, however, the DD reached
a plateau just above 50 %, which is good but not better than the full-scale
process.

Figure 4.4 also shows the NM of the pilot process. Like DD, NM has
its highest values during the acclimatization period and indicates an impres-
sive greater than 70 % conversion of organically bound nitrogen to inorganic
nitrogen. Corresponding data for the full-scale was not available. In the ab-
sence of comparative data, it is only possible to speculate what the reason is
for the large NM initially observed in the pilot digester. One suggestion is
that a proportion of proteins is partially degraded in a mesophilic process but
not completely mineralized. When the pre-treated proteins are transferred to a
thermophilic process via an inoculum, continued degradation and mineraliza-
tion can take place, which means that the thermophilic process registers easy
obtained results as it digests the pre-digested inoculum. As WAS spends a rel-
atively short retention time between 8 and 10 days in R200, there is probably
a significant proportion of its BMP left to extract. Tchobanoglous et al. [15]
emphasize that WAS is not readily stabilized by conventional AD and the re-
sults obtained indicate that there may be a gain in short-term mesophilic WAS
digestion and then performing the decisive biogas extraction in a thermophilic
process.

The NM began to decline at the same time as the DD and then oscillated
around 50 %. Since comparable performance data is lacking, it is difficult to
evaluate the latter performance of the pilot. It is possible to be satisfied with
the fact that the proteins do not seem to be significantly more difficult to digest
than the VS content in general.

Figure 4.5 depicts a bar graph representing the DD with respect to each
macronutrient. Over time, both carbohydrates and fats seem to enjoy an ini-
tial increase in DD around the beginning of the first retention time to decrease
again towards the second retention time. Fat reduction is left at a higher point
than from where it begun while the opposite applies for carbohydrates. The in-
consistent digestion of carbohydrates is problematic because it was previously
observed in figure 4.3 that the substrate is mostly carbohydrates. Therefore,
poor digestion of carbohydrates affects the overall DD to a larger degree than
the other macronutrients.

On the other hand, since fats generally have the highest BMP, it is the sin-
gle most important macronutrient to be able to digest well if biogas production
is prioritized. Many compounds categorized as fats are also surface active and
may contribute to foaming issues in the process if they are allowed to accumu-
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late. Looking back at figure 4.3, the digestion of fats is impressive considering
that fats are relatively scarce in the substrate and the rate-determining step is
believed to be governed by first-order kinetics. This implies that the rate con-
stant for digestion of fats must be large to compensate for the low concentra-
tion.
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Figure 4.5: Digestion of individual macronutrients.

The digestion of proteins declines roughly from 60 to 50 % which is in
parity with the observed nitrogen mineralization seen in figure 4.4. When
Björk [39] operated the same pilot digester at mesophilic temperature the mean
value digestion of proteins was 36 %, which is considerably lower than the
observed results in this project. This indicates that proteins are more readily
digested in a thermophilic process. It must be considered, however, that all
proteins are not the same and that the current substrate might contain proteins
that are easier to digest. On the other hand, WAS is a prominent source of
proteins and is generally considered difficult to digest [15], making the former
interpretation more plausible.

Soluble organic compounds

While VS may be the main quantity for organic material in this project, it
may be useful to study the organic material passing through the process in
terms of alternative quantities. In particular, VS content determined by ther-
mogravimetric analysis has a shortcoming in the form that it is not possible to
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determine the proportion of soluble VS. However, it is possible with the COD
and TOC analyzes. Both COD and TOC intend to quantify organic carbon
content and should in theory behave similarly to VS trend-wise. It can be seen
in figure 4.6 and 4.7 that the concentration of soluble organic compounds is
generally lower in the digestate compared to soluble organic compounds com-
ing in as part of the substrate. Many of the intermediate compounds in the
AD process are soluble and a healthy process should not linger in continuing
to digest them to the final products carbon dioxide and methane. Therefore,
an increased concentration of soluble organic compounds must indicate distur-
bances which cause one or more of the groups of microorganisms to be unable
to complete their tasks. An example of this can be seen in both figures right
after the temperature transition when the process was under a lot of stress. It
is the only point registered when soluble organic compounds was greater in
the digestate than in the substrate.
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Figure 4.6: Total and soluble COD streams.

However, the determining factor is not that the organic compounds content
is greater in the substrate since the substrate is not dependent on the health of
the process and it might be a coincidence that the soluble organic compounds
is low. During the settling and thickening processes within the WWTP, sludge
can spend significant retention time in the sludge wells before it is pumped to
stabilization. Fermenters are generally very durable microorganisms and can
begin fermenting the sludge before it reaches the digesters. Therefore, at the
digester inlet the substrate often has a rather high concentration of VFAs, all
of which are examples of soluble organic compounds. In the digester there are
other microorganisms able to metabolize VFAs and therefore the concentration
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is lower.
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Figure 4.7: Total and soluble TOC streams.

It is reasonable that both the particulate and soluble organic compounds
declined during the period of no feeding because there is no introduction of
new organic material while the process continues. This can be seen between
day 7 and 21 when the pumps were failing. Directly afterwards, when the
buffer tank were filled with large batches of substrate, hydrolysis may have
taken place in the buffer tank, which gives rise to the sawtooth-like devel-
opment in the soluble organic compounds of the substrate since the batch is
renewed each couple of days.

Around day 56 there was heavy rainfall in the member municipalities of
the Käppala Association, resulting in an all-time-high influent flow rate to
Käppala WWTP. The exaggerated proportion of water compared to solids sub-
sequently led to a dilution of the sludge production. This manifests itself in
the figures as a sudden decrease in concentration on day 63. However, COD
and TOC differ in how deep the decrease is and it exposes the difficulties of
accurately analyzing particulate samples for organic compounds.

Volumetric gas and methane production rate

Figure 4.8 shows the VGP and VMP rate of the pilot digester and R200 over
the full duration of the campaign. By themselves, the quantities do not convey
much more information than that there indeed was gas flow from the digesters.
For this project however, the VGP and VMP rates are particularly useful for
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following the dynamics of the temperature transition and acclimatization pe-
riod because they are defined even when there is no OLR on the digester.
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Figure 4.8: Daily mean value VGP and VMP.

Between day 1 and 2, when the process was just above mesophilic tem-
perature, an increment in VMP rate was seen at the same time as VGP rate
declined. This phenomenon can only be ascribed to a very rapid change in
biogas composition favoring methane at the same time as the overall biogas
production is slowing down. Tchobanoglous et al. [15] point out that exces-
sive rates of biogas production are usual during the start-up of a process. It is
observed that this transient is rich in carbon dioxide and therefore the added
gas production is not necessarily valuable.

Continuing through the temperature transition from day 2, the VGP and
VMP rate declined steeply even though the OLR was approximately constant
until day 10. A look back at figure 4.1 based on the concept described in figure
2.5, it can be deduced that the decline coincides with the process being in the
temperature range where neither mesophiles nor thermophiles thrive. How-
ever, it was unexpected that the process did not recover as it approached the
thermophilic optimum temperature. When the substrate supply pump failed 3
days into thermophilic operations, the VMP quickly rose even though the OLR
had been forced to zero. These dynamics suggests that the microorganisms of
the process were in sufficiently bad shape to become overloaded by the rela-
tively modest OLR on the digester. Unfortunately the increase in biogas did
not last long as it began to steeply decline again after two days of growth. It is
likely that the decline is linked to the depletion of VS as it became finite. An
important detail is that it seemingly took one week to deplete the VS content of
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the process. This may be a characteristic of the rate of digestion under the, at
the time, prevailing conditions. However, the microbial community may have
been in a weakened state due to being early in the acclimatization and there-
fore the observation might not be representable for a steady-state thermophilic
process.

An isolated period of low gas production was registered during the gas
flare failure between day 39 to 41. Because the produced biogas could not be
released properly it continued to build up in the headspace and gas holder. This
in turn led to the gas pressure in the digester increasing so much that a safety
valve was triggered and biogas was released into the atmosphere. Normally,
produced gas was detected with a gas flow meter located after the valve that
did not open. Consequently, no amount of gas was actually detected which
had in fact contributed positively to the results of the experiment. Fortunately,
the analysis does not depend on the absolute amount of gas produced and the
only consequence is that it is necessary to explain the deviation in the trend.

Comparing the pilot VGP and VMP to digester R200 is interesting due
to the prior knowledge that the substrate in R200 is pre-digested and thus a
proportion of its BMP is consumed. It was expected that the curves would be
lower compared to the pilot digester. From historical data from the Käppala
WWTP supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system (not pre-
sented here) it is known that the mean value OLR on R200 during retention
time 1 and 2 was 2.92 kgVS m3

digester d−1, which is quite an increase compared
to the levels in the pilot digester seen in figure 4.2. Adding that the VS was
partially hydrolysed in pre-digestion paves the way for high gas production
which in this case became high enough to be on par with the pilot digester.

Specific gas and methane production

Figure 4.9 shows the SGP and SMP of the pilot digester and digester R200
during the experimental period. A clarification to why there are time intervals
with no data is that calculating SGP and SMP require having OLR in the de-
nominator as per equation (3.5), and at times when feeding was interrupted,
the OLR was equal to zero, making SGP and SMP undefined.

When OLR is constant, SGP and SMP are only scaled versions of VGP and
VMP. However, during the acclimatization period there are sharp transients
in the curves. This behavior happens each time there is a big change in the
loading rate, such as when the HRT was de-escalated by 15 days at a time.
There is a delay between the increased addition of substrate and the time when
all four biochemical stages in the AD process have been completed to produce
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more biogas. Therefore, the process will initially produce less biogas per fed
mass of VS and the curve will drop until the new steady-state has been reached.
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Figure 4.9: Daily mean value SGP and SMP with respect to VSin.

The ultimate BMP is by design the maximum SMP that is possible to
achieve. For a similar mixed PS/WAS substrate, Olsson et al. [88] deter-
mined the ultimate BMP to 0.366 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VS. The mean value SMP was
0.221 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VS for the three retention times in the pilot digester. This
implies that the pilot digester on average extracted 60.3 % of the available
BMP, given the assumptions made. For reference, the two-stage full-scale
production mean value SGP and SMP during the experimental period were
0.541 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VS and 0.329 Nm3
CH4

kg−1
VS, respectively, so the pilot digester

by itself was not able to compete with it.
At first sight it is confusing that R200 VGP and VMP rates are comparable

to the pilot digester for which SGP and SMP are considerably lower. This
exemplifies the power of the SGP and SMP as a tool for analysis: even though
R200 is loaded with a large amount of VS so that VGP rises, it cannot convert
it to biogas efficiently enough and therefore the SGP drops. The mean value
DD of R200 during the three retention times is 19.3 % for reference.

The comparison with R200 performance obviously shows that much of
the BMP of the PS has been depleted during its time in R300 before entering
R200. However, during the reference retention times the slope was largely
the same in both digesters. This indicates that the pilot process was not abnor-
mally inhibited or at least inhibited in a way that also influenced the mesophilic
process.
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On a closer perspective, the trends differed as the thermophilic develop-
ment was very jagged while the mesophilic process showed a relatively smooth
behavior. Probably the trends would be much more similar on a local scale
if a rolling average were calculated from the thermophilic time series. This
might signify that a thermophilic process is more unstable momentarily but
that similar long-term results can be obtained from the process as long as the
instabilities are not too great to be maintained.

Literature suggested that biogas production rate increases at thermophilic
conditions [92]. The lower-than-expected biogas yield and fluctuating state
observed in the experiment might have been caused by a too modest load.
Thermophilic kinetics might have been rapid enough to activate all biodegrad-
able VS between feeding events but too little for growth to overcome decay,
so that there was unproductive portion of time during operation.

Even though thermophilic operation may perform worse than mesophilic,
some loss of production may be worth considering as there is strong evidence
of an increased degree of hygienization. The value of thermophilic operation
in Sweden is ultimately dependent on if authorities will consider thermophilic
AD a sufficient method of hygienization.

There was two occasions in the acclimatization when both pilot and full-
scale experienced production surges, one beginning on day 20 and the other on
day 41. Looking back at figure 4.5 showing macronutrients digestion, it can
be seen that the greatest surge, on day 41 forward, occurs at a time when there
is a large proportion of easily digested fats in the substrate which is known to
generate a larger amount of biogas. These events also appear to expose how
the retention time in the buffer tank delays substrate effects in the pilot digester
by 1 to 2 days.

Figure 4.10 shows the SGP and SMP with respect to digested VS in con-
trast to VS fed to the digester. Also included are dashed lines marking the
theoretically derived yield of methane per VS. Remembering that the opti-
mistic maximum yield is 90 % of the theoretical yield, it can be seen that the
observed production could be predicted with fairly good precision, especially
for methane. The samples that form the basis of the prediction calculations
were collected on day 7 at the end of the temperature transition and on day 48,
69 and 90, at the beginning of each retention period. While the process was
very upset on day 7, which leaves no expectation that the theory would match
reality, we see that the experimental data fits the 90 % criteria especially well
on the time points of sampling. This may be interpreted as confirmation that
the methane yield that is motivated for the achieved DD is obtained. Con-
sequently, the DD may be the bottleneck in the process and should be given
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Figure 4.10: Daily mean value SGP and SMP with respect to VSdigested.

focus in a possible future thermophilic operation. Optimization might be pre-
treatment of the substrate to make it easier to digest, or identify the optimum
temperature to strengthen the digesting culture.

Biogas composition

Figure 4.11 shows the time development of the biogas composition throughout
the experimental campaign. The biogas was also analyzed continuously for
oxygen but the analysis never measured any traceable amounts of it so it was
left outside the figure. At the very start of the timeline, all three gases increase
from very low percentages. This is because the headspace was evacuated with
nitrogen gas directly after the inoculation. Therefore, the headspace likely only
contained nitrogen at time zero.

Soon after departing from mesophilic temperature the process responded
promptly with a steep decrease in methane percentage. Towards the end of the
temperature transition, there was about 30 % methane and 70 % carbon diox-
ide in the headspace which was proof that the methanogenic microorganisms
were seriously weakened. Acidogenic microorganisms produce carbon diox-
ide during fermentations and because fermenters are generally more durable
they continued production of fermentation products. Therefore carbon dioxide
dominated the gas phase until methanogens had time to acclimatize. During
the times of lowest methanogenic activity transients of hydrogen sulfate were
detected in the headspace. Because SRB grow faster than methanogens but
are normally inhibited due to there being a very small amount of sulfate in
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the process compared to VS, the SRB had the chance to be first on shared
substrates with the methanogens and quickly produce traceable amounts of
sulfide. When the methanogens began to recover, the sulfide content of the
gas-phase declined again to levels below 20 ppm. Supposedly the results show
that when methanogens are inhibited to such a degree that they can maintain
about 35 % methane in the gas-phase, it corresponds to a level of activity that
can be outcompeted by SRB.
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Figure 4.11: Biogas composition.

Immediately after the temperature transition was done, the gas production
rate was very low, which can be seen in, for example, figure 4.8. The hitherto
proposed interpretation of the situation involved that the methanogens were
weakened so that they became overloaded with organic matter. One detail that
partly contradicts this interpretation is that the methane content had started to
increase right before the feed was stopped. However, actual gas production
did not increase before the feeding stop, so very small amounts of a particular
gas was needed to increase its proportion greatly. This brings uncertainty to
whether the process stabilized as an effect of interrupting the organic load or if
the thermophilic methanogens only needed more time to get acclimatized and
start producing an observable amount of methane. If the latter case is true, the
interruption of the feed had a negative impact on the results.

Evolution of hydrogen sulfide was first hypothesized to depend on iron
sulfate dosage in the chemical treatment. However, sulfide transients were
observed during the acclimatization period whenever significant changes in
methane/carbon dioxide ratio were occurring. In turn, these changes to the ra-
tio seem to be connected to abrupt stopping and starting of feed to the digester.
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Volatile fatty acids and alkalinity

Figure 4.12 shows the digestate VFA and alkalinity content in the pilot digester
and digester R200. The concentration of VFA was expected to rise quickly in
the pilot digester when the temperature transition was made. However, the ob-
served transient in VFA content reached extreme values that was not seen be-
fore in the literature. When the feeding stopped on day 10 it decreased almost
as fast as it had increased which proved that there was at least some biological
activity consuming the VFAs despite process upset.
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Figure 4.12: VFA and alkalinity content.

The ambition was to wait until the concentration went below 1000 mg L−1

similar to how Iranpour et al. [73] defined stable thermophilic condition, how-
ever time ran out and the process had to continue approaching the desired HRT
to be able to complete the experiment on time. The digester was loaded again
when VFA was about 1300 mg L−1. The process reacted immediately after the
loading by accumulating VFAs again until 2000 mg L−1 was reached. From
the, there concentration dropped until the gas flare failed and the feeding was
halted again. At the time, the VFAs level was below 1000 mg L−1 as desired
but unfortunately the abrupt emergency halt of feeding disturbed the system
so that the VFAs surged back to about 1400 mg L−1 again. This was proof
that the pilot process would be easily disturbed which indeed is characteristic
for thermophilic processes. The process did not seem to perceive abrupt halts
the same way as abrupt starts. On the contrary, both times halting the feed
immediately led to fast reduction of VFAs.

Trend-wise, it was observed that the SGP and SMP of the process, depicted
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in figure 4.9, seemed to follow the amount of VFAs in the system which con-
tradicts the usually common claim that VFAs increase is a universal sign of
methanogen upset. For the pilot process, it may indicate that methanogens are
content despite high VFA levels and instead enjoy access to concentrated sub-
strate. VFAs are commonly interpreted as a problem because they bring the
risk of pH drop and not because they are inhibiting substances by themselves.
The high alkalinity of the thermophilic process may be a sufficient buffer to
counteract pH drop and leave VFAs for uninhibited consumption.

The excess content of VFA right after the thermophilic temperature had
been reached was counteracted by partial depletion of BA. At the same time,
non-BA substances seemingly accumulated and caused the TA to net increase
despite consumption of BA. During the period of temporary feeding stop, BA
recovered to a greater level than from where it started. It continued to increase
slowly until the gas flare failed. Meanwhile, non-BA substances seemed to
decrease since the gap between BA and TA diminished. From day 41 forward,
the BA decreased slowly through the rest of the experimental period, while the
TA stayed roughly constant.

Compared to the mesophilic process in R200, conditions were far more
dramatic in the thermophilic pilot digester. While R200 had generally lower
alkalinity content, it also had very moderate amounts of VFA that needed to
be buffered, which can be seen on the blue markers in figure 4.12. Towards
the end of the experimental campaign, the pilot digester alkalinities had almost
reached those of R200 without seeing any significant decrease in VFA content.

Figure 4.13 depicts HPLC results on how the distribution of VFA changes
along with acclimatization. For a healthy process, VFA is almost completely
made up of acetate. Significant concentrations of higher organic acids signal
that the acidogens and acetogens do not grow at the same rate. This could be
due to the acetogenesis being inhibited by hydrogen in the process. Hydrogen
is consumed by hydrogenotrophic methanogens and if they are disturbed, so
are the acetogens due to their syntrophic relation. However, in the distributions
shown in figure 4.13 there is a sign that acetogens were disturbed regardless
of the methanogens. The acetogens produce acetate from higher VFAs which
is the substrate of the acetoclastic methanogens. At day 16, more than half of
the VFAs was higher acids than acetate. Acetate seemed to have been success-
fully reduced since day 7, while acids higher than acetate were still present in
comparable amounts. It may be interpreted as the acetogens not being able
to keep up with the acidogens, while methanogens are able to keep acetate at
manageable levels.

The dynamics agrees well with theory as well as scientific papers on previ-
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Figure 4.13: Distribution of individual VFAs.

ous thermophilic temperature transition experiments [72, 73, 61]. In particu-
lar, the experiment by Boušková et al. [72] is an interesting reference because it
shows differences in the resulting VFA distribution depending on the tempera-
ture transition strategies. In the experiment most similar to this project, with a
multi-step escalation of temperature over a time interval, higher VFAs lingered
similar to how they did in the pilot digester. In their second experiment with a
one-step escalation strategy, the process indeed showed the familiar transient,
but the decrease was much more uniform and definite among the acids. From
a system theory point of view, it might imply that the process is non-linear
in such a way that there are several differently characterized steady-states that
can be reached depending on the initial disturbance, i.e. chosen temperature
transition strategy.

Finally, it should be noted that the sum of all VFAs detected with HPLC
is not equal to the total VFAs results acquired from cuvette tests. It was first
hypothesized that the VFA content in the HPLC sample had partially decayed
as the time between sampling and analysis was considerably longer. How-
ever, the hired external laboratory agreed to analyzing the received sample for
VFAs using several techniques as a control. It turned out that each method
generated a unique results. Therefore there is no value in comparing results
between methods. In this project, the HPLC was used for proportions rather
than absolute concentration.
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pH and process stability

Figure 4.14 shows pH and the VFA/TA ratio of the pilot process and digester
R200. The pH dropped from slightly above 7.3 to below 6.9 during the pas-
sage to thermophilic temperature. Despite the extreme accumulation of VFA
happening at this point, pH did not drop below what is considered normal for
some mesophilic processes. The VFA/TA ratio rose to 0.85 which strongly
implied there was serious upset. Owing to the pH not dropping so low that the
methanogens became inhibited for another reason than poor acclimatization,
the process could recover from the extreme conditions. A strong reason for
pH not dropping further is likely the high abundance of alkalinity which could
act as a protection system against excess protons.
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Figure 4.14: pH and stability quotient.

After recovery, pH proceeded from about 7.5 and it was expected that the
thermophilic process would be more alkaline. The VFA/TA ratio was very
high compared to the mesophilic process in R200 but still always below 0.3
which is considered stable in the literature [42, 43]. Overall, pH was slowly
declining throughout the timeline. It was thought to be linked to the similar
decline in BA. However, no reasonable explanation to why BA was declining
other than natural variations in the substrate could be found.

Ammonium and ammonia

Figure 4.15 shows the ammonium nitrogen concentration in the pilot digester
substrate and digestate as well as in the digestate of R200. The ammonium
nitrogen rose sharply in the pilot process over the temperature transition. It
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is believed that ammonium nitrogen levels mirror the proportion of protein
content of the substrate and how well it is digested. Therefore much of the
reasoning is the same as for the discussion about NM. It heavily implied that
ammonium nitrogen is high during the acclimatization period because NM is
high. The definition of NM is literally how much of organically bound nitrogen
is converted to ammonium nitrogen.
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Figure 4.15: Ammonium nitrogen streams.

When manual pumping of substrate to the pilot plant was ongoing, it was
noted that the substrate ammonium nitrogen almost doubled if one sample
was collected right after pumping a fresh batch and the following sample was
collected when the buffer tank was almost empty. The sawtooth dynamics seen
between day 21 and 35 comes from trying to confirm the above observation
by repetition. The results imply that there are ongoing processes in the buffer
tank that leads to measurable NM if the substrate is retained for too long. It
also leads to increased ammonium load on the digester which increases the
risk of ammonia inhibition.

Figure 4.16 shows the digestate ammonia nitrogen from calculations with
equation (3.13). The increase in ammonia might have been the deciding factor
in the recovery after the temperature transition. It was seen previously that,
early on, TA rose even though BA fell at the same time. The implication is
that a source of non-bicarbonate proton acceptor was accumulating within the
process. Ammonia is in equilibrium with ammonium. If ammonium builds up
due to NM, a proportion of the yield dissociates to maintain the equilibrium.
As temperature rise, the equilibrium increasingly moves towards favoring am-
monia. Ammonia is basic and contributes to the TA.
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Figure 4.16: Calculated digestate ammonia nitrogen.

The C/N ratio was analyzed at four different points in time during the ex-
perimental campaign and resulted in values 8.1, 9.9, 8.2 and 8. All is con-
siderably lower than 16, which is the lower bound of the acceptable range
reported in Olsson [44]. Excess nitrogen is common for processes digesting
WAS because it is made up of protein-rich biomass. A potential improvement
would be to co-digest the sludge substrate with a carbon rich secondary sub-
strate. However, this raises complexity of the process as a substrate that is not
native to wastewater treatment has to be introduced. Furthermore, fundamen-
tally different substrates often have different conditions for digestion, which
complicates achieving a homogeneous reduction of organic material.

4.1.3 Additional results
Dewaterability

The CST analyzes confirmed that the thermophilic digestate was more difficult
to dewater compared to mesophilic digestate from digester R200. For both
samples, the full quintuplicates were within the acceptable spread specified by
the consulted standard. The mean value CST for thermophilic digestate was
942 seconds while the mean value for R200 digestate was 372 seconds. This
means that the CST was 2.5 times higher for thermophilic operation.

An external investigation on polyelectrolyte conditionability of the pilot
digestate was made by polyelectrolyte vendor SNF Nordic AB. It concluded
that the best conditioning they could offer required 18.5 kgpolyelectrolyte tonne−1

TS .
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The reject water was analysed for SS and determined to contain 1.20 gSS L−1.
This is considered a very high dosage for a relatively poor separation.

Odors

No problematic odors could be experienced in the immediate area around the
pilot plant. This was true throughout the campaign. Inside the cabinet trailer, a
faint odor of raw sludge could sometimes be felt, especially just after stirring
the buffer tank content. However, it is not normal to store raw sludge in a
buffer tank in contact with the open atmosphere and therefore this odor is not
considered to be characteristic of the thermophilic process.

Although the biogas always contained some parts per million hydrogen
sulfide, it could not be detected during or after the flaring of the gas. However,
hydrogen sulfide was noticed when the gas pipeline was opened manually to
analyze the composition of the biogas with a hand-held meter.

The digestate became increasingly odorous during the temperature transi-
tion which can be tied to the accumulation of ammonia and extreme levels of
VFAs. As the process acclimatized, the digestate became more tolerable but
was always definitely more odorous than the digestate from R200. Staff from
the laboratory at Käppala WWTP commented that the digestate samples from
the pilot digester had the most intense odor of all the samples they handled in
their day-to-day operations.

Foaming

No tendencies to problematic foaming in the digester were observed. The foam
that existed was at most so modest that it still was possible to see large parts
of the liquid surface. In fact, there were periods with more intense foam ob-
served during the previous experimental campaign where the pilot digester ran
a mesophilic process as documented by Björk [38]. It is also uncertain whether
what was observed was actually foam or scum.

As a sidenote, heavy foaming occurred outside the pilot plant in the vertical
pipeline to which the drain from the pilot plant was connected. In this pipeline,
the material discarded in the pilot plant was mixed into a column of mesophilic
digestate from digester R300. Before the foam formation was discovered, the
foam had time to travel so high that the overflow pipe was reached. Foam
overflowed and was collected in a ditch below the pilot plant. The foam did
not smell but looked offensive and attracted flies. It was hypothesized that
the mixing with mesophilic digestate in contact with air favored the growth of
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filamentous Microthrix parvicella which is a known constituent of WAS and
is a mesophilic facultative aerobe.

4.2 Estimation of hydrolysis rate constants
The hydrolysis rate constant khyd and the lag time λwas estimated to 0.125 d−1

and 0.521 d, respectively, where the coefficient of determination R2 of the
fit was 0.989. The graph of the model equation is plotted together with the
experimental data points in figure 4.17. The ultimate BMP B0 in the model
equation was estimated to 0.347 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VS but was eventually determined
to 0.366 Nm3

CH4
kg−1

VS by simply reading the last data point. This is because
the experimentally observed limit value was considered to carry more weight
compared to the limit value as predicted from a model of only hypothesized
validity.
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Figure 4.17: Fitting of BMP test to first-order model.

Some bias may be observed in the model function which is plotted in fig-
ure 4.17. An unbiased model would result in data points randomly over and
undershooting the fitted curve. In the present case, however, data points seem
to over and undershoot the fit periodically. This may reflect that all methane
production being rate-determined by first-order kinetics is an approximation
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and that some methane may be produced using other available pathways that
allow faster or slower rates than the those predicted by the first-order model.

4.3 Simulation results

4.3.1 Model verification
Before attempting to simulate the pilot digester, the MATLAB implementa-
tion of ADM1 was verified to have been done correctly by using the bench-
mark dataset offered by Rosén and Jeppsson [12]. The deviation from the
benchmark steady-state simulation is presented as a percentage error in table
4.3. It can be seen that there are errors in the majority of substance variables,
however, they are very small. The largest errors are on promille magnitude.
Ideally, all the errors would be zero, however, differences in the solver routines
used may lead to the algorithms converging towards the steady-state in slightly
different manners. The errors observed were judged to be small enough to not
be considered a problem and the project implementation of ADM1 was ac-
cepted for continued use.

It may be added that the benchmark dataset was useful in an early state of
the development of the code for this project. A small typo1 in the report by
Rosén and Jeppsson [12] made the simulation deviate ever so slightly. The
problem could be identified and rectified quickly by knowing exactly which
substance parameters were failing to reach the expected steady-state values.

Table 4.3: Results compared to benchmark dataset.

Index Variable Result Reference Error [%]

1 Ssu 0.011954829491171 0.0119548297170 1.89e-06
2 Saa 0.005314740068786 0.0053147401716 1.93e-06
3 Sfa 0.098621396769308 0.0986214009308 4.22e-06
4 Sva 0.011625006321674 0.0116250064639 1.22e-06
5 Sbu 0.013250729286442 0.0132507296663 2.87e-06
6 Spro 0.015783665761176 0.0157836662845 3.32e-06
7 Sac 0.198355608145435 0.1976297169375 0.367
8 Sh2 0.000000235945055 0.0000002359451 1.92e-05
9 Sch4 0.054958660462180 0.0550887764460 0.236
10 SIC 0.152632558980306 0.1526778706263 0.0297

1km,pro was incorrectly written as km,pr in the expression for ρ10.
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Table 4.3 continued.

Index Variable Result Reference Error [%]

11 SIN 0.130229983013470 0.1302298158037 0.000128
12 SI 0.328696695826456 0.3286976637215 0.000294
13 Xc 0.308696695826456 0.3086976637215 0.000314
14 Xch 0.027947230804243 0.0279472404350 3.45e-05
15 Xpr 0.102574096475885 0.1025741061067 9.39e-06
16 Xli 0.029483035261091 0.0294830497073 4.9e-05
17 Xsu 0.420165834569172 0.4201659824546 3.52e-05
18 Xaa 1.179171688863328 1.1791717989237 9.33e-06
19 Xfa 0.243035227264488 0.2430353447194 4.83e-05
20 Xc4 0.431921058065385 0.4319211056360 1.1e-05
21 Xpro 0.137305886134430 0.1373059089340 1.66e-05
22 Xac 0.760536577920149 0.7605626583132 0.00343
23 Xh2 0.317022862410586 0.3170229533613 2.87e-05
24 XI 25.617393391652911 25.6173953274430 7.56e-06
25 Scat+ 0.040000000000000 0.0400000000000 0
26 San− 0.020000000000000 0.0200000000000 0
27 Sva− 0.011596314589233 0.0115962470726 0.000582
28 Sbu− 0.013220896234768 0.0132208262485 0.000529
29 Spro− 0.015742878838765 0.0157427831916 0.000608
30 Sac− 0.197966537405693 0.1972411554365 0.368
31 Shco3− 0.142756937776874 0.1427774793921 0.0144
32 Snh3 0.004100300057982 0.0040909284584 0.229
33 Sgas,h2 0.000010236145961 0.0000102410356 0.0477
34 Sgas,ch4 1.621241143567204 1.6256072099814 0.269
35 Sgas,co2 0.014114909090940 0.0141505346784 0.252

4.3.2 Steady-state simulation
Since ADM1 is a COD based model while performance is evaluated in practice
in terms of VS, a VS to COD ratio was estimated. Regression of the linear
model equation VS = aCOD + b to all pairs (COD,VS) collected during the
experimental campaign resulted in the fit shown in figure 4.18.

The parameters of the regression was a = 0.66 and b = −1.36 with R2 =

0.96. By neglecting the intercept b, the slope a is the VS/COD conversion
factor that was used for the process. As a curiosity, it can be mentioned that the
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higher points in figure 4.18 come from substrate samples while the lower ones
originate from digestate samples. It reflects the reduction of organic matter
over the digester.
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Figure 4.18: Linear regression of VS against COD.

To compute the actual performance results some derivations have to be
made from the substance variables of the ADM1. Gas composition in terms
of volume fractions was calculated by dividing component partial pressure by
the total gas pressure since it is implied that the ideal gas law is valid.

Even this crude use of an advanced model generates results that are within
one standard deviation from the experimental mean for the majority of the
studied performance parameters. DD stands out as particularly difficult to pre-
dict which may have two possible reasons. The first is of course that the model
implementation or substrate transformation is done in a lacking way. Alterna-
tively, the derivation from the available ADM1 variables may not reflect the
substances involved in a real determination of DD through thermogravimet-
ric means. The latter leads to the simulation answering another question than
what was asked.

The various degrees of inhibition at steady-state was calculated by sub-
tracting the final value of the inhibition factors Ii from 1. Resulting values are
listed as percentages in table 4.5. It can be seen that the simulated process did
not suffer from inhibition from low pH or lack of nitrogen. This is in line with
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Table 4.4: Steady-state results for selected performance parameters.

HRT 1 HRT 2
Sim. Exp. Sim. Exp.

CH4 [%] 62.3 62.6 ± 1.3 62.3 62.0 ± 0.9
CO2 [%] 36.3 36.7 ± 1.1 36.0 37.3 ± 0.9
SGP [Nm3 kg−1

VSin
] 0.385 0.356 ± 0.049 0.390 0.371 ± 0.024

SMP [Nm3
CH4

kg−1
VSin

] 0.240 0.223 ± 0.032 0.243 0.230 ± 0.013
VGP [Nm3 m−3

digester d−1] 0.944 0.872 ± 0.120 0.929 0.827 ± 0.047
VMP [Nm3

CH4
m−3

digester d−1] 0.588 0.547 ± 0.077 0.579 0.510 ± 0.027
DD [%] 42.0 58.9 ± 2.5 40.9 52.9 ± 2.2
pH 7.32 7.34 ± 0.04 7.35 7.29 ± 0.04
Experimental results given as mean value ± standard deviation.

what can be expected from the experimental campaign as no severe decrease in
pH was observed and the feeding of protein-rich WAS could meet the process
need for nitrogen-containing secondary substrates.

From the hydrogen inhibition factors of the acetogens, it can be ascer-
tained that a significant proportion of the capacity of the LCFA and propionate
degrading acetogens was inhibited. In particular, the propionate degrading
acetogens are strongly inhibited to around 60 % of their ordinary capacity.
This could reflect the experimental observation in figure 4.13 where propi-
onate takes the longest time to reach to negligible concentration.

Inhibition of acetoclastic methanogens from ammonia, controlled by Inh3
in the model, is observed to increase between the two steady-state results.
From different points of view, this is both consistent and contradictory with
what was observed experimentally. It is consistent with that the production
of biogas indeed decreased during the second retention time, which may have
been due to an increased inhibition of the methanogens. At the same time,
both decreasing ammonium content and pH were observed during the sec-
ond retention time, which contradicts that the inhibition would be due to free
ammonia. Thus, it seems that the model has reflected the experimentally ob-
served behavior with other mechanisms than what reasonably occurred in the
pilot plant.

To continue with a more general discussion on the use of ADM1, the model
was not calibrated by numerical parameter estimation which reasonably ex-
plains the lack of numerical accuracy. However, the simulation generated
steady-state results that absolutely are conceivable in a real process, show-
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Table 4.5: Degrees of inhibition at simulation steady-state.

Inhibition from; affected organisms HRT 1 [%] HRT 2 [%]

Low pH; all acidogens and acetogens 0.000727 0.000639
Low pH; acetoclastic methanogens 0.347 0.287
Low pH; hydrogenotrophic methanogens 0.000349 0.000287
Lack of nitrogen; all organisms 0.153 0.142
Hydrogen; LCFA degrading acetogens 32.3 32.3
Hydrogen; Va and Bu degrading acetogens 7.38 7.38
Hydrogen; Pr degrading acetogens 40.6 40.6
Ammonia; acetoclastic methanogens 30.4 33.4

ing that the transformer by Arnell et al. [78] indeed is a convenient method
of substrate characterization if only more effort is put into the processing the
model. Furthermore, the steady-state results seem to capture the trends for
most parameters between the retention times. Overall, comparing the steady-
state simulation result to a mean value may not be completely valid. The mean
value is a statistic for a full 18 day retention time while the input values defin-
ing the steady-state results are derived from samples collected at one single
point in time.

A decision was made to not try to simulate the temperature transition and
the acclimatization. ADM1 does not include inhibition functions that depend
on temperature and it is therefore unlikely that the simulation results would
reflect the observed instabilities in the temperature transition interval.

The transformer developed by Arnell et al. [78] instructs setting all biomass
variables to zero. If using said transformer on both substrate feed and diges-
tate initial conditions, the simulation fails to deliver reasonable output because
there is no process that generates new biomass in the absence of biomass. To
generate biological activity, each biomass variable needs a positive initial con-
dition.

It is notoriously difficult to find initial values for ADM1 that actually make
physical sense among the governing equations. The strategy for many users
is to find a transformer that works and then let the ADM1 rectify itself by
running a long simulation with constant inputs. In a CSTR application, steady-
state simulations characteristically explodes in the beginning but converges
to reasonable output if the influent was described well enough. If a dynamic
simulation is desired, the steady-state results can often be used as initial values
for the dynamic run.
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Conclusions

A thermophilic AD process was operated for 107 days in a 5 m3 pilot digester.
The process was continuously fed with a PS and WAS mixture from the full-
scale sludge treatment at Käppala WWTP. Furthermore, the target HRT as
well as the proportions of PS and WAS were controlled so that they reflected
the overall load on the full-scale digesters at Käppala WWTP. Before reaching
the reference load, a temperature transition from mesophilic to thermophilic
conditions was successfully made. The process was allowed a total of 47 days
to acclimatize to the new operational mode. Thereafter, the process was oper-
ated at the reference load for 60 days.

No obvious production gains were identified from thermophilic single-unit
AD of the sludge produced at Käppala WWTP compared to the current meso-
philic two-stage configuration. The most important performance parameters
that contributed to this conclusion were DD and SMP, both of which were
significantly lower in the pilot digester. This could be confirmed both experi-
mentally and from simulations with ADM1.

Furthermore, the digestate showed deteriorating dewaterability and an in-
tensified odor. Generally, throughout the thermophilic operation, chemical
analyzes showed a strong increase in VFAs and soluble nitrogen compounds.
Despite this, the process proved to be resistant to instability in pH, which can
probably be attributed to increased alkalinity.

The thermophilic process showed an impressive ability to digest fats, which
might signify that there are more biogas production gains from digesting high-
fat PS rather than attempting to use it for improving the ability to digest low-fat
WAS. On the other hand, carbohydrates were the major component of the VS
but most difficult to digest consistently. The reduction of carbohydrates is be-
lieved to correlate strongly with the overall DD. This leads to a trade-off in
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utility as the digestion of carbohydrates leads to a higher reduction of sludge
mass, at the same time as it is known that the biogas yield for carbohydrates is
low and thus the gas production suffers. The excessive DD and NM observed
directly after the inoculation of WAS-containing digestate indicates that some
sort of pre-treatment stage is necessary to effectively digest WAS. The diges-
tion of proteins was nevertheless higher in the thermophilic process compared
to the previously operated mesophilic process in the same pilot digester.

It could be demonstrated that the system could be acclimatized to ther-
mophilic conditions without great risk of process failure. The greatest risk was
in connection with the temperature transition, which was apparently remedied
by a temporary stop of the feeding. No alkalinity or pH adjusting additives
were injected to the process. This shows that it is possible to switch to and op-
erate a stable thermophilic process in the scenario when a thermophilic process
unit is needed in a multi-stage AD solution.

The ability to meet the increasing load on Käppala WWTP cannot be eval-
uated with great confidence from this project as the pilot digester was only
loaded comparable to the current situation. An escalation in OLR would show
where the limit of overload is and whether this is higher than the mesophilic
equivalent.

It was possible to get a rough estimate of steady-state performance param-
eters for a new substrate by simulation using ADM1. DD stands out as partic-
ularly difficult to determine with good precision. The substrate was character-
ized by a relatively small and available set of analytical results.

5.1 Future work
Along the course of the project, several observations have been made that not
only have provided clarity but also have raised new questions or identified the
need for deeper analysis. These are listed below without any order of priority:

• Do the BMP test on sludge from the actual process of study, and prefer-
ably on samples collected at several points in time to see if biodegrad-
ability varies temporally.

• Perform more frequent composition analysis of sludge feed to see if
there are periodic variations of compositions during a full day, week
or season.

• Investigate if production rate and issues are dependent on substrate com-
position. This can be both a macro-scale investigation, as in studying
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different mixtures of PS and WAS, or micro-scale, where the depen-
dency of the molecular constituents of the substrate could be studied by
digesting pure substance or spiking a representative sludge with pure
substance.

• Repeat the temperature transition without terminating the OLR at high
digestate VFA concentration to see if it would lead to failure or if the
process would recover anyways.

• Investigate if different start-up strategies converge to different steady-
states for the same substrate due to non-linear kinetics.

• As the substrate has low C/N, determine toxic levels of ammonia. If the
process is shown to be inhibited, provide a appropriate carbon additive
to see if gas production increases.

• Estimate optimum temperature for thermophilic AD of Käppala WWTP
sludge with respect to DD and SMP.

• Investigate the hygienizing power of thermophilic AD and assess whether
such a gain can compensate for lost gas production.
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Appendix A

ADM1 parameter values

The starting point were the parameters used for simulation of a mesophilic sys-
tem in Rosén and Jeppsson [12]. Parameters that have a thermophilic default
value specified in Batstone et al. [11] were replaced with the default values.
These parameters are commented in the tables. Moreover, the hydrolysis rate
constants were replaced with values estimated experimentally in the project.
Finally, temperature and volume parameters were changed to reflect the oper-
ation and dimensions of the pilot plant used in the experimental campaign.

Table A.1: List of yield of product on substrate uptake parameter values.

Symbol Value Unit Comment

fsI,xc 0.1 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fxI,xc 0.2 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fch,xc 0.2 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fpr,xc 0.2 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fli,xc 0.3 kgCOD kg−1
COD

ffa,li 0.95 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fh2,su 0.19 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fbu,su 0.13 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fpro,su 0.27 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fac,su 0.41 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fh2,aa 0.06 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fva,aa 0.23 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fbu,aa 0.26 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fpro,aa 0.05 kgCOD kg−1
COD

fac,aa 0.40 kgCOD kg−1
COD
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Table A.2: List of carbon and nitrogen content parameter values.

Symbol Value Unit Comment

Cxc 0.02786 kmolC kg−1
COD

CsI 0.03 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cch 0.0313 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cpr 0.03 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cli 0.022 kmolC kg−1
COD

CxI 0.03 kmolC kg−1
COD

Csu 0.0313 kmolC kg−1
COD

Caa 0.03 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cfa 0.0217 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cbu 0.025 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cpro 0.0268 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cac 0.0313 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cbac 0.0313 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cva 0.024 kmolC kg−1
COD

Cch4 0.0156 kmolC kg−1
COD

Nxc 0.0376/14 kmolN kg−1
COD

NI 0.06/14 kmolN kg−1
COD

Naa 0.007 kmolN kg−1
COD

Nbac 0.08/14 kmolN kg−1
COD

Table A.3: List of yield of biomass on substrate uptake parameter values.

Symbol Value Unit Comment

Ysu 0.1 kgCODp kg−1
CODs

Yaa 0.08 kgCODp kg−1
CODs

Yfa 0.06 kgCODp kg−1
CODs

Yc4 0.06 kgCODp kg−1
CODs

Ypro 0.04 kgCODp kg−1
CODs

Yac 0.05 kgCODp kg−1
CODs

Yh2 0.06 kgCODp kg−1
CODs
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Table A.4: List of kinetic parameter values.

Symbol Value Unit Comment

kdis 1 d−1 Thermophiic
khyd,ch 0.125 d−1 Default: 10 d−1

khyd,pr 0.125 d−1 Default: 10 d−1

khyd,li 0.125 d−1 Default: 10 d−1

km,su 70 kgCODs kg−1
CODp

d−1

km,aa 70 kgCODs kg−1
CODp

d−1

km,fa 10 kgCODs kg−1
CODp

d−1

km,c4 30 kgCODs kg−1
CODp

d−1

km,pro 20 kgCODs kg−1
CODp

d−1

km,ac 16 kgCODs kg−1
CODp

d−1

km,h2 35 kgCODs kg−1
CODp

d−1

kdec,Xsu 0.04 d−1

kdec,Xaa 0.04 d−1

kdec,Xfa
0.04 d−1

kdec,Xc4 0.04 d−1

kdec,Xpro 0.04 d−1

kdec,Xac 0.04 d−1

kdec,Xh2
0.04 d−1

KS,IN 1 · 10−4 kgCODs m−3

KS,su 1 kgCODs m−3

KS,aa 0.3 kgCODs m−3

KS,fa 0.4 kgCODs m−3

KS,pro 0.3 kgCODs m−3

KS,ac 0.3 kgCODs m−3

KS,c4 0.4 kgCODs m−3

KS,h2 5 · 10−5 kgCODs m−3

KI,h2,fa 5 · 10−6 kgCOD m−3

KI,h2,pro 3.5 · 10−6 kgCOD m−3

KI,h2,c4 3 · 10−5 kgCOD m−3

KI,nh3 0.011 kgCOD m−3

pHUL,aa 5.5 1
pHLL,aa 4 1
pHUL,ac 7 1
pHLL,ac 6 1
pHUL,h2 6 1
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Table A.4 continued.

Symbol Value Unit Comment

pHLL,h2 5 1

Table A.5: List of physical parameter values.

Symbol Value Unit Comment

R 0.083145 bar M−1 K−1

Tref 298.15 K = 25 °C
Top 328.15 K = 55 °C
Vliq 5 m3

Vgas 1.3 m3 Average headspace volume
Patm 1.013 bar
kLa 200 d−1

kp 5 · 104 m3 d−1 bar−1



Appendix B

MATLAB code

B.1 Main script executing the simulation

1 influent
2 parameters
3
4 digestate0 = [S_su_0; S_aa_0; S_fa_0; S_va_0; S_bu_0;
5 S_pro_0; S_ac_0; S_h2_0; S_ch4_0; S_IC_0;
6 S_IN_0; S_I_0; X_c_0; X_ch_0; X_pr_0;
7 X_li_0; X_su_0; X_aa_0; X_fa_0; X_c4_0;
8 X_pro_0; X_ac_0; X_h2_0; X_I_0; S_cat_plus_0;
9 S_an_minus_0; S_va_minus_0; S_bu_minus_0; S_pro_minus_0; S_ac_minus_0;

10 S_hco3_minus_0; S_nh3_0; S_gas_h2_0; S_gas_ch4_0; S_gas_co2_0];
11 tspan = [0 365*10];
12
13 options = odeset('RelTol',1e-10,'AbsTol',1e-12,'NonNegative',1:35);
14 tic
15 if exist('options','var') == 1
16 [t,sol] = ode15s(@(t,u)adm1(t,u,p),tspan,digestate0,options);
17 else
18 [t,sol] = ode15s(@(t,u)adm1(t,u,p),tspan,digestate0);
19 end
20 toc
21
22 S_su = sol(:,1); S_aa = sol(:,2); S_fa = sol(:,3); S_va = sol(:,4);
23 S_bu = sol(:,5); S_pro = sol(:,6); S_ac = sol(:,7); S_h2 = sol(:,8);
24 S_ch4 = sol(:,9); S_IC = sol(:,10); S_IN = sol(:,11); S_I = sol(:,12);
25 X_c = sol(:,13); X_ch = sol(:,14); X_pr = sol(:,15); X_li = sol(:,16);
26 X_su = sol(:,17); X_aa = sol(:,18); X_fa = sol(:,19); X_c4 = sol(:,20);
27 X_pro = sol(:,21); X_ac = sol(:,22); X_h2 = sol(:,23); X_I = sol(:,24);
28 S_cat_plus = sol(:,25); S_an_minus = sol(:,26); S_va_minus = sol(:,27);
29 S_bu_minus = sol(:,28); S_pro_minus = sol(:,29); S_ac_minus = sol(:,30);
30 S_hco3_minus = sol(:,31); S_nh3 = sol(:,32); S_gas_h2 = sol(:,33);
31 S_gas_ch4 = sol(:,34); S_gas_co2 = sol(:,35);
32
33 post

127
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B.2 Script defining the influent

1 n = 1; % Sampling event
2 switch n
3 case 1
4 disp('May 17th substrate')
5 TS = 5.2/100; % kg TS/kg
6 GR = 17.6/100; % kg VS/kg TS
7 CODt = 66733/1000; % kg COD/m^3
8 CODs = 5787/1000; % kg COD/m^3
9 Cac = 1514/1000; % kg ac/m^3

10 Cpro = 993/1000; % kg pro/m^3
11 Cbu = 387/1000; % kg bu/m^3
12 Cva = 0/1000; % kg va/m^3
13 Cpr = 13.1; % kg protein/m^3
14 Cli = 6.8; % kg lipids/m^3
15 TAN = 237+1; % g N/m^3
16 B0 = 366; % Nm^3/ton VS
17 p.T_op2 = 11.4+273.15; % Mean value T_atm 2021-05-17
18 case 2
19 disp('June 7th substrate')
20 TS = 5.1/100; % kg TS/kg
21 GR = 21.0/100; % kg VS/kg TS
22 CODt = 64867/1000; % kg COD/m^3
23 CODs = 6910/1000; % kg COD/m^3
24 Cac = 2145/1000; % kg ac/m^3
25 Cpro = 1415/1000; % kg pro/m^3
26 Cbu = 574/1000; % kg bu/m^3
27 Cva = (108+121)/1000; % kg va/m^3
28 Cpr = 14.4; % kg protein/m^3
29 Cli = 5.9; % kg lipids/m^3
30 TAN = 265+1; % g N/m^3
31 B0 = 366; % Nm^3/ton VS
32 p.T_op2 = 15.1+273.15; % Mean value T_atm 2021-06-07
33 end
34
35 gac = 1.066667;
36 gpro = 1.513514;
37 gbu = 1.818182;
38 gva = 2.039216;
39 gpr = 1.53;
40 gli = 2.878;
41
42 MN = 14.0067;
43
44 VS = TS*(1-GR)*1000; % kg VS/m^3
45 CODp = CODt-CODs; % kg COD/m^3
46 VFAt = Cac+Cpro+Cbu+Cva;
47
48 fd = B0/(350*CODt)*VS; % kg COD/kg COD
49
50 SI = CODs*(1-fd); % kg COD/m^3
51 XI = CODp*(1-fd); % kg COD/m^3
52 Xli = Cli*gli*fd; % kg COD/m^3
53 Xpr = Cpr*gpr*fd; % kg COD/m^3
54 Xch = CODp*fd-Xpr-Xli; % kg COD/m^3
55 Sac = Cac*gac; % kg COD/m^3
56 Spro = Cpro*gpro; % kg COD/m^3
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57 Sbu = Cbu*gbu; % kg COD/m^3
58 Sva = Cva*gva; % kg COD/m^3
59 Ssu = (CODs*fd-VFAt)*Xch/(CODp*fd); % kg COD/m^3
60 Saa = (CODs*fd-VFAt)*Xpr/(CODp*fd); % kg COD/m^3
61 Sfa = (CODs*fd-VFAt)*Xli/(CODp*fd); % kg COD/m^3
62 SIN = TAN/(MN*1000); % kmol N/m^3
63
64 p.S_su_in = Ssu;
65 p.S_aa_in = Saa;
66 p.S_fa_in = Sfa;
67 p.S_va_in = Sva;
68 p.S_bu_in = Sbu;
69 p.S_pro_in = Spro;
70 p.S_ac_in = Sac;
71 p.S_h2_in = 0;
72 p.S_ch4_in = 0;
73 p.S_IC_in = 0;
74 p.S_IN_in = SIN;
75 p.S_I_in = SI;
76 p.X_c_in = 0;
77 p.X_ch_in = Xch;
78 p.X_pr_in = Xpr;
79 p.X_li_in = Xli;
80 p.X_su_in = 0;
81 p.X_aa_in = 0;
82 p.X_fa_in = 0;
83 p.X_c4_in = 0;
84 p.X_pro_in = 0;
85 p.X_ac_in = 0;
86 p.X_h2_in = 0;
87 p.X_I_in = XI;
88 p.S_cat_plus_in = 0.04;
89 p.S_an_minus_in = 0.02;

B.3 Script defining the parameter values

1 % 6.1 Stoichiometric parameter values
2 p.f_sI_xc = 0.1;
3 p.f_xI_xc = 0.2;
4 p.f_ch_xc = 0.2;
5 p.f_pr_xc = 0.2;
6 p.f_li_xc = 0.3;
7 p.f_fa_li = 0.95;
8 p.f_h2_su = 0.19;
9 p.f_bu_su = 0.13;

10 p.f_pro_su = 0.27;
11 p.f_ac_su = 0.41;
12 p.f_h2_aa = 0.06;
13 p.f_va_aa = 0.23;
14 p.f_bu_aa = 0.26;
15 p.f_pro_aa = 0.05;
16 p.f_ac_aa = 0.40;
17
18 p.C_xc = 0.02786;
19 p.C_sI = 0.03;
20 p.C_ch = 0.0313;
21 p.C_pr = 0.03;
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22 p.C_li = 0.022;
23 p.C_xI = 0.03;
24 p.C_su = 0.0313;
25 p.C_aa = 0.03;
26 p.C_fa = 0.0217;
27 p.C_bu = 0.025;
28 p.C_pro = 0.0268;
29 p.C_ac = 0.0313;
30 p.C_bac = 0.0313;
31 p.C_va = 0.024;
32 p.C_ch4 = 0.0156;
33
34 p.N_xc = 0.0376/14;
35 p.N_I = 0.06/14;
36 p.N_aa = 0.007;
37 p.N_bac = 0.08/14;
38
39 p.Y_su = 0.1;
40 p.Y_aa = 0.08;
41 p.Y_fa = 0.06;
42 p.Y_c4 = 0.06;
43 p.Y_pro = 0.05; % 0.04;
44 p.Y_ac = 0.05;
45 p.Y_h2 = 0.06;
46
47 p.s_1 = -p.C_xc+p.f_sI_xc*p.C_sI+p.f_ch_xc*p.C_ch+p.f_pr_xc*p.C_pr+ ...
48 p.f_li_xc*p.C_li+p.f_xI_xc*p.C_xI;
49 p.s_2 = -p.C_ch+p.C_su;
50 p.s_3 = -p.C_pr+p.C_aa;
51 p.s_4 = -p.C_li+(1-p.f_fa_li)*p.C_su+p.f_fa_li*p.C_fa;
52 p.s_5 = -p.C_su+(1-p.Y_su)*(p.f_bu_su*p.C_bu+p.f_pro_su*p.C_pro+ ...
53 p.f_ac_su*p.C_ac)+p.Y_su*p.C_bac;
54 p.s_6 = -p.C_aa+(1-p.Y_aa)*(p.f_va_aa*p.C_va+p.f_bu_aa*p.C_bu+ ...
55 p.f_pro_aa*p.C_pro+p.f_ac_aa*p.C_ac)+p.Y_aa*p.C_bac;
56 p.s_7 = -p.C_fa+(1-p.Y_fa)*0.7*p.C_ac+p.Y_fa*p.C_bac;
57 p.s_8 = -p.C_va+(1-p.Y_c4)*0.54*p.C_pro+(1-p.Y_c4)*0.31*p.C_ac+ ...
58 p.Y_c4*p.C_bac;
59 p.s_9 = -p.C_bu+(1-p.Y_c4)*0.8*p.C_ac+p.Y_c4*p.C_bac;
60 p.s_10 = -p.C_pro+(1-p.Y_pro)*0.57*p.C_ac+p.Y_pro*p.C_bac;
61 p.s_11 = -p.C_ac+(1-p.Y_ac)*p.C_ch4+p.Y_ac*p.C_bac;
62 p.s_12 = (1-p.Y_h2)*p.C_ch4+p.Y_h2*p.C_bac;
63 p.s_13 = -p.C_bac+p.C_xc;
64 p.s = [p.s_1 p.s_2 p.s_3 p.s_4 p.s_5 p.s_6 p.s_7 p.s_8 p.s_9 p.s_10 ...
65 p.s_11 p.s_12 p.s_13];
66
67 % 6.2 Biochemical parameter values
68 p.k_dis = 1.0; % 0.5;
69
70 k_hyd = 0.125;
71
72 p.k_hyd_ch = k_hyd; % 10;
73 p.k_hyd_pr = k_hyd; % 10;
74 p.k_hyd_li = k_hyd; % 10;
75
76 p.k_m_su = 70; % 30;
77 p.k_m_aa = 70; % 50;
78 p.k_m_fa = 10; % 6;
79 p.k_m_c4 = 30; % 20;
80 p.k_m_pro = 20; % 13;
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81 p.k_m_ac = 16; % 8;
82 p.k_m_h2 = 35;
83
84 p.k_dec_X_su = 0.04; % 0.02;
85 p.k_dec_X_aa = 0.04; % 0.02;
86 p.k_dec_X_fa = 0.04; % 0.02;
87 p.k_dec_X_c4 = 0.04; % 0.02;
88 p.k_dec_X_pro = 0.04; % 0.02;
89 p.k_dec_X_ac = 0.04; % 0.02;
90 p.k_dec_X_h2 = 0.04; % 0.02;
91
92 p.K_S_IN = 1e-4;
93 p.K_S_su = 1; % 0.5;
94 p.K_S_aa = 0.3;
95 p.K_S_fa = 0.4;
96 p.K_S_pro = 0.3; % 0.1;
97 p.K_S_ac = 0.3; % 0.15;
98 p.K_S_c4 = 0.4; % 0.2;
99 p.K_S_h2 = 5e-5; % 7e-6;

100
101 p.K_I_h2_fa = 5e-6;
102 p.K_I_h2_pro = 3.5e-6;
103 p.K_I_h2_c4 = 3e-5; % 1e-5;
104 p.K_I_nh3 = 0.011; % 0.0018;
105
106 p.pH_UL_aa = 5.5;
107 p.pH_LL_aa = 4;
108 p.pH_UL_ac = 7;
109 p.pH_LL_ac = 6;
110 p.pH_UL_h2 = 6;
111 p.pH_LL_h2 = 5;
112
113 p.K_pH_aa = 10^(-(p.pH_LL_aa+p.pH_UL_aa)/2);
114 p.n_aa = 3.0/(p.pH_UL_aa-p.pH_LL_aa);
115
116 p.K_pH_ac = 10^(-(p.pH_LL_ac+p.pH_UL_ac)/2);
117 p.n_ac = 3.0/(p.pH_UL_ac-p.pH_LL_ac);
118
119 p.K_pH_h2 = 10^(-(p.pH_LL_h2+p.pH_UL_h2)/2);
120 p.n_h2 = 3.0/(p.pH_UL_h2-p.pH_LL_h2);
121
122 % 6.3 Physico-chemical parameter values
123 p.R = 0.083145;
124
125 p.k_La = 200;
126
127 p.T_base = 25+273.15;
128 p.T_op = 55+273.15; % 328.15 K % 35+273.15; % 308.15 K
129
130 p.q_in = 278.4/1000; % 170;
131
132 p.K_w = 10^(-14.0)*exp(55900/(100*p.R)*(1/p.T_base-1/p.T_op));
133
134 p.K_a_va = 10^(-4.86);
135 p.K_a_bu = 10^(-4.82);
136 p.K_a_pro = 10^(-4.88);
137 p.K_a_ac = 10^(-4.76);
138 p.K_a_co2 = 10^(-6.35)*exp(7646/(100*p.R)*(1/p.T_base-1/p.T_op));
139 p.K_a_IN = 10^(-9.25)*exp(51965/(100*p.R)*(1/p.T_base-1/p.T_op));
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140
141 p.k_A_Bva = 1e10;
142 p.k_A_Bbu = 1e10;
143 p.k_A_Bpro = 1e10;
144 p.k_A_Bac = 1e10;
145 p.k_A_Bco2 = 1e10;
146 p.k_A_BIN = 1e10;
147
148 p.P_atm = 1.013;
149
150 p.p_gas_h2o = 0.0313*exp(5290*(1/p.T_base-1/p.T_op2));
151
152 p.k_p = 5e4;
153
154 p.K_H_co2 = 0.035*exp(-19410/(100*p.R)*(1/p.T_base-1/p.T_op));
155 p.K_H_ch4 = 0.0014*exp(-14240/(100*p.R)*(1/p.T_base-1/p.T_op));
156 p.K_H_h2 = 7.8e-4*exp(-4180/(100*p.R)*(1/p.T_base-1/p.T_op));
157
158 % 6.4 Physical parameters used in BSM2
159 p.V_liq = 5; % 3400;
160 p.V_gas = 1.3; % 300;
161
162 start = 1;
163
164 S_su_0 = start;
165 S_aa_0 = start;
166 S_fa_0 = start;
167 S_va_0 = start;
168 S_bu_0 = start;
169 S_pro_0 = start;
170 S_ac_0 = start;
171 S_h2_0 = start;
172 S_ch4_0 = start;
173 S_IC_0 = start;
174 S_IN_0 = start;
175 S_I_0 = start;
176 X_c_0 = start;
177 X_ch_0 = start;
178 X_pr_0 = start;
179 X_li_0 = start;
180 X_su_0 = start;
181 X_aa_0 = start;
182 X_fa_0 = start;
183 X_c4_0 = start;
184 X_pro_0 = start;
185 X_ac_0 = start;
186 X_h2_0 = start;
187 X_I_0 = start;
188 S_cat_plus_0 = start;
189 S_an_minus_0 = start;
190 S_va_minus_0 = start;
191 S_bu_minus_0 = start;
192 S_pro_minus_0 = start;
193 S_ac_minus_0 = start;
194 S_hco3_minus_0 = start;
195 S_nh3_0 = start;
196 S_gas_h2_0 = start;
197 S_gas_ch4_0 = start;
198 S_gas_co2_0 = start;
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B.4 Function defining the ADM1 ODE system

1 function ODEsys = adm1(t,z,p)
2 S_su = z(1); S_aa = z(2); S_fa = z(3); S_va = z(4);
3 S_bu = z(5); S_pro = z(6); S_ac = z(7); S_h2 = z(8);
4 S_ch4 = z(9); S_IC = z(10); S_IN = z(11); S_I = z(12);
5 X_c = z(13); X_ch = z(14); X_pr = z(15); X_li = z(16);
6 X_su = z(17); X_aa = z(18); X_fa = z(19); X_c4 = z(20);
7 X_pro = z(21); X_ac = z(22); X_h2 = z(23); X_I = z(24);
8
9 S_cat_plus = z(25); S_an_minus = z(26);

10
11 S_va_minus = z(27); S_bu_minus = z(28); S_pro_minus = z(29);
12 S_ac_minus = z(30); S_hco3_minus = z(31); S_nh3 = z(32);
13
14 S_gas_h2 = z(33); S_gas_ch4 = z(34); S_gas_co2 = z(35);
15
16 S_co2 = S_IC-S_hco3_minus;
17 S_nh4_plus = S_IN-S_nh3;
18
19 theta = S_cat_plus+S_nh4_plus-S_hco3_minus-S_ac_minus/64-...
20 S_pro_minus/112-S_bu_minus/160-S_va_minus/208-S_an_minus;
21
22 S_H_plus = -theta/2+1/2*sqrt(theta^2+4*p.K_w);
23
24 I_pH_aa = p.K_pH_aa^p.n_aa/(S_H_plus^p.n_aa+p.K_pH_aa^p.n_aa);
25 I_pH_ac = p.K_pH_ac^p.n_ac/(S_H_plus^p.n_ac+p.K_pH_ac^p.n_ac);
26 I_pH_h2 = p.K_pH_h2^p.n_h2/(S_H_plus^p.n_h2+p.K_pH_h2^p.n_h2);
27 I_IN_lim = 1/(1+p.K_S_IN/S_IN);
28 I_h2_fa = 1/(1+S_h2/p.K_I_h2_fa);
29 I_h2_c4 = 1/(1+S_h2/p.K_I_h2_c4);
30 I_h2_pro = 1/(1+S_h2/p.K_I_h2_pro);
31 I_nh3 = 1/(1+S_nh3/p.K_I_nh3);
32
33 I_5 = I_pH_aa*I_IN_lim;
34 I_6 = I_5;
35 I_7 = I_pH_aa*I_IN_lim*I_h2_fa;
36 I_8 = I_pH_aa*I_IN_lim*I_h2_c4;
37 I_9 = I_8;
38 I_10 = I_pH_aa*I_IN_lim*I_h2_pro;
39 I_11 = I_pH_ac*I_IN_lim*I_nh3;
40 I_12 = I_pH_h2*I_IN_lim;
41
42 rho_1 = p.k_dis*X_c;
43 rho_2 = p.k_hyd_ch*X_ch;
44 rho_3 = p.k_hyd_pr*X_pr;
45 rho_4 = p.k_hyd_li*X_li;
46 rho_5 = p.k_m_su*S_su/(p.K_S_su+S_su)*X_su*I_5;
47 rho_6 = p.k_m_aa*S_aa/(p.K_S_aa+S_aa)*X_aa*I_6;
48 rho_7 = p.k_m_fa*S_fa/(p.K_S_fa+S_fa)*X_fa*I_7;
49 rho_8 = p.k_m_c4*S_va/(p.K_S_c4+S_va)*X_c4*S_va/(S_bu+S_va+1e-6)*I_8;
50 rho_9 = p.k_m_c4*S_bu/(p.K_S_c4+S_bu)*X_c4*S_bu/(S_va+S_bu+1e-6)*I_9;
51 rho_10 = p.k_m_pro*S_pro/(p.K_S_pro+S_pro)*X_pro*I_10;
52 rho_11 = p.k_m_ac*S_ac/(p.K_S_ac+S_ac)*X_ac*I_11;
53 rho_12 = p.k_m_h2*S_h2/(p.K_S_h2+S_h2)*X_h2*I_12;
54 rho_13 = p.k_dec_X_su*X_su;
55 rho_14 = p.k_dec_X_aa*X_aa;
56 rho_15 = p.k_dec_X_fa*X_fa;
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57 rho_16 = p.k_dec_X_c4*X_c4;
58 rho_17 = p.k_dec_X_pro*X_pro;
59 rho_18 = p.k_dec_X_ac*X_ac;
60 rho_19 = p.k_dec_X_h2*X_h2;
61
62 rho_A_4 = p.k_A_Bva*(S_va_minus*(p.K_a_va+S_H_plus)-p.K_a_va*S_va);
63 rho_A_5 = p.k_A_Bbu*(S_bu_minus*(p.K_a_bu+S_H_plus)-p.K_a_bu*S_bu);
64 rho_A_6 = p.k_A_Bpro*(S_pro_minus*(p.K_a_pro+S_H_plus)-p.K_a_pro*S_pro);
65 rho_A_7 = p.k_A_Bac*(S_ac_minus*(p.K_a_ac+S_H_plus)-p.K_a_ac*S_ac);
66 rho_A_10 = p.k_A_Bco2*(S_hco3_minus*(p.K_a_co2+S_H_plus)-p.K_a_co2*S_IC);
67 rho_A_11 = p.k_A_BIN*(S_nh3*(p.K_a_IN+S_H_plus)-p.K_a_IN*S_IN);
68
69 p_gas_h2 = S_gas_h2*p.R*p.T_op2/16;
70 p_gas_ch4 = S_gas_ch4*p.R*p.T_op2/64;
71 p_gas_co2 = S_gas_co2*p.R*p.T_op2;
72
73 rho_T_8 = p.k_La*(S_h2-16*p.K_H_h2*p_gas_h2);
74 rho_T_9 = p.k_La*(S_ch4-64*p.K_H_ch4*p_gas_ch4);
75 rho_T_10 = p.k_La*(S_co2-p.K_H_co2*p_gas_co2);
76
77 P_gas = p_gas_h2+p_gas_ch4+p_gas_co2+p.p_gas_h2o;
78 q_gas = p.k_p*(P_gas-p.P_atm)*P_gas/p.P_atm;
79
80 rho = [rho_1 rho_2 rho_3 rho_4 rho_5 rho_6 rho_7 rho_8 rho_9 rho_10...
81 rho_11 rho_12 rho_13 rho_14 rho_15 rho_16 rho_17 rho_18 rho_19];
82 sum_sum_C_nu_rho = sum(p.s(1:12).*rho(1:12))+p.s_13*sum(rho(13:19));
83 sum_rho = sum(rho(13:19));
84
85 dS_su = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_su_in-S_su)+rho_2+(1-p.f_fa_li)*rho_4-rho_5;
86 dS_aa = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_aa_in-S_aa)+rho_3-rho_6;
87 dS_fa = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_fa_in-S_fa)+p.f_fa_li*rho_4-rho_7;
88 dS_va = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_va_in-S_va)+(1-p.Y_aa)*p.f_va_aa*rho_6-rho_8;
89 dS_bu = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_bu_in-S_bu)+(1-p.Y_su)*p.f_bu_su*rho_5+(1-...
90 p.Y_aa)*p.f_bu_aa*rho_6-rho_9;
91 dS_pro = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_pro_in-S_pro)+(1-p.Y_su)*p.f_pro_su*rho_5+...
92 (1-p.Y_aa)*p.f_pro_aa*rho_6+(1-p.Y_c4)*0.54*rho_8-rho_10;
93 dS_ac = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_ac_in-S_ac)+(1-p.Y_su)*p.f_ac_su*rho_5+(1-...
94 p.Y_aa)*p.f_ac_aa*rho_6+(1-p.Y_fa)*0.7*rho_7+...
95 (1-p.Y_c4)*0.31*rho_8+(1-p.Y_c4)*0.8*rho_9+(1-p.Y_pro)*0.57*rho_10...
96 -rho_11;
97 dS_h2 = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_h2_in-S_h2)+(1-p.Y_su)*p.f_h2_su*rho_5+(1-...
98 p.Y_aa)*p.f_h2_aa*rho_6+(1-p.Y_fa)*0.3*rho_7+...
99 (1-p.Y_c4)*0.15*rho_8+(1-p.Y_c4)*0.2*rho_9+(1-p.Y_pro)*0.43*rho_10-...

100 rho_12-rho_T_8;
101 dS_ch4 = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_ch4_in-S_ch4)+(1-p.Y_ac)*rho_11+(1-...
102 p.Y_h2)*rho_12-rho_T_9;
103 dS_IC = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_IC_in-S_IC)-sum_sum_C_nu_rho-rho_T_10;
104 dS_IN = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_IN_in-S_IN)-p.Y_su*p.N_bac*rho_5+(p.N_aa-...
105 p.Y_aa*p.N_bac)*rho_6-p.Y_fa*p.N_bac*rho_7-p.Y_c4*p.N_bac*rho_8-...
106 p.Y_c4*p.N_bac*rho_9-p.Y_pro*p.N_bac*rho_10-p.Y_ac*p.N_bac*rho_11-...
107 p.Y_h2*p.N_bac*rho_12+(p.N_bac-p.N_xc)*sum_rho+(p.N_xc-...
108 p.f_xI_xc*p.N_I-p.f_sI_xc*p.N_I-p.f_pr_xc*p.N_aa)*rho_1;
109 dS_I = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_I_in-S_I)+p.f_sI_xc*rho_1;
110
111 dX_c = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_c_in-X_c)-rho_1+rho_13+rho_14+rho_15+rho_16+...
112 rho_17+rho_18+rho_19;
113 dX_ch = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_ch_in-X_ch)+p.f_ch_xc*rho_1-rho_2;
114 dX_pr = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_pr_in-X_pr)+p.f_pr_xc*rho_1-rho_3;
115 dX_li = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_li_in-X_li)+p.f_li_xc*rho_1-rho_4;
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116 dX_su = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_su_in-X_su)+p.Y_su*rho_5-rho_13;
117 dX_aa = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_aa_in-X_aa)+p.Y_aa*rho_6-rho_14;
118 dX_fa = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_fa_in-X_fa)+p.Y_fa*rho_7-rho_15;
119 dX_c4 = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_c4_in-X_c4)+p.Y_c4*rho_8+p.Y_c4*rho_9-rho_16;
120 dX_pro = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_pro_in-X_pro)+p.Y_pro*rho_10-rho_17;
121 dX_ac = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_ac_in-X_ac)+p.Y_ac*rho_11-rho_18;
122 dX_h2 = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_h2_in-X_h2)+p.Y_h2*rho_12-rho_19;
123 dX_I = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.X_I_in-X_I)+p.f_xI_xc*rho_1;
124
125 dS_cat_plus = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_cat_plus_in-S_cat_plus);
126 dS_an_minus = p.q_in/p.V_liq*(p.S_an_minus_in-S_an_minus);
127
128 dS_va_minus = -rho_A_4;
129 dS_bu_minus = -rho_A_5;
130 dS_pro_minus = -rho_A_6;
131 dS_ac_minus = -rho_A_7;
132 dS_hco3_minus = -rho_A_10;
133 dS_nh3 = -rho_A_11;
134
135 dS_gas_h2 = -S_gas_h2*q_gas/p.V_gas+rho_T_8*p.V_liq/p.V_gas;
136 dS_gas_ch4 = -S_gas_ch4*q_gas/p.V_gas+rho_T_9*p.V_liq/p.V_gas;
137 dS_gas_co2 = -S_gas_co2*q_gas/p.V_gas+rho_T_10*p.V_liq/p.V_gas;
138
139 ODEsys = [dS_su; dS_aa; dS_fa; dS_va; dS_bu;
140 dS_pro; dS_ac; dS_h2; dS_ch4; dS_IC;
141 dS_IN; dS_I; dX_c; dX_ch; dX_pr;
142 dX_li; dX_su; dX_aa; dX_fa; dX_c4;
143 dX_pro; dX_ac; dX_h2; dX_I; dS_cat_plus;
144 dS_an_minus; dS_va_minus; dS_bu_minus; dS_pro_minus; dS_ac_minus;
145 dS_hco3_minus; dS_nh3; dS_gas_h2; dS_gas_ch4; dS_gas_co2];
146 end

B.5 Script processing the simulation results

1 steadystate = sol(end,:)';
2
3 VS_in = 0.66*CODt;
4 OLR = VS_in*p.q_in/p.V_liq;
5
6 p_gas_h2 = S_gas_h2*p.R*p.T_op2/16;
7 p_gas_ch4 = S_gas_ch4*p.R*p.T_op2/64;
8 p_gas_co2 = S_gas_co2*p.R*p.T_op2;
9

10 S_co2 = S_IC - S_hco3_minus;
11
12 S_nh4_plus = S_IN-S_nh3;
13 theta = S_cat_plus+S_nh4_plus-S_hco3_minus-S_ac_minus/64- ...
14 S_pro_minus/112-S_bu_minus/160-S_va_minus/208-S_an_minus;
15 S_H_plus = -theta/2+1/2*sqrt(theta.^2+4*p.K_w);
16
17 pH = -log10(S_H_plus);
18
19 P_gas = p_gas_h2+p_gas_ch4+p_gas_co2+p.p_gas_h2o;
20 q_gas = p.k_p*(P_gas-p.P_atm).*P_gas./p.P_atm;
21
22 x_CH4 = p_gas_ch4./P_gas;
23 x_CO2 = p_gas_co2./P_gas;
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24 x_H2 = p_gas_h2./P_gas;
25 x_H2O = p.p_gas_h2o./P_gas;
26
27 I_pH_aa = p.K_pH_aa^p.n_aa/(S_H_plus(end)^p.n_aa+p.K_pH_aa^p.n_aa);
28 I_pH_ac = p.K_pH_ac^p.n_ac/(S_H_plus(end)^p.n_ac+p.K_pH_ac^p.n_ac);
29 I_pH_h2 = p.K_pH_h2^p.n_h2/(S_H_plus(end)^p.n_h2+p.K_pH_h2^p.n_h2);
30 I_IN_lim = 1./(1+p.K_S_IN./S_IN);
31 I_h2_fa = 1./(1+S_h2./p.K_I_h2_fa);
32 I_h2_c4 = 1./(1+S_h2./p.K_I_h2_c4);
33 I_h2_pro = 1./(1+S_h2./p.K_I_h2_pro);
34 I_nh3 = 1./(1+S_nh3./p.K_I_nh3);
35
36 COD_in = CODt;
37 COD_out = sum(sol(end,[1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ...
38 22 23 24]));
39
40 DD = 1-COD_out/COD_in;
41
42 alk = S_an_minus(end)+S_hco3_minus(end)+S_ac_minus(end)/64+...
43 S_pro_minus(end)/112+S_bu_minus(end)/160+S_va_minus(end)/208-...
44 S_cat_plus(end);
45 alk=alk*100086.9;
46 balk = S_hco3_minus(end)-S_cat_plus(end);
47 balk=balk*100086.9;
48
49 disp(' ')
50 disp('Performance: ')
51 fprintf('CH4: %.3g %% \n', x_CH4(end)*100)
52 fprintf('CO2: %.3g %% \n', x_CO2(end)*100)
53 fprintf('SGP: %.3g Nm^3 kg^-1 \n', (q_gas(end)/5)/OLR)
54 fprintf('SMP: %.3g Nm^3 kg^-1 \n', (x_CH4(end).*q_gas(end)/5)/OLR)
55 fprintf('VGP: %.3g Nm^3 m^-3 d^-1 \n', q_gas(end)/5)
56 fprintf('VMP: %.3g Nm^3 m^-3 d^-1 \n', x_CH4(end).*q_gas(end)/5)
57 fprintf('DD: %.3g %% \n', DD*100)
58 fprintf('pH: %.3g \n', pH(end))
59 fprintf('TA: %.4g mg L^-1 \n', alk)
60 fprintf('BA: %.4g mg L^-1 \n', balk)
61 disp(' ')
62 disp('Inhibition: ')
63 fprintf('I_pH_aa: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_pH_aa(end))*100)
64 fprintf('I_pH_ac: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_pH_ac(end))*100)
65 fprintf('I_pH_h2: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_pH_h2(end))*100)
66 fprintf('I_IN_lim: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_IN_lim(end))*100)
67 fprintf('I_h2_fa: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_h2_fa(end))*100)
68 fprintf('I_h2_c4: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_h2_c4(end))*100)
69 fprintf('I_h2_pro: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_h2_pro(end))*100)
70 fprintf('I_nh3: %.3g %% \n', (1-I_nh3(end))*100)
71 disp(' ')
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